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IN THIS WEEK'S ISSUE 
•... . 

Open warfare on the C\lrrenc�' markets 
.. . and the British ate drawing' blood '- the 

dollar is plunging to record, lows 'as we go to 
press ... In INTERNATIONAL this week, 
the latest on how Treasury Secretary Blumen
thal and Energy Secretary Schlesinger: played, 
out the British gameplan to provoke the dollar 
collaps� .. . While. Blumenthal tried to 
maneuver Europe into' the U.S. currency 

" dr.0p ... Schlesinger's manipulation of the 
: r" !, coal strike threatenSio kayo the very basis of 

the U.S. economy ... Included: the exclusive 
story of the semi-secret Japanese
European coa lition that has formed 
against the London-directed currency 
chaos ... 

The other side of the currenc}' battle is the 
foreign policy fight . .. the story that leads 
this week's U.S. REPORT . .. defining the 
split in the U.S. Administration over peace 
and detente ... or confrontation leading 
straight to thermonuclear war . . . showing 
how the Administration Tories and their allies 
in the press are toeing London's line ... and 
including excerpts from the Soviet Union's 
charges of attempted sabotage of the SALT 
talks process ... 

The alternative to dollar defeat at the hands 
of the pound sterling? . . . "Promptly Bank
rupt the British" is the proposal frofu U.S. 
Lab o r  Party chairman Lyn don H. 

t'£Ei.Rouche.' .. In a SPECIAL REPORT this 
issue, LaRouche tells how it can be' 
done . .. a short-term tactic of creating a 
"bull market" defense of the dollar and 
the world economy against the British 
"bear raid ... . . backed up by the crucial 
long-term strategy that alone can seal 
London's defeat... What about the 
dangers to the commercial banks? What 
about Third World' debt 'aefault
s? ... LaRouche gives the answers, in 
terms of the economic fundainen,tals that 
lie behind London's policies and what 
must replace them ... 

• 

* * * 

A positive U.S. policy for SALT is the sub
ject of an Executive Intelligence Review 
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT included with this 
issue ... a policy proposal that contrasts the 
gambits of the SALT saboteurs to an "atoms 
for peace" strategy that can lead the U.S. and 
t h e  Soviets "from detente t o  en
tente" ... Crucial: cooperation on the 
development of the whole range of nuclear 
technologies, particularly fusion . .. Included 
in the SUPPLEMENT: a status report on 
fusion research . . .  the Carter Adminis
tration's efforts to impose a ban on nuclear 
technology in space .. . the facts on the little
lmown agreement that gives Great Britain 
'veto powers over America's nuclear re
search ... Featured: an Open Letter to 
Defense Secretary Harold Brown from the 
USLP's LaRouche on the military aspect, 
framed around the dangers of the "flight 



forward syndrome" and the real deter
minants of "The Fitness to Command" ... all 
in this SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT ... 

* * * 

ECONOMICS this week fills out the cur
rency picture ... in its Foreign Exchange 
and Banking stories ... that show how 
London's war is shaping up ... and coverage 
of New York City, whose bankruptcy is one of 
London's aims . .. Also, the background story 
on the Luxembourg alternative to London that 
European financiers, politicians, and business 
leaders are trying to bring into being ... and 
Britain's open declaration that it is out to 
wreck the European Economic Commun
ity ... bluntly described as a continuation of 
World War II against Germany and Fran
ce! ... 

* * * 

And in U.S. REPORT, the unfolding of 
Schlesinger's plans to let the economy "freeze 

in the dark" . .. The potential disaster that 
could be unleashed using the coal strike as its 
vehicle ... and the chances for a solution to 
the strike and the problems it has creat
ed ... Plus an in-depth analysis of the 
Nuclear Nonproliferation Act, just passed in 
the Senate ... that tells why the Act, if signed 
into law, will devastate the U.S. nuclear indus
try and cost the nation billions in jobs and ex
ports . .. and why the bill's opponents failed 
to mobilize to stop it ... 

Meanwhile, the environmentalist-terrorist 
shocktroops who are deployed as the street
fighters for Schlesinger's program of sabo
tage are being successfully protected from the 
law ... by the same networks of intelligence 
agents, Wall Street lawyers, and foundations 
that sponsor these antitechnology goons 
... COUNTERINTELLIGENCE presents 
report on the "Campaign Against U.S. Law 
Enforcement" that describes how "civil liber
ties" fronts are being used to smear, dis
member, and reorganize U.S. police and intel
ligence institutions ... with the Kissinger 
connections, the foundation funding, and the 
terrorist links that trace the operation right 
back to its British-allied monetarist 
creators ... 

* * * 

Other highlights of this issue: . .. In 
MILITARY STRATEGY, an analysis of the 

I world pattern of "border conflicts" that uses 
the statements of the top policy-making body. 
the Trilateral Commission, to show the geno
cidal policy basis for these rigged confron
tations ... In MIDEAST. how the rash of 
border wars in Northern Africa is precisely 
aimed at Euro-Arab-Soviet cooperation for 
economic. and particularly nuclear. develop
ment ... In LATIN AMERICA. a review of -
the Council on Foreign Relations' plans to 
force Venezuela to drop its foreign policy for a 
new world economic order through internal 
disruption and battles with its neigh
bors ... and in ASIA. an analysis of what's at 
stake in the chaos of Indian politics ... 
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INTERNA TIONAL 

Dollar Fight For Control 

Of The Wh ite House 
The City of London launched a " bear raid" against the 

United States dollar and the currencies of the U .S . ' s  
allies in  continental Europe this week, and the U.S .  
currency plummeted to  new lows in turbulent dealing. 
London's  express purpose, E uropean sources say, is to 
force a political coup in the White House. de facto or de 
jure which would either force President Carter out or 
force his capitulation to Treasury S ecretary W. Michael 
Blumenthal ' s  destruction of the credit of the United 
States . 

Blumenthal ' s  plan, acted out with a vengeance at this 
week's  " Big Five" European economic summit, is to so 
pressure West Germany and Japan to reflate-print 
money-until their economies and currencies are in as 
much trouble as to rupture U . S . -German and U.S . 
Japanese relations , cause a run on the dollar and other 
currencies, and blame it all on President Carter. 
Already, according to one highly placed West German 
banking source (see page 2), West German Chan
cellor Helmut Schmidt said to Blumenthal :  "If you want 
to let the dollar go, let it go! . . . We are not going to play 

However, the fight is still on in E urope as to whether 
Blumenthal 's  intended provocation to what the same 
West German banker called "trade war" will succeed. 
At this writing, the Agence France Presse confirmed in 
New York their wire report-blacked out thus far by 
British and British-influenced U . S .  wire services-that 
the West German central bank had "announced support 
for the U .S .  dollar at the 2.05 deutschemark per dollar 
level , "  and, along with the Japanese and Swiss 
authorities ,  "conducted massive dollar support" today. 
This ,  along with demands from around the United States 
(including the Federal Reserve and State Department) 
that Blumenthal explain himself� was prompted in part 
by mass circulation in advance notices of the British 
plans by the U .S .  Labor Party and its cothinker 
organization, the European Labor Party. 

The price of gold soared this week to a three-year high 
of $180 per ounce,  an indication that E uropean-Japanese 
coordination on re-introducing gold into the monetary 
system may be continuing behind the scenes. 

kitty games with you anymore . . . .  Carter . . .  won·t hold out Blumenthal Bears Watching 
for long" in that situation . This week's  worldwide activities by the ostensible U.S .  

Feeding this bear market scare are the latest real Treasury Secretary were enough to flabbergast all but 
figures' on U .S .  industrial and retail sales , which in the most knowledgeable (British) world financial ex-
January fell 0 .7  percent and 3.1 percent in the sharpest perts . Flying to Paris over the weekend of February 1 1-12 
slide since 1 964. These figures are in part due to the for a secret, emergency meeting of the finance ministers 
heavy snows but more importantly reflect the decline of of the Big Five (U.S . ,  Germany, France ,  Japan, and 
the U.S .  economy under Blumenthal 's  attacks on the Britain) at Versailles , Blumenthal first leaked word of 
dollar, which hit U.S .  trade and business confidence right the diplomatically confidential meeting to the press. He 
where it hurt. The financial world knows well that the then announced he was energetically renewing expanded 
continuing disastrous U .S .  coal strike ,  manipulated by demands upon Germany and Japan to slash their in-
British cohort James Schlesinger to force through his dustrial exports and instead print money to pay for 
energy austerity programs,  will make the January make-work government leaf-raking j obs at home, so that 
figures look good when compared with February's .  their own currencies would depreciate in line with the 

The details of the British bear market scenario are dollar. For this purpose he waved to reporters the latest 
contained in the accompanying proposal by U .S .  Labor world economic forecast by British economists at 
Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. , "How to NATO's thinktank, the Organization for Economic 
Promptly Bankrupt the British," They include London Cooperation and Development (OECD), published just in 
plans for an outright financial attack  on the dollar-in time for the Versailles meeting, which warned ominously 
which British banks have already taken over $6 billion in that if the West Germans and Japanese did not reflate, ·  in 
short positions, according to E uropean sources-plus force and immediately, the dollar would be headed for 
runs on the French, Belgian, Dutch, and Scandinavian "maj or declines. " 
currencies (see Foreign Exchange). More ominous, the Blumenthal was renewing pressure personally on 
British are grabbing for the entire world lending market Helmut Schmidt, the West German and other press 
by competing to pull U.S .  banks'  depositors and investors pointed out incredulously, only days after West German 
away to London, forcing the U . S .  banks to deal in London E conomics Minister Otto Lambsdorff told Blumenthal in 
and risk capital controls and British outright ex- Washington that reflation is a dead letter. 
propriation . Following Blumenthal ' s  activities by one day, 

The U.S. Labor Party is calJing upon corporations, Johannes Witteveen, outgoing Managing Director of the 
bankers, security brokers, and political leaders to International Monetary Fund and a well-known Anglo-
counter by building a bull market in Am erica . Dutch econometrist, announced to the New York Con-
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fer�nce Board, a"pro-British b4siness group, t)lat, . thus far. Alain Vernay, w1"iting in Le Figaro Feb. 14,  
reflation for West Germany and Japan· ii;' " rriore'urgEmt'.i .':' termed Blumenthal 's  renewed offensive a "coup de 
than ever. Witteveen also urged upon the u.s. the theatre" which could easily be used to turn the entire 
issuance of "Roosa Bonds , "  or foreign currency U.S. American population against its European allies , 
debt, to raise marks and yen in order to intervene to blaming Europe and Japan for the slide of the dollar 
support the dollar, thus forcing G ermany and Japan'to and igniting an ugly popular mood for trade war and 
accept more worthless U.S. IOUs""';:named for Robert isolationism in:: this country. Vernay, quoting " British 
Roosa of Brown Brothers Harriman, one of the foremost sources, " noted that Blumenthal may have actually 
architects of the reflation program. "provoked a postponement under these conditions of  the 

The response on the world currency markets was rapid . . 'I .' Western economic summit scheduled for July in Bonn, " 
and direct. Promptly on Monday morning, as if to fulfil l  which if  true would be a serious deterioration of U.S.-
the OECD promise, the dollar plumm eted from 2.12  to German relations. 
2.08 marks and from 1.97 to 1.93 S wiss francs .  *By Feb. 17 ,  several signs appeared that the West 

The provocations continued even so; on Feb. 16 ,  Germans may not have been totally taken in by  the 
Blumenthal's Urtdersecretary, Anthony'Solomon, in an Blumenthal provocation. The AFP report on West 
unprecedented :'leak of normally well-guarded u.S. German central bank intervention to support the dollar, 
Federal Reser�e policy, told reporters in Paris for no if true, is a major political statem ent by Germany that 
appareni reason that the Fed had " not ·1ntervened to she will support her American ally inspite of her rotten 
support the dollar for three weeks." Market reaction was economic leadership. 
swift-" Coniusion Reigns as Traders Sell Dollars in Through Feb. 1 7 ,  reports also came in from Paris that 
R eaction tei Remark� by Treasury Aide , "  led the the Germans are strongly supporting the French franc, 
financial headlines'as, the Wall Street Jounral reported, despite a major run on the franc last week. Significantly, 
"Mr. Solomon sent the dollar reeling." By the end of the the Saudi Arabians are reported to have put their money 
week, the u.S. currency hit another record of 2.05 marks , into France with renewed confidence recently, indicating 
1.88 SwIss francs. and fell against other currencies as knowledge of intended E uropean political solidarity to 
well: ,Solonio� 's ' w�ak retraction . later in the day only halt the British scenario. And the S audi Finance Minister 
served to heighten the markets' sense of chaos. reportedly told Blumenthal himself in Paris this week , ' ,, ' . that the Saudis will not abandon the dollar. 

i , 

EiJropeln TUrmoil 

The Western Europeans �nd Japanese were thrown 
into turmoil by th!! )31umentha1 offensive but the results 
are still unclear. A chronology of the week's European 
statements gives the�ttle atmosphere : 

*�n.Feb,., 14" ,�urope�J;l
, 
C.ommentators were reporting 

tha�, "BlumeA�" . haq: beep. . tota,tly rebuffed ; he had 
"come,in lilte a �ear and gone out like a pussycat," as 
one WestGe(�an' s�nircetold the D6w Jones. High-level 
E uropean and:Japanese banking sources report that the 
Versailles �eetings t4rned, \nto a " square off, " as 
Germany's Dle Welt put 'it, between Blumenthal and 
Britain�s (:�ancellcir of th� Exchequer Dennis Healey on 
one side, apd the West .G,ermans , French, and Japanese 
on the .other. ' . , ' , . . 

*Leaving the Versailies meeting, Japan's  finance 
ministe,r told t h�wire servi!;:es that if Blumenthal per
s isted, Japan wouhiliave,no·choice but to form a public 

'. bloc witli the West Germans-'something which they and 
GermanyhaVEibeerl negotiating for weeks in any case, 
J apanese officials told EtR. ' 

*By Feb. 15 ,  however, the Solomon destabilization of 
tbe, 'markets seemed 'to i have brought Blumenthal's 
mission.. to succ�ss: the ."E;uI:QPean press and financial 
cornmun�ty waS fiJJ:iciU:s-�pough to begin open talk about 
letting the dollar c'olhipse (see ,page 3). More 
dangerous, according ,to . these same sources and the 

, EuropeaJ;l p�ess,  was '�ufopean willingness to blame it 
all on Presid'ent ' C�rtrr7-whic� .is p,recisely what 
Blumenthal, wants .... S.uch m islocated international 
outrage co�id fo�ce C",rter out. and London's  own Fritz 
Mondale in;.or at least force Carter to fearfully move, 
quicker tow�rd the energy-slashing and trade protec
t.ionism policies whit:h he a.nd C,ongress have resisted 

Perhaps most significiant is the potential for an anti-
Blumenthal and increasing anti-British backlash in the 
u.S. itself. Furious career officers at the State Depart
ment, Treasury, and Federal R eserve forced Blumen
thal to tall an emergency meeting to explain the dollar 
collapse and take countermeasures , according to 
Wa'shington sources. U.S. industrialists and bankers 
reached by the Labor Party mobilization had responses 
in many cases typified by that of a mid-West oil company 
executive : "So it really was the British who had Jiirgen 
Ponto (the prodevelopment presidertt of Dresdner Bank, 
murdered by terrorists last year-ed.) killed? They're 
crazy if they think we'll  let them get away with this .... But 
then, it doesn't look as if Carter knows how to handle the 
thing arid we can't count on Blumenthal at all, can 
we? .. i • •  But wouldn't you agree that that they can really 
get burned in this if we move with all the other countries 
you mentioned?" 

-K. Brown 

'We Can'fSupport the Dol lar  Anymore" 
An official of the West German banking community 

explained why his country could no longer defend the 
beleaguered doJJar: 

The Bundesbank is not doing anything to sUPPort the 
dollar. We are sitting down for a real clash-for trade 
war. We 'are not going to play kitty games with 
Blumenthal any more. Last year the Bundesbank had to 
write·off7;3 BNDM because of dollar depreciation, which 
were funds that could have been invested in the economy. 

Schmidt said to Blumenthal : We rej ect any of your 
demands. If you want to let the dollar go, let it go. The 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries will 
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switch out of the dollar. That will raise oil prices .  and do 
things to your economy and to our economy. But we ate 
more able to withstand it. 

The Bundesbank is exhausted.  I know there are 
American patriots. but what are they doing at the 
moment? We're set for an escalation. We are looking for 
a different kind of presidency in the United States. Our 
people over there say that Carter is directly attacking 
the oil and the auto lobby too much. and that he won't 
hold out for long. Yeah, we know that Mondale is just as 
bad. We don't  like what we see over there. We want to 
change the fiscal and economic policy of the United 
States, and so do the people in Japan. 

Witteveen Te l ls West 
Germany, Japan: Reflate 

New York Times. "Witteveen Presses Germany and 
Japan to Spur Economies, " Feb. 16. " 

The managing director of the International Monetary 
Fund, H, Johannes Witteveen, yesterday issued a strong 
appeal that West Germany and Japan further stimulate 
their domestic economies. 

Mr.Witteveen' s  remarks followed by a day the return 
to the United States of Treasury Secretary W. Michael 

Blumenthal amid reports that he had tried. and failed, to 

persuade West Germany to take more stimulative ac

tion. 
Although Mr. Blumenthal denied the reports. the 

United States has been urging West Germany and Japan 
to take steps to reduce their big balance-of-trade sul'
pluses deficit and relieve pressure on the dollar . . . .  

Mr. Witteveen. speaking before a meeting i n  New York 
of the Conference Board. a business research group. 
said : 

"The expansionary impetus provided by oil-importina 
countries in relatively strong (trade) positions has been 
quite disappointing. Contrary to expectations . it has not 

been sufficient to ensure achievement of a satisfactory 
rate growth in world trade-one that would support and 

facilitate adjustment efforts by deficit countries . "  
Mr. Witteveen. i n  his previous major speech last Sep

tember. had called for similar economy-boosting actions 
by the two nations.  although their policies were ch,r
acterized then as insufficient rather than as "quite dis
appointing. "  The situation has worsened since then. he 
said yesterday.  

"For surplus countries, notably Germany and Japan. · 
stronger expansion of domestic demand has been ren
dered even more urgent because 01 the substantial ap
preciations in the external value 01 their currencies over 
the past half year or so," Mr. Witteveen said . . . .  

Mr. Witteveen also raised the question of whether the 
United States would sell securities

· 
denominated in 

foreign currencies. which would be used to pay for the 
trade deficit. 

"Without such financing, the extent of any 
depreciation of the dollar would be determined mainly by 
the intervention policies of surplus countries-which are 
otten limited by undesired il\ternal monetary ef
fects-and by the expectations of those responsbile for 
private capital movements ," he said. 

Solomon Sparks 
. Dollar Dumping 

The Wall Street Journal, "Coniullion Reigns as Traders 
Sell Dollars In Reaction to Remarks by Treasury Aide, " 
Feb. 17: 

Confusion reigned on international currency markets 
as traders sold off U.S. dollars in reaction W a series of 
remarks by Treasury Under Secretary Anthony 
Solomon. 

Mr. Solomon sent the dollar reeling when he told 
reporters in Paris that the Federal Reserve hadn't in-· 
tervened on foreign-exchange markets to support the 
dollar during the past three weeks. Some dealers in
terpreted this to mean that the U.S. was resuming its 
policy of "benign neglect" toward the dollar, and they 
started selling hectically. 

Later in the European day, Mr. Solomon issued a 
statement asserting bis earlier words had been misin
terpreted. He said that because of quh�t conditions on 
money marts over the past three weeks there wasn't a 
need for the U.S. to support the dollar. "However," he 
added, " in the last two or three days, the market has 
been disorderly and we have intervened. There has been 
no change in our policy whereby we will intervene 
vigorously to counteract disorderly markets." 

The explanatory statement, along with some European 
central bank support, helped the dollar recover a bit 
trom its overseas intraday lows, but later in New York, it 
resumed its slide. 
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1. Japan And West Germany 

'Coordinate Ffnanc i 'al Strategy 
. . ,  ... � 

According to high-level Japanese banking sources in 
Europe,  Japan and West Germany have reached "a 
secret accord on j oint coor4ination pf monetary policy" 
both tocouriier Br'itairi's PusJl;for.p,fotectiQnism against 
J',apanJn, the Europel;lri,EconoJ)lics Comm,unity and to 
force t�� J1.n:it!'!d S�tes, to adopt a strong dollar policy. 

The emerging Japan-West Germany "axis" was ap
parent in the Fukuda government's decision to appoint 
one of Japan's  top,For!,!�gn Ministry officials to become 
Tokyo' s  ambassador' to· 'Bt>rin. The new ambassador 
Yoshino clarified Japari�s support of the Se,hmidt govern
ment in a recent.,speech" where he praised tbe Schmidt 
govern'I,llent's",; eCQnomic, � policies and stressed that 
Germany should play a worldwide economic role . 

, , ' .. ' Th� Japanes,e View , 
A well info�JTied 4',apanese !!()urce in the United States 

has detailed to' this news service how Japan has' pro
ceed'ed with its policy ofa ligning with Germany. The key 
point Qf the "axis. " is ,  in the Japanese view. to use Japan 
and West Germany's, overriding concern with a stable 
dollar as the basis for closer cooperation. According to 
tbe source. the Japanese governmeritin the beginning of 
J a�uary' d�Cided t()'use .the ongoing trade' negotiations 
with:p:.S. Special rrade R epresentative Robert Strauss 
as a lorum for aemanding a U . S ': commitment to a stable 
d()llar as a ','qqid pro quo" for any Japanese agreement 
to'trad�ind �ariffcon,.Sess(Qns. , :. ' 

, 

" 

Initially, soine grolips in Tokyo balked at this policy. 
fearing that it would only:, anger the Americans further. 
until they understood. that both West Germany and Saudi 
Arabia, ',as well 'as 'France.  alreadY had made such 
demands : " 

The next' step was from Tokyo to Bonn. Japan's  Vice
Minister of Fina'nce 'Matsukawa visited Bonn several 
weeks after the Japatles·e-U�S .  talks .  and succeeded in 
establishing tighter 'coordination with Bonn brlcutrency 
and trade 'm�tiers. Underlying these agreements was an 

'underst�nding by both countries that Great Britain was 
the major obstacle to any viable world economy. The 
British had already shown their hatred of Japan in a 
series of meetings between Japan' s  External Economic 
Affairs Minister Ushiba and British Foreign Secretary 
Owen and British finance minister Denis Healey in late 
January. 

At that time. Ushiba was informed that London 

be'lieved " Japan's surplus is today j eopardizing the 
world's  open trade system. "  The Japanese were also 
shocked by the British failure to even listen to the vice
m inister of Japan's powerful Ministry of International 
Trade imd Industry, Masuda, who also went to Britain to 
explain Japan's economic policies .  

A s  a result o f  Matsukawa's  m eetings i n  Europe. the 
G ermans are now leading the moves in the EEC to block 
British protectionist ploys against Japan. Knowing this. 
Tokyo is now taking a very firm line against any EEC 
protectionist threats . 

I 

The Business Side 
In tandem with Japan and Germany's diplomatic over

tures. private Japanese-German business cooperation 
has also dramatically escalated. The major go-betweens 
have been the Swiss, especially Swiss National Bank 
head Leutwiller who recently visited Tokyo. This news 
service has learned that. in conversations between Leu
twiller and former Bank of Japan head Sasaki in Tokyo. 
the Swiss banker told Japan that " there is enthusiasm in 
Europe for a move of the foreign exchange market (Asia 
dollar market) from Singapore to Tokyo ,"  and then out
lined European thinking ()n crel;lting a rival market to 
London' s  Eurodollar center. Japanese business circles 
were very favorably impressed by Leutwiller especially 
since at the time Masud wa.s being told to drop dead by 
London. 

I, 

Fukuda to Bonn 
The Japanese have now made it known that when 

Japan's  prime minister Fukuda goes to Bonn for the 
scheduled July meeting of the heads of state he intends to 
hold a private meeting with West German Chancellor 
Schmidt. Schmidt personally very much admires the 

'Japanese and. when he was finance minister. Schmidt 
made overtures to Japan's  Ministry of Finance to have it 
train West German finance ministry officials ! Fukuda 
also personally backs the J apan-West German axis . Both 
Fukuda and new ambassador Yoshino have some knowl
edge of Germany since both were government officials in 
Berlin in the late 1 930s and early 1 940s .  

-K. Coogan 
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Schmidt Sta nce Aga i nst Blumenthal Gets 

Wide Backi ng ... For Better Or Worse 

While West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt was 
meeting with U.S .  Treasury S ecretary W. Michael 
Blumenthal, the Chancellor was receiving unanimous 
support from virtually every leading domestic institution 
in his rej ection of Blumenthal ' s  demands to reflate the 
West German and Japanese economies .  However. as the 
quotes below indicate, most of Schmidt' s  supporters are 
still laboring under the mistaken idea that the only 
alternative to reflation is Blumenthal 's  other plan for 
collapsing the U .S .  dollar and strict " fiscal conserva
tis m . "  The implications of the growing demand on the 
part of Schmidt 's  trade union base for a concerted push 
on nuclear development should be considered. 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, editorial .  " Bonn must 
resist" ,  Feb . 13: 

. . .  Blumenthal 's  visit to Bonn m ust be a welcome op
portunity for Chancellor Schmidt to clear up the idea that 
President Carter and his advisors have that some more 
pace-making services for the Italian and French 
economies can stop Eurocomm unism in Germany's 
partners . Whether both countries  become com m unist or 
not will be decided by domestic polit ics .  It would be 
nonsensical to make German foreign economic policy 
coresponsible. 

The federal government must obviously continue to 
apply the brakes to this flood of American brainstorms, 
which is continuing to devise new demands on German 
economic policy that are not realistic . . . .  What is to be 
remembered above all  is that the world conj uncture 
cannot s imply be "made" by state stimulation. People 
cannot allow inflation to be incited. Domestic and inter
national growth must be based on stability. Inflationary 
experi m ents around growth will only bring the world 
economy to new lows. The countries that are threatened 
by Eurocommunism suffer enough from it. Schmidt 
must remain steady and hard . 

Sta tement by Armin Grunewald. press spokesman for 
Chancellor Schmidt, on Blumenthal's visit: 

. . .  There was general agreement on overall policy but 
differences on GATT, protectionis m ,  and energy con
servation. These issues were discussed between friends. 
not enemies . . . .  

Dr. Karl-Heinz Narjes, chairman o f  the West German 
Parliamentary Economic Committee,  and a member of 
the opposition Christian Democratic Party. Feb. 1 3 :  

The Bonn opposition wants t o  state that w e  are fully 
behind Schmidt. The government is supported in its fight 
against the demands for inflation coming from inside and 
outside the country. "  

Otto Wolff von Amerongen, Chairman of th e  German 
Chamber of Comm erce and Industry, (DIHT) in the Feb. 
14 financial daily Handelsblatt: 

Schmidt has the full support of industry in his fight 
over various demands for inflation .  

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Dr. Hans Roeper, chief 
economics correspondent, editorial, Feb. 14: 

" . . . .  It is hard to understand j ust what Blumenthal 
wants , because West Germany and Japan are export
oriented economies,  as opposed to the internally oriented 
U . S .  economy . . . .  B lumenthal should consider that not 
only the BRD government, but the opposition, industry, 
and trade unions are against his policies.  

Miinchner Merkur (Munich), Feb. 14: 
Eugen Loderer, chairman of the Metal Workers Union 

(lGM) is under pressure . . . .  by thousands of letters from 
workers �emanding a campaign around energy. "  
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SPECIAL REPORT 
" , 

How Promptly To Bankrupt ·The British 

The following analysis was issued OJ. ,','lJruary 12, 1978 
by U. S. Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

Developments over this past week show that the, 
British monarchy is activating its last monetary option : 
triggering an immediate world monetary collapse , ' 
causing a world depression. Most" recently, 'this is what 
London did over the 1928-31 period,  in organizing the 1929 
U . S .  stock market collapse from London, and the sub-' 
sequent 1931 floating of the pound sterling. 

Since almost no leading politicians and very few lead-

• 

tactic for bankrupting the British bears. At the same 
time, we must maintain what seems to be the opposite 
option. of selling the London interests short - to outdo 
the British in what they propose to do to us. 

Although the two latter options might seem to be 
directly opposite. and mutually exclusive, I shall show 
that they can be pursued in a way which is coherent and 
mutually compatible.  

An Old British Tactic 

ing bankers in the USA or continental Western Europe The origins of' the tactic being used by London are 
understand adequately the ABCs of this kind of problem, traced most significantly to the 1 783-1 8 1 8  period. During 
it is urgent that I sum marize the knowledge of myself this period, an economically and financially bankrupt 
and of my specialist collaborators in the form most ' City of London hoodwinked and swindled the entire conti-
useful to those responsible political ,  banking, industrial , nent of E urop.e, capturing international financial control 
and trade union officials. Against this background of chiefly by sheer bluff and fraud. 
information, I develop the two-fold counteroffensive ap- With the complicity of traitors centered in the Man-
proach to bankrupting the City of London's  merchant hattan banking interests, under Martin Van l�uren and 
banking and Crown agent forces .  h is  puppet President Andrew Jackson, London destroyed 

In form , the following remarks are written as a na- the credit· and economic power of the United States 
tiona 1 intelligence strategic estimate to the highest levels during the 1829�37 period, culminating in the London-
of the Carter Administration and to key commercial directed panic of 1837 .  Skipping over some earlier and 
banking circles in Manhattan ,  Detroit, Chicago, Atlanta, intervening cases, the British repeated this operation 
Texas,  Oklahoma, Denver, and the U . S .  West Coast aglliitst the United States in 1 873, 1 877, the 1890 's ,  against 
centers . the worliduring the 1904-07 period, and during the 1926-

It is intended, however, that key political and financial, 31 period. 
c ircles known to me in France ,  Italy,  Belgium , the Fed- The technique is elementary. S elling the world short. 
eral Republic of Germany, and Japan should, in a matter doeseause a collapse in total nominal valuation of out-' 
of speaking, look over the shoulders of the American standing aggregate of instruments, including instru-
readers to whom' this special intelligence report is ad- ments held by London itself. However, the force which 
dressed most. directly. It is neCE!$sary that American and runs the successful bear market, although collapsing in- , 
allied forces mount an effective international conspiracy clusively the nominal aggregate valuations of its own 
to do immediately what should have been done during the holdings, gains two decisive monetary benefits.  First, it 
last quarter of the 18th century - bankrupt the City of comes out of the bear market with an increased per-
London merchant banks and Crown agents for once and' centile of the total surviving value of aggregate. Second, 
forever, if it manages the affair properly, it emerges with crucial 

I present the basic facts in the following order. First, I control of the available disposable liquidity. 
summarize the technique being used - once again- by In short , it gains increased control of the world finan-
the City of London : selling the world short, with the cial markets , and is able later to run up the nominal 
intent to control international credit. Next, I shall turn to value of ,aggregate, recovering p erhaps more than it has 
discuss the problems presented from the standpoint of lost - at the expense of those on the losing end of the bear 
American vital economic and monetary interests .  In this market swindle. 
connection, I state the point to be made from the stand- The British way of thinking is exemplified perversely 
point of economic fundamentals without yet considering, by the current. tottering condition of, the British 
at that point, the problem of saving the relevant com- economy. The current valuation of the pound sterling is 
mercial financial institutions .  Under the same general utterly fraudulent. The value of the pound for inter-
,heading. I take up next the policy for saving the infra- national trade purchases from England is grossly exag-
structure of essential financial institutions .  Finally, I get-a ted with respect to the hard-commodity trading 

'outline the two-'fold approach we must adopt. The first' value of the dollar. French franc , deutschemark. yen, 
short-term option we must follow is that of creating a bull and so forth. 
ma,rket speculative defense of the U . S .  dollar. a basic In terms of investments in the British internal 
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economy; the value of the 'pound is converging on Ii value 
less than zero - except for "asset-stripping" forms of 
investment. The current nominal value of the pound is 
maintained principally by short-term speculative lever
ages of the London market. aggravated by a fraudulent 
overvaluation of North' Se� petrble'um prospects and. 
also. by short-term a::s'sQt-st� ing activltie� against the 
British economy itself. The nominal value of the pound 
sterling is nothing but a hoax . a pure speculative bubble. 
and a bluff. 

The problem from the standpoint of the London mer
chant bankers and royal Crown agents .  is how to use such, 
an inherently worthless curreQcy. the pound sterling. to 
take control of the world economy and international 
credit. ' .  " 

The bluff depends chiefly upon playing the dominant 
c ircles of the United States and continental Western Eur-
ope for credulous donkeys.  . 

The essence of the method e mpioyed is British em
piric i sm.  British pragmatism.  The British induce the 
credulous fools - governments . commercial banking 
interests . industrialists . trade" uh ions leaders . and so 
forth - to limit their practical actions to a selection of 
short-term "choices" as defined by the British and Brit- . 
ish agents-of-influepce ip tl:1e rele,Va,nt nations . , , 

Control of the'rp.aj;or press - sucp as the Washingtpn ; 
Post. the.New York Times. NB,<;::. 'CBS ,  Reuters. UPI. 
etc .. in the U.S . . Le Monde. in France; and the liberal 
Hamburg: and other press .  plus other media in West 
Germany :-is crucial to tltjs manipulation of the cred
ulous. This press control is supplemented by those var
ious think tanks and policy, associations of various na
tions which are "entirely or, predQminantIy controlled var
tously by British agents or ;lgents-of-influence .  The U . S .  
Council o n  ,Foreign Relations . ,the Trilateral Com
mission. Rand Corpor;ltion. the Georgetown University 
C S I S. the Brooking� Institution. the networks of the Irtsti
tute for Policy Studies are prominent. excellent ex
amples of ,British policy and inteJligence agencies' inter
ests in the USA. just as most memg,ers of the London 
International Institute for Strategic S tudies (HSS)  �'re 
wittingly or . unwittingly' British agents or agents-of-
influencein their respective natioQs . 

' 

British-influenced corrupt attorneys in the U .S . law 
profession are integral to tl,is operation as subsections of 
those same British-oriented., n,etworks of attorneys are 
key in' deploying ' iQ�ernationa( terrorist� . The special 
importance of Britis,h-jn/luenced members of the legal 
profession is  the CQfflll?tion of law into conformity with 
the various sUQver,slv e,  anti constitutional doctrines of 
law associated 'with Jus�ice lfoh;nes .  Thurman Arnold. 
Joseph ,Rauh. :ihe subversiv� J�ritish philosophical ou�
look of Karl Popper. Max Weber.  and the legal phil� 
osophy of the prize philosopher of law. Carl Schmitt. 

Through such channels .  including corrupt but in
f1uential elements of the hi.w,p·�ofession,  the victim na
tions are conci\itioned ,i� . ,a,. "M,/ilg,inot line policy" 
respecting short-term defense of nomlnal, va.luatIons of 
instruments and ;contracts .  This  sets up the'victim na
tions for easy s�bvers�n and defeat by'

,British bear 
market operations. In other words. ' the effort of nations 
to defend the nominal valuations of speculatively: inflated 

, 

,., real estate or other financial markets by short-term 
monet�ry means. diverts liquidity away from capital 
formation into inflationary spirals .  setting those nations 
up for a British bear market. bubble-pricking operation. 

One of the most important associated political weapons 
. '�of British intelligence is the " environmentalist move-

·.;'ment" and that movement's internationai terrorist com
plement. S ince all economic development centers 
currently around nuclear energy development, the Brit
ish are able to destroy the economic value of the curren
cies of victim nations through the activities of the British 
intelligence-created "environmentalists" and terrorist 
movements ,pressing the attacks against nuclear
centered. job-creating capital formation. and weakening 
those economies with the slave-labor ( "labor-intensive")  
meihods associated with the proposed Humphrey-Haw
kins bill in the United States .  

Defense Against London 

In general .  a fixation upon short-term defense of the 
nominal values of, for example, dollar-denominated 
debt, has the same effect as a nut in a Malayan monkey 
trap has \>n the monkey. The effort to grip firmly the 
nominal valuations of all outstanding. inflated debt 
valuations secures the paw of the credulous monkey 
within the British monkey trap constructed to trap the 
monkeys of U .S .  commercial banking interests.  If one 
lets go of this bait and approaches the task of obtaining 
the nut by smashing the trap first, both the nut and 

, freedom can be secured. 
The additional,  vital,  conceptual point to be cleared 

away in connection with the present British option is the 
following. The fact that the British engineered most of 
the depression crises of the 1 9th and 20th centuries must 
npt be understood as indicating that no lawful economic 
monetary processes underlie the development of the 
preconditions for such depressions . It is merely in
dispensable to get rid of the notion that depressions can 
be predicted in point of time from a purely economic or 
purely monetary standpoint of mathematical analysis.  
. In the first public circulation of my own economiC 

strategic.  conjunctural thesis in the spring of 1957, I 
stated the following. That, a$ of that point, February
March 1957. a 'major recession was in progress .  (Official 
agencies did not concede the fact of the recession but 
argued to the contrary, until autumn 1957 . )  I em
phasized, however, that this 1 957 recession would not 
lead directly to a general depression. I emphasized that 
capital formation in Western E urope and Japan would 
continue general prosperity, under conditions of indus
trial stagnation and capital formation in the U.S . ,  until 
t�llowing 1965, at which point a series of monetary crises 
woulq in,evitably erupt, leading toward a world depres
sion. 
. This general monetary crisis erupted as I had 

predicted. during 19�6-67,  leading to the devaluation of 
the pound sterling in NOVember 1967 , and the crisis of the 
dollar during February-March 1968 .  In effect, the 
Bretton Woods monetary system collapsed at the two 
crisis meetings - in Switzerland and Washington - of 
tl�at i968 crisis . This crisis of 1967-68 represented. ob-
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j ectively. from a monetary economic standpoint. the 
preconditions for a general depression. However. ' 
monetary or economic processes do not exist inde
pendently. What exists is political economy. Through 
political means . including use of the credit resources of 
nation-states .  the 1967-68 crisis was rolled over and. in a 
generally similar political way, each succeeding immi
nent depression collapse was rolled over to this present 
moment. 

The objective point of collapse-ripeness of the Bretton 
Woods monetary system occurred first during the 
November-March period of 1 967-68 .  This then-worsening 
crisis of the collapsing old monetary system had been 
successfully postponed: notably during th� autumn of 
1 9 7 1 .  through the ·aftermath of the 1 973 petrodoIlar crisis ,  
in the wake of the Ramboui1l�t 1975 and the subsequent 
Jamaica agreement. alway� by political m eans. The 
credit of nations has been corrupted to the purpose of 
feeding a pyramid of inflationary bailout:'a bailout of a . 
growing mass of debt which must have been wiped out 
through bankruptcy without such looting of the credit of 
national governments . 

On the basis of these successive bailouts of the bank
rupt monetary system, some euphorically deluded poli
ticians and economists have advanced the doctrine of the 
indefinitely postponable crisis .  " We can continue resort
ing to these methods indefinitely . " such foolish people 
assure t�emselves and their credulous admirers . 

That view is utter nonsense. " See , " the wise fools in
sist .  "there was really no cris is .  We successfully pre
vented the crisis . "  Their argument is nonsensical. They 
did postpone the reckoning of the crisis - in one sense. 
They evaded Third World debt moratoria ,  both by roll
over schemes and. more importantly, by various suc
cesses in blackmailing and corrupting Third World 
governments . (On the latter point. I can name names, 
supply dates,  and detail the operations - that is not, 
however. necessary here . )  However, did they actually 
solve the crisis,  or trade off today' s threatened monetary 
collapse for a more disastrous threat of monetary col
lapse at the next round? 

The 1 971  crisis was worse than the 1 967-68 crisis ; the 
1 9 73-74 crisis worse than the 197 1  crisis ; the imminent 
collapse of 1 975 worse than the threats of 1 973-74 ; the 
threatened collapse of September-October 1 976 worse 
than the autumn of 1 975 crisis ; the 1 977 crisis worse than 
the 1976 crisis ; and the 1 978 crisis monstrously worse 
than the 1 977 crisis. The crisis must either be resolved by 
resolving the fundamentals of the matter. or, rollover 
s imply means exchanging a collapse today at the price of 
a much worse threat of collapse tomorrow. 

III general .  the 1964-68 turning point in postwar OECD 
economies repres�nted a shift away from productive 
capital formation toward pure monetary speculation. 
The attempted rollovers of 1 968 ,  1 9 7 1 ,  1 974. 1 975 , and so 
forth have each worsened that trend by qualitative leaps.  
The diversion ,of credit from long-term capital formation 
investments into the Eurodollar real estate and other 
speculative orgies . was an inflationary trend . This was 
an accelerating ipflationary trend, which lawfully drove 
up interest rates, shortened the average maturities of 
outstanding indebtedness ,  and drained the capital funds 
of industrial and agricultural production, including main
tenimce of materials and c irculating capital . All of this 

was for the purpose of leveraging oq hyperinflationary 
pyramids of intrinsically nonperform ing debt. . -

The correlative of this process was therefore a contrac
tion ' in productive investment in industry and agri
culture, associated with a contraction in employment, 
real purchasing power of populations. and of capital 
formation. This led, especially after 1973 , . into an accel
erating contraction in world trade. and an accompanying 
shrinking of the real tax base of those national economies 
whose c�edit was fueling the supply of liquidity diverted 
in to a bailout of the pyramiding m ass of nonperforming 
debt. In effect, the mass of the current debt service bur
den is expanding at an accelerating rate while the pro-

. ductive base of the world economy is contracting. Con
sequently, we have an exponential growth in the ratio of 
debt service to industrial and agricultural production at 
a point - now - that the average level of world trade 
and production is essentially below the breakeven point. 

In short, the method of bailout employed SInce the 1964-
68 turning point has led to a circumstance in which the 
net profit of combined production in the capitalist sector 
is now below the breakeven point - the point at which 
existing plants . farms.  and labor forces are barely main
tained in preexisting quantities  and quality overall .  This 
means that the capitalist system as a whole is operating 
below the zero-level of profit from real productive out
put. Yet. debt service. which must be paid out of profit
able margins of real social revenues in a healthy econ
omy. is exponentially increasing the taxation on profits , 
at a time when the real profit of the capitalist sector is '  

• below zero ! 
At this point, the bailouters have two basic choices. 

F irst, they may elect to go into a new rollover effort. an 
effort proposed, for example. to the Bank for Inter
national Settlements during 1 977. This would mean a 
hyperinflationary growth of useless and dangerously 
excessive liquidity, combined with fascist ( Schachtian) 
austerity on a nearly global scale. That is the McNamara 
approach. This means adopting an explosive situation. in 
which the slightest disturbance to the flow of payments 
can trigger a chain-reaction form of monetary collapse. 
Or. the second choice. one powerful faction within the 
collection can decide to prick the bubble. The most 
successful bears in a bubble-pricking operation wipe out 
and take over their competitors. under that approach to a 
Schachtian world order. 

' -

That is the British method. The British promote finan
cial pyramids among those "areas" they have marked 
out for looting. At the crucial point of their choice. the 
British then prick the bubble they have fostered and 
usually clean up in the bear market washout. 

Thus. the underlying determinant of a monetary col
lapse and general depression is "objectively" ascertain
able. even with respect to the timing of crisis points. 
However. which of the crisis points is accompanied by a 
rollover postponement of the crisis .  or a bear market 
bubble-pricking is predominantly a matter of political 
subjective choices. 

I and my associates have attempted over the years to 
get through the skulls of obstinate politicians. bankers . 
and so forth. j ust that point. What can be predicted. first 
of all ,  is the tempo and principal features of a new crisis .  
What can also be predicted is the range of .policy choices 
available to various forces and collections in that crisis. 
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In general, these choices are (a)  create a bear market 
against the credulous victims ; (b) attempt a possible 
new form of rollover swindle to postpone the reckoning 
another round ; (c)  undertake a fundamental solution to 
the causal problems governing th� crisis process. 

Economics and politics are not domains suitable to 
computer analysis or other foolish sorts of crystal-ball 
gazing. E conomics and politics are domains in which 
science determines what choices confront. us at what 
points , and what the consequences of the alternative 
choices will be. The present crisis is always the lawful 
consequence of previous choices ; that is its first "objec
tive" aspect. Economics is then a m atter of defining the 
new policy choices ; that is its " subjective" side. Econo
mics is then a matter of showing that the lawful conse
quences of a policy choice must be ; that is its second 
"objective" aspect. 

If the United States and other nations stick to the Brit
ish rules of the game at this point, LondoR will win. 

However, if the United States and other nations resort 
to economic fundamentals of the sort I identify, those 
economic fundamentals afford the powerful U .S .  and 
allied OECD economies with two general options for 
bankrupting the LondQn m erchant banks and the · British 
Crown agents , either by a bull m arket monetary effort 
or by. in effect, selling . E urodollar paper against the ris
ing real value of the U .S .  dollar. 

,The former monetary approach uses the strengthened 
position of the dollar to bankrupt the bear market spec
ulators , to catch them with their short positions hanging 
out. The latter option produces a selective collapse of th� 
debt pyramid. 

The basic approach to either option is identical. One 
properly deploys to the purpose of being in an advan
tageous position to apply e ither/ or a combination of both 
as circumstances recom mend such a course to be most 
advantageous . 

There is nothing the British can do effectively against 
the method we propose .  At least. on condition that the 
United States and its all ies follow through in the proper 
way. 

The British have threatened to sequester assets of 
Arabs ( for example) in case of a run-out from the London 
market. What a pathetic bluff ! Should they resort to such 
tticks , we would simply appropriate equivalent values 
from British assets within our reach . British petroleum 
assets , for example, can be seized in a number of nations 
in the Middle East and elsewhere - all in an excellently 
legal fashion, and on short notice ,  wherever govern
ments are disposed to foster speedy justice in such 
matters . 

Should the British peddle North Sea petroleum or other 
exports , they can be paid with · drafts on sequestered 
assets in their possession. There is  a large list of options 
appropriate to various combinations .  If the United States 
acts to support politically and mil itarily those of its allies 
put into that course of action, there is nothing the British 
could do - except capitulate to U . S .  terms.  In deter
m ined action, London could be brought to its knees,  
begging for terms ,  within a week or so.  

, So let us do that. 
It will not inj ure the ordinary people of Britain. Indeed, 

I most strongly recommend that we term the action 
"Operation Cromwell" � since the Dudleys are less 

popularly known. Some forms of oppression must be cut 
off at the top . As in all well-designed wars , the proposed 
economic warfare against the royal Crown agents and 
their appendages will be the greatest imaginable boon to 
the industries, agriculture, and ordinary people of the 
United Kingdom. 

Econom ic Fundamentals 

The value of a major currency, such as the U.S.  dollar, 
is in first approximation of a two-fold character. This 
two-foldness is then properly understood to represent 
subordinate aspects of a higher determination of value, 
in which the doubleness of immediate valuation is coher
ently resolved into a single conception of valuation. 

The ordinary value of a principal nation' s  currency is 
approximately its competitive value in terms of what it 
will buy domestically and for purposes of international 
trade. In general,  no currency which is backed by a pay
m ents balance on its hard-commodity export account is 
to be valued below the amount indicated by the pricing of 
its exports. In particular, there is no objective reason 
that U .S .  hard-commodity exports could not be increased 
by $30-$50 billion annually or at this rate to an increment 
of $100-200 billion annually in the inside period, 1978-1980. 

The investment value of a nation's  currency is not the 
competitive prime interest rate in the money markets . 
That prime interest rate may or may not happen to cor
respond to the profitability of international capital in
vestment. If not, the short-term fluctuation in currency 
valu��ion assoCiated with shifts in competitive interest 
rates is merely a short-term deception. 

'I:'he most immediate determinant of relative levels of 
profitability of investment, in the short term, is the rela
tionship of current production levels in industry and agri
culture to breakeven levels of output. 

Thus. activation of the U. S. Eximbank to foster in
creases in exports in the order of $30-$50 billion annually 
has the following threefold effect. F irst, the hundreds of 
billions of overseas dollar valuations outstanding, 
especially the liquid portion of these overseas holdings , 
become convertible rapidly into discountable hard-com
modity paper in U .S .  ana other exports . Second, it puts 
the trading position of the U.S .  dollar into approximate 
balance or better. Third, it brings export sections of 
industry and agricultural production up above the break
even point into profitable production and has a "chain
reaction . "  regenerating effect on industry supplying the 
firms and farms producing for export. This enhances the 
profitability of capital formation and maintenance of 
industry and agriculture, solves the first big margin of 
the unemployment problem , and expands the tax base of 
government. 

The mere commitment of the U .S .  government to such 
policies, with emphasis on cooperation with other indus
triafized nations to develop nuclear energy production- . 
centered "nuplexes" (urban-agricultural development 
proj ects built around new sources of essential energy 
production ) ,  would in itself make possible conversion of 
large amounts of overseas dollar balances into long"term debt in U .S .  or financial institutions. Such a firm 
policy commitment by the U .S .  government would itself 
send the value of the dollar up toward the 2 .5  deutsche
mark (DM) range in the short term and toward DM3.0 
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over the intermediate term . 
If we put aside, for a moment, the existing financial 

debt of developing nations , sufficient rival high-tech- -
nology transfer projects exist for .im mediate action in 
that sector to absorb levels of investment in the order of 
$200 billion annually from industrialized nations . As such 
investments begin to take root, they increase the pur
chasing power of developing sector economies ,  and thus 
provide the basis for a secular expansion of the annual 
levels of ability to absorb sound investments. That is, the 
new debt created on account of these investments will be 
imminently sound as a whole. 

Two fairly widespread illusions exist in this connec
tion. First, some misguided people think that the United 
States is intrinsically in competition with France,  Japan, 
West Germany, and so forth; for such investments and 
markets . On the basis of individual firms and so forth, 
such healthy competition does and should exist. On the 
ba�is of national economies ' gross  volumes of high-tech
nology exports , in general there is no such pie-dividing 
competition. In fact, the more each of these capital
exporting nations contributes to the whole,  the better and 
larger the opportunities for total investment becomes. In 
other words, if France ,  West Germany, Japan, and so 
forth, are properly exporting at high levels to these 
importing nations , the total opportunity for U .S .  exports 
to these nations is higher than if the United States held 
them as captive markets . 

We shall return to develop this  point further, but (irst, 
we shall summarize the second point. ' . 

Some trade union leaders,  among others, agree that 
such an export policy would i m mediately increase U . S .  
employment. However, they wish t o  know whether or not 
the U . S .  would be exporting jobs in the long run. If one 
means a reduction in the ratio of exports from some 
more backward branches of industry, the answer is ' 
"possibly so . "  If one m eans a net export of jobs as a 
whole ,  the answer is "absolutely not . "  

The point here i s  that if the U . S .  stagnates tech
nologically, deemphasizing skills ,  then cheaper foreign 
labor will indeed take away U . S .  j ob s  under any circum
stances.  However, if the U . S .  is  constantly advancing 
techq,ologically, then the effect of exporting high-tech
nology capital is to shift the composition of the U.S .  labor 
force away from lower skilled forms of employment 
toward higher ratios and amounts of employment of 
technicians and skilled workers . The future of U .S .  
labor's employment lies in shifting the pattern of  U.S .  
production and employment to  emphasize the U.S .  role 
as a leading high-technology capital-goods producer for 
the world market. The worker who might lose a j ob in a 
textile mill secures an employment opportunity for him
self - and for his son as well - in a higher skilled em
ployment in a modern advanced industry. 

The case of the footwear industry is  exemplary. 
The true problem of the American footwear industry is ' 

not foreign competition. I am fully informed of all the fal
lacious arguments of the footwear lobby, and know the 
industry intimately. 

The problem of the American footwear industry, first 
of all ,  is that the manufacture of quality footwear - e.g . , 
quality men's  Goodyear welts - has collapsed. and that 
the industry has turned to emphasize the production of 

l�teral jurik.  By adj usting U.S . marketing of footwear to 
, the sale of j unk, the U.S .  footwear industry invaded an 
area in which foreign j unk producers could gobble up 
m uch of the kind of footwear market the American foot-
w�ar marketing chains had defined. 

' 

Key is the effect that the inflationary devaluation of the 
real content of the average household income has caused 
the price of a good pair of leather shoes to run into the 
$ 100 vicinity. 

At the turn of the present century,  the skilled American 
shoemaker - leather cutters ,  lasting and making 
operators - were among the better paid categories of 
workers . Despite the incidental improvements in shoe 

, manufacturing machinery and some new subsidiary pro
cesses and techniques ,  there has been no significant 
qualitative improvement in shoe making techniques 
since the takeover of the Tom plant by the United Shoe 
Machinery Corporation, no significant advances since 
the 1 920s. 

It is  notable on the same point that in continental West
ern Europe.  quality off-the-shelf shoes do not exist. The 
range of sizes.  widths,  and combinations or variations 
which correlate with decent-fitting quality shoes do not 
exist in European mass footwear production. In the 
United States ,  the ordinary workingman used to be able 
to break in a new. quality pair of shoes.  In Western 
E urope. the ordinary c itizen does not break in the shoes.  
he breaks his feet. This difference essentially reflects the 
qualitatively lower levels of popular income. The econ
omy has not developed the capability to provide the 
ordinary citizen with good shoes .  

What has happened more recently is this .  Those in  the 
industry who have continued technological progress 
have cheapened the total cost of the product while im
proving the quality of products.  Agriculture - big agri
culture - is a crucial part of this technological progress.  
Through cheapening the social cost of production. some 
improvement in the standards of household consumption 
was made possible overall even though the operative 
wages complement of production has dropped substan
tially. In those industries that have stagnated tech
nologically. there is no such compensating reduction in 
social costs and improvement in the quality of commod
ities produced. The shoe industry is an example. 

So.  as the social content of the total household wage de
creases.  the social content of the manufacture of a pair of 
shoes does not decrease in an approximately compara
tive fashion. Thus. as a portion of the wage. a pair of 
shoes one could have afforded in 1956 or 1960,  one can no 
longer afford. One buys j unk ; foreign producers can 
make j unk more cheaply than American producers . 

However. add to this the fact that only American firms 
have proven themselves formerly able to mass produce 
quality men's and women's  Goodyear welts and other 
quality footwear construction in the range of sizes (and 
style choices) which good quality footwear represents. If 
we were still producing such and other good footwear, no 

, nation in the world could match the desirability of the 
American footwear product. 

That case illustrates the general principle to be ap
plied. It is the production of what is relatively junk and 
th'e continuation of obsolete methods of production which 

. loses American j obs t�_ foreiJ{n _ .competition. With the 
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best-educated labor force in the world, the highest 
standards of income, the highest level of technological 
potential of any labor force itt the world, nothing can com- ' 
pete with American production if, we stick to those prin
ciples , if we concentrate on using our advantages for 
broadly based technological progress in selecting what 
America produces for the world market. ' 

This intersects the first point considered. By develop
ing the developing nations, We increase the economic pie 
of those nations,  including their buying power for im
ports,  their rate of savings for capital investment - and 
we import more from them .  The most essential feature of 
this process is the increase in .social productivity effected 
through technological advances (capital-intensive tech
nological advanceY " in the mode of industrial and agri
cultural production. 

What is to be refuted in this connection is a comb ina
tioq of two fundamental, but popular, fallacies. The first 
of these two; interrelated fallacies is typified by the 
notion that the amount of natural and other wealth in the 
world is more or less a fixed and shrinking pie, such that 
anyone who consumes or sells is acting contrary to the 
interests of other consumers or sellers . The second is 
typified by the, notion that cheaper labor is more 
profitable in th,e circumstance of competition than mote 
costly labor. By attacking the second of these two non
sensical views, we get most efficiently to the answer to 
both. ' . 

In the economy as a'whole, the real profit is the amount 
of produced product available for investment, after m'eet
ing the combined 'direct and irtdirect costs of government 
and of industrial and agricultural production. At first, 
and fleeting appearance,  the m argin of profit appears to 
be deterniined by the prevailing social costs of average 
direct and indirect labor. 

Key is the fact that the , cost of labor is properly 
determined to be the necessary , social cost of main
taining households at the level, .of culture that modern 
technologies of' .production req�ire . Also key is the fact 
that the ,muginal finiteness ' of man-altered primary 
resources. as defined by any . given level of technology, 
must cause an erosi(m. of profitability, unless technologi
cal progress constantly and adequately redefines the 
meaning of primary,resources . . ' 

It is only technological' progress which makeS-profit 
. possible. Technological progress must increase the rate 
of' profit in the totaLecono

'
my, while also absorbing in

creases in the necessarydncome. R ises in material ,  cul
tural levels are essential to the advancing cultural (tech
nological) potential of the labor force .  The correlative of 
this combined .benefit , oLtechnological progress is a 
secularly exponential increase in the amount of useful 
energy consumed per ,capita, . in production and in 
households . ,' .' i 

For purposes of contrast. if the policy of the Hum
phrey-Hawkins bill and environmentalists were intro
duced, the shift froni capital·intensive to labor-intensive 
emphasis would necessarily produce economic genocide 
in the world population. Today, ·· labor-intensive , labor 
generally produces less than is required to maintain an 
average standard of living. The introduction of labor
intensive employment policies means not merely a one
time reduction, but a self-feeding downward spiral in 
world and national production output and consumption 

levels . Labor-intensive employment policies like Hum
phrey-Hawkins are nothing but wilful acts of economic 
mass murder. 

Thus, Alexander Hamilton insisted correctly, with the 
concurrence of a majority of the Congress and the na
tion' s  founders , that the source of wealth lies in fostering 
technology to effect continuous advances in the produc
tive powers of labor. In other words,  the rate at which 
technological progress occurs determines the sustain
able rate of profit from production, the cheapness of com
modities ,  and the ability of borrowing nations to import 
and to pay debt. This was the policy by which a bankrupt 
young United States established its national credit, dras
tically lowered its interest rate, and beat the British in 
the first decades of its existence. . 

That is the economic p,olicy of the American System . 
�hat is the policy by which the United States beat the 
British before. That is the only workable. policy for beat
ing our British monarchist enemies today. That is the 
only policy by which debt-ridden developing nations can 
escape from the economic genocidal mess London 
and Robert McNamara's  World Bank seek to impose 
on them today. The policy of the United States must be in
sistent on the principles of the American System - also 
the Mexican System - for itself and its trading partners 
of the industrialized and developing nations.  Once we 
a.dopt that policy, Britain is decidedly and permanently 
defeated, the dollar is safe, and the present world crisis 
is epded. 

The Crisis i n' Terms of Fundamentals 

The City of London conspirators have signaled their 
commitment to the following acts of · war against the 
United States of America : 

Collapse the Eurodollar market, trigger collapse into 
bankruptcy of Felix Rohatyn's ' municipal financial 
monstrosity in New York City, bankrupt the Koch admin
istration with the aid of dupe Koch, trigger a collapse of, 
the U .S .  internal real estate bubble, take over control 
of the commercial banks thrown into distress by s��h 
detonating of · their financial overhead, take over U.S .  
industrial corporations for "asset-stripping" looting in 
favor of London bankers. 

Were I President ot the United States at this moment 
. with support from a majority 'of the U.S .  Congress ,  I 
would laugh at such British games.  With control of the 
U .S .  Federal Reserve system and means at the disposal 
of the government, the British might collapse New York 
City into bankruptcy, prick the U .S .  internal real estate 
bubble; trigger a collapse of the Eurodollar market, and 

, whatever else of this sort they might choose. I would 
laugh at them. With the economic potential of U.S .  indus

' try and agriculture, with the developing sector hungry 
for U .S .  capital exports , and with the power of the state to 
wipe out or create paper values . almost at will on the 
basis of the economy itself, the games oJ the Lazards, 
Barings, and the royal Crown agents would need only 
amuse us. 

The key problem is that I am not President - other
wise we should turn our problems into the joy of solving 
them . The problem is of educating quickly sufficient sec
tions of government and of forces able to determine 
governmental policy perceptions so that at least an.��-
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proximation of what I could do will be done, sufficient ap
proximations to get us through this crisis,  and to give the 
electorate a safe span of time to reflect on its later 
choices for principal elective office .  

The legislation I and my associates drafted for 1976,  
notably the Emergency E mployment Act and matching 
legislation, represents adequate m eans for defending the 
commercial bankS, and so forth under any extreme 
monetary crisis - provided national economic policy is 

'on a sound footing . . What is paper, after all ,  but paper? Government and fi
nance can create paper at will - and destroy paper at 
will. What is required is a monetary system - and bank
ing system - which is in correspondence with both the 
real' values of the economy and the requirements of in
vestment and circulation of commodities .  Were I Presi
dent, I need but assemble the leadership of industry, 
irade unions , banking, and Con�ress ,  and .with their aid 
ensure that national economic policy will be carried out 
on a sound basis . Then, the bankers and government can 
create the monetary processes we require almost at will. 

If the U .S .  economy is vigorously exporting, then in
dustry and agriculture will be operating economically 
above breakeven , employment will be growing. profits 
will be growing and will be used for investment. No na
tional economy in the world has comparable potential .  
With that economic muscle mobilized. as long as we as
sign reasonable valuations to real estate, t.P portfolios of 
commercial banks ,  and so forth, those values will hold -
no matter what London attempts to contrary intent. It is 
merely necessary to mobilize the power and will of the 
state and the national banking system to enforce that 
assignment of values .  

• 

The power of government and banks is not an arbitrary 
power. Unless our assignment of values is backed up by 
economic performance in the short, intermediate. and 
long term , as variously appropriate. the assigment of 
value to paper is a mere caprice which will lead to our 
undoing. Yet. let 's  emphasize, the value of paper can be 
anything ' we choose it ' to be, within the range of 
valuations which the course of national economic 
progress will validate within the horizon period of rele
vance.  Otherwise,  paper is merely paper. It is production 
�ll<!!�I!<!�_�at!l!.e.Jun<!!lme.l1!al, that are real .  

Cr:ossing the British 
Naturally, we will not permit a collapse of Third World 

debt to destroy essential commercial banks.  We will not 
permit a bankruptcy of New York City to destroy New 
York City or the banking syste m .  We will not permit a 
collapse of the real estate speculation bubble to drive us 
into a depression or to collapse essential banking insti
tutions .  It is important to list some exemplary measures 
that could be taken to cope with the problems a British 
bear market gambit might generate. 

Suppose Third World debt collapsed. what do we do? 
First, we act to establish debt moratoria for all out

standing debt to the International Monetary Fund and 
World Bank. This will hurt no one of any importance .  The 
principal creditors of these institutions are governments , 
who can carry the balances comfortably and indefinitely 
- as long as those governments rest on economies com
ing out of the present world depression. The Inter-

national Monetary Fund and World Bank cannot collapse 
- unless the United States chooses to collapse them. 
They will simply squat there - receiving nothing, paying 
nothing. We can return to clean up the bookkeeping mess 
at leisure, once general world prosperity has been 
reestablished . 

S econd. on condition that a defaulting nation estab
lishes Hamiltonian national banking and proposes to re
solve debt in the future in a Hamiltonian way, we will 
negotiate the terms of the non-IMF, non-World Bank debt 
in such terms that this debt does not get in the way of 
creating the new debt needed for purposes of economic 
development. If the British put this debt through bank
ruptcy, we might choose to buy up all suitably cheapened 
such: debt with aid of special bonds - giving the British a 
bath to the extent possible - and use these bonds as the 
instrument to be taken over by the indebted nations . 

Third, for every developing nation which is already 
creditworthy, or makes itself creditworthy by adopting 
Hamiltonian national banking approaches, we shall 
cooperate with other industrialized nations of the same 
persuasion, to extend these nations as much credit as is 
required for viable project requirements in terms of 
high-technology U .S .  exports . . 

It is merely necessary that the executive and Congress 
pass the requisite emergency legislation to make this 
process feaSi"ble. 

Suppose the commercial banks are placed in j eopardy, 
what do we do? 

In the .longer run, these banks need not be in trouble. 
Granted, they have a large overhang of vulnerable bad 
paper. What we shall· do, over the period ahead, is to 
make these banks participating lenders in new credit 
issued for production and capital formation in industry 
and agriculture. In this way, they will be accumulating 
good paper. The effect will be that this accumulation of 
good paper improves their ratios of good to poor paper in 
the necessary way. So, on the basis of this policy and 
foreknowledge, we act together with the Federal Re
serve to establish it special discount window for cur
rently nonpetiorming, but ultimately salvageable paper, 
using this sp�cial window to the extent the proper per
formance of commercial banking functions require. 

It must be borne in mind that the necessary overall 
credit policy obj ective must be to reduce the prime Fed
eral Reserve interest rate to the 2-4 percent range, an ob
j ective which depends upon halting inflation, objective 
which in turn requires suitably increasing the ratio of 
industrial and agricultural output in the national econ
omy. and also penalizing credit flows into speculative 
areas through tax and fiscal policies as well as credit 
policies. On the basis of such a credit policy, the govern
ment and banking system can put a large amoung of low
grade paper into cold storage at low prices, driving down 
all interest rates and purely financial yield accordingly, 
and channeling capital flows away from financial into 
equity holdings in respect of proportional emphasis. 

We can manage the real estate market problem by 
measures governed by the same policies. Let the specula
tors take a bath, all the way down to the skin, if necessary. 
Defend the integrity of the banking system, productive 
industries,  agriculture, and so forth. Allow as much hot 
air to vanish from paper values as c an be managed with
out j eopardizing essential banking, industrial and agri-
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cultural institutions.  and without triggering a loss of 
confidence in federal government debt and credit. 

In general . we shall take every opportunity over the 
longer run to reduce the valuation of real estate to the 
replacement value of improvements in land. The general 
approach to this is as follows . 

We must establish . in effect. a two-tiered credit and fis
cal policy. In credit matters . we m ust have low interest 
for capital improvements to c ities and towns for produc
tive improvements in production circulating capital.  for 
industry and agriculture. and for exports . We must have 
significantly higher floating interest rates for secondary 
speculative markets in real estate and so forth. including 
relatively punitive rates of reserve requirements for the 
nonproduction and nongovernm ent ca�egori�s of lending 
activity. This must be met by accelerated depreciation 
credits for production activities .  and compensating high 
rates of taxation for all income not secured from pro-
duction. 

" 

This does not mean penalizing essentiai forms of con
sumer credit or proper. nonspeculative forms of real 
estate loans . It means a punitive policy toward specula
tion in ground-rent valuations of land. and monetary 
insanity in consumer credit bubbles.  

However. the folly of the Ford Administration' s  real 
estate pump-priming proj ects .  aggravating the HUO 
ghetto real estate hoax is exemplary of incompetent ap
p roaches to fostering construction activity. There is no 
sense providing people with new houses (or "renovated" 
shacks) at prices they cannot afford to sustain. The pur
chasing power for housing is ultimately a by-product of 
employment. and hence.  of production in industry and 
agriculture . If production and productive employment 
are collapsing. the governm ent-aided housing boom is 
only heading toward a forec losure boom .. So Ford's  well
meaning folly h�s t1:lrned out to be .  

We should have been building new plants. many new 
nuclear energy plants. new mass transit systems.  
Former President Ford should have been balancing the 
housing construction program to the increased household 
income being generated through the technologically vec
tored. capital-intensive expansion of industry. agri
culture . and hard-commodity export production. Ford's  
misguided approach turned out to be a cosmetic gim
mick. a cosmetic cover for his running away from the 
real issues of sustainable construction employment 
policy . 

. In taxation.  this means a low rate of taxation on all 
reinvested profits which are plugged into useful produc
tion or research and development. with compensating 
high rates of taxation on profits which are ndt plugged 
into th� production or new production eou ity created. We 
must preserve the present perception of ordinary profit 

inc.ome and capital gain. This makes the element of con
trol · in the national economy the merits of productive 
investment as judged by the lender whose funds are be
ing leveled by the equities of the borrower.  

With this sort of general approach. the value of the 
dollar can be established in the range of OM 3 .0  (for pur
poses of current reference) and the line can be held in 
defending the commercial banking system.  

This does not mean that the nominal value of  every
one' s  paper is to be defended. Bad speculative invest
ments should be permitted to perceive the painful fruits 
of their greedy imprudence. to the extend this does not 
impair the integrity of the central industries. farms. and 
the commercial banking syste m .  The policy is not to 
defend. "Maginot Line-style. " the values of contracts . 
but to ensure the integrity of our industries, our farms.  
our banking system. and the credit of the federal 
government. and to do this in such a way that any British 
bear market activities have the effect of clearing away 
some of the useless values tied up in the current 
monetary system.  Our function is to defend the vital 
interests of the nation in such a way as to foster a global 
economic recovery based on nuclear energy-centered ex
port and capital formation programs .  

In summary. our proper policy is a hybrid bull-bear 
approach. We adopt economic policies and credit policies 
which convert existing international dollar liquidity into 
capital investment in authentic U . S .  hard-commodities. 
high-technology exports . This itself should act toward 
bringing the dollar to a OM 3 . 0  level - and the pound 
toward a $ 1 .00 level (for the short term) . At the same 
time. we are selectively bearish toward all nominal 
values not supported by high-technology capital forma
tion and trade activities . This hybrid policy affords suf
ficient flexibility to bring the City of London and royal 
Crown agents to their knees in short order. 

If the British seek to devalue Third World debt. we act 
to freeze the debt of the market. undercutting the bottom 
price of the British on short-term accounts . 

At the same time. we maximize the value of the dollar 
for international trade and investment, and create new 
international markets with allied industrialized nations 
away from London. These new m arkets establish a new 
world monetary system subsuming monetary reserve 
gold at world market prices in proportion to the cost of 
production of gold in the required reserve quantities (at 
between probably, no less $230-$250 to an ounce) . 

Meanwhile. we foster the sinking value of all paper 
which is tied to a British system-funded debt, rather than 
American-style productive equity evaluations.  

By such measures . we shall finish the business our poli
tical forefathers and their French humanist allies began 
in 1 776.  
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u. s. REPORT 

Br i t i sh  Batt l e For Co ntro l 

Of u .s.  Fore i g n  Po l i cy 

Within the coming week . it is entirely possible that the 
United States will cease to pursue an independent foreign 
policy in its own national interest.  It is possible that the 
U .S .  will accept the leadership of the British Foreign 
Office and pursue an open East versus West confronta
tion policy which would sharply increase the danger of 
general thermonuclear war. Conflict is  now raging at the 
highest levels of the Carter Administration over policy on 
the Middle East. Africa. and the Strategic Arms Limita
tion Talks-all of which are areas in which the " British 
option" is extremely "live. "  

The Middle East  
In 'the wake of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat 's  visit 

to the U.S . •  Secretary of State Cyrus Vance did his best to 
maintain U .S .  options for a regionwide peace settlement 
in the Middle East by reiterating Administration policy 
favoring a Palestinian homeland linked to Jordan and by 
making clear U .S .  displeasure with Israel ' s  provocative 
policy of occupying the disputed territory. stating the 
settlements were "contrary to international law and 
should not exist. " This produced a barrage of abuse 
orchestrated by Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan. 
out to compel Egypt to s ign a separate peace .  who 
charged that Vance's  statements represented only his 
"personal view" and that he was " taking sides" against 
Israel. The White House promptly backed Vance. Presi
dential press secretary Jody Powell asserted that Vance 
was speaking on behalf of the entire Carter Adminis
tration. and that the U .S .  had maintained the position 
that the Sinai settlements contravened international law 
since the conclusion of the 1 967 war. 

Moreover. the Administration proceded. despite an 
intense U .S .  "Israel lobby" drive prior to Sadat's visit. to 
announce following his departure a package of arms 
sales highlighted by the sale of 60 F - 1 5  fighters to Saudi 
Arabia. 15 F-15s and 75 F-16 fighter-bombers to Israel. 
and 50 of the far less sophisticated F -5E fighter aircraft 
to Egypt.  

The decision to go through with the arms sales was 
read in some quarters as expressing the Admin
istration's determination to stand up to the "Israel 
Lobby. " which under the leadership of Senators Frank 
,Church (D-Idaho) and Jacob Javits (R-N . Y . ) . its minions 
in Congress .  had already served notice they would op
pose the sales .  The Administration also stood up to a 
direct assault on the Saudis by the same Church-Javits 
networks, aided by Secretary of E nergy James Schles- , 

inger, who has been putting out the line through Seymour 
Hersh of the New York Times that Saudi oil production 
was "unreliable . "  Church had begun a Senate " investi
gation" of ARAMCO production capability and had 
forced the CIA to lower its estimate of that capability by 
nearly 2 million barrels a day. Meanwhile, rumors circu
lated that the Saudis were again considering switching 
the valuation of Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) funds from dollars to International 
Monetary Fund special drawing rights (SDRs) . Early 
last week. however, the ,Washington Post reported that 
under heavy pressure from the State and Treasury 
departments and private oil company sources, the CIA 
estimate had been restored to its original level, and 
Treasury Secretary Blumenthal reported the Saudis 
were still com mitted to the dollar. Shortly thereafter. a 
barrage of articles emphasizing S audi economic expan
sion and strategic importance to the U . S .  began ap
pearing in the press.  

Whether this stand on behalf of the " moderate Arabs" 
will open the way to  the resumption of  meaningful peace 
negotiations ,  however, is still very much in question. The 
"Israel Lobby" is campaigning against the arms sales on 
the basis that they represent an "erosion of U .S .  sup
port" for Israel . The Soviets have already charged, 
through their news agency TAS S ,  that the arms deals will 
be used to set up a series of Cold War crises in the region 
leading to Dayan's  Egypt-Israeli 'separate peace. "  
perhaps bringing i n  Jordan's King Hussein for cosmetic 
"pan-Arab" purposes. 

This is certainly the preferred plan of the British. who 
are alreadY headlining the failure of the Sadat initiative 
in their press .  Hussein is currently in London. 

Meanwhile. the renewed crisis in Lebanon. orches
trated by Dayan through his networks in the Christian 
camp, is being used to put pressure on Syria to dissolve 
the Palestine Liberation Organization, in line with U .S .  
National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski 's  "bye
bye PLO" scenario. Highly placed moderate Arab 
diplomatic sources are afraid this strategy will succeed 
in killing the Sadat initiative in the near term . The Carter 
Administration is already defending the arms sales as 
necessary to defend the Saudis and E gyptians against 
the "radical pro-Soviet" Iraq and South Yemen. 

Horn of A frica 
Efforts by Vance to cool the British-manufactured 

crisis in the Horn of Africa. which were also notable this 
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past week. are subj ect to the same British "j udo" 
operation. Although Vance announced he had assurances 
from the Soviet Union that the E thiopian counteroffen
sive in the Ogaden region would not spill over into an 
invasion of Somalia. the British immediately tried to 
reheat the situation with the line that "diplomatic 
sources in London" were predicting j oint U.S .-British 
intervention on behalf of the Somalis if the border were 
crossed. The Guardian added a new twist. report
ing the Carter Administration was viewing the Saudis 
and Egypt as "proxy arms suppliers to Somalia . "  Even a 
statement by State Department spokesman Kenneth 
Brown that the U.S .  would not construe "hot pursuit" 
raids by Ethoipian forces in Solamian territory as a full
scale invasion failed to quell the crisis-mongering British 
press .  

Arms Limitation 
A lengthy blast from the Soviet daily Pra vda last 

weekend targeting U .S .  congressional critics of SALT 
negotiations provided the occasion for further Cold War 
buildup . New York Times reporter R ichard Burt. asso
ciated with the semi-official British think-tank the Insti
tute of International Strategic Studies .  immediately 
began circulating the story that the Pra vda article 
meant a deferral of a SALT agreement beyond the 
November elections in the U . S  . •  that Congress might 
"demand the right to approve any continuing extension 
of the 1972 SALT accord" still in effect. Syndicated col
umnists Rowland Evans and R obert Novak singled out 
U .S .  SALT negotiator Paul Warnke as having in
curred White House displeasure for a leak that his Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency opposed the plane 
sales to Egypt and the Saudis . Columnist Victor Zorza 
portrayed Zbigniew Brzezinski as the chief "hidden 
adversary" feared by the Soviets on SALT and gloated 
" if Brzezinski is the hardliner the Russians take him to 
be. and if he has the influence on the President that they 
suspect he has. then the diplomatic and strategic game is 
being played for higher stakes than it otherwise would 
be. In a game for higher stakes. the United States. with 
greater resources behind it. is the more likely winner -
so long as the game is kept to conventional stakes and 
stays away from nuclear ones . "  

It i s  widely believed i n  Washington that Brzezinski was 
responsible for the front-page stories in last week's  press 
that the Soviets had increased the number of their pilots 
in Cuba in order to permit the Cubans to fly more mis
sions in Ethiopia. which prompted loud editorial ob
j ections about "Soviet imperialism and Cuban tools" in 
the New York Times. 

P ress A n a l yzes A r m s  Dea l ;  
B u i l d s  Co l d  Wa r 

New York Times, editorial. "Planes for Peace ? ", by 
James R eston, Feb. 15: 

Those 200 planes President Carter promised on 
Valentine's Day to send to I srael .  E gypt and Saudi 
Arabia were not intended as instruments of war but as 
instruments of peace. They were, in effect . political 

Valentines . That is the lace-embroidered message out of 
Washington . . . .  

I n  more direct terms. the President simply found 
himself in a box. He could have done nothing and risked 
the collapse of the talks or the threatened resignation of 
Mr. Sadat-which is taken seriously here-or given 
everybody the promise of planes in the future. It was a 
case of a beautiful theory (cutting arms shipments) 
being murdered by a gang of brutal facts.  So Mr. Carter 
played for time. 

New York Times. editorial. "Soviets as Pilots. Cubans as 
Tools, " Feb. 15: 

It is a neat . and cynical. division of labor : Cuban pilots 
flying air strikes against Somali forces in the disputed 
Ogaden region of Ethiopia while Soviet pilots take their 
place minding Cuba's  air defenses . It is neat because all 
the aircraft involv�d are Soviet MIG's .  unfamiliar to 
Moscow's new Ethiopian clients but well-known to Cubans 
and Russians . It is cynical because Moscow has 
evidently decided either that Ethiopia's cause in the 
Ogaden is not important enough to risk the lives of Soviet 
pilots . or that Cuban faces in combat look better to 
Africans than Russian faces.  Why else send two con
tingents of pi lots in opposite directions across the seas? 

All their protestations notwithstanding. this news 
brands the Cubans as the tools of Soviet imperial pur
poses . . . .  To bleed away Cuban forces to the point where 
Russian pi lots must be imported for routine domestic 
chores is to confess that Soviet foreign interests enjoy 
priority in Havana even over Cuban defenses. When 
weighed against Cuban dependence on Soviet economic 
as well as military help , it turns the Cubans into the 
world' s  foremost intercontinental force of mer
cenaries . . . .  

Washington Post. "The Complaints About Warnke, " 
syndica ted column by Rowland E vans and Robert 
No vak! Feb. 1 5: 

Beyond the F-15 deal. the White House is not happy 
with Warnke as public advocate for the SALT II 
agreement he is negotiating with the Soviet Union. Less 
clearly, the dissatisfaction extends to Warnke's actual 
negotiating performance, including fears he may be 
making too many concessions . Most remarkable is the 
White House desire t.o reveal overall complaints about 
Warnke. an early Carter supporter and longtime 
stalwart in the arms-control community. 

The dissatisfaction crystalized in the issue of planes to 
S audi Arabia. because that question is perceived within 
the White House as a test case of whether the president 
can set his own Mideast policy without Israel ' s  veto. The 
State Department, Pentagon and National Security 
Council join the president in supporting jets for the 
Saudis. Only Warnke 's ACDA backs Israel ' s  position . . . .  

Washington Post, "Moscow's New SAL T  Worries, " by 
columnist Victor Zorza. Feb. 15:  

The Kremlin has taken the unusual step of warning 
President Carter that. unless he curbs the hawks within 
his own administration, the arms-limitation talks could 
be wrecked. and that that "can have only one outcome : a 
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sharp increase in the danger of a nuclear missile 
catastrophe. " . . .  

B y  showing Carter how concerned i t  i s  about Br
zezinski ' s  views , it may persuade the president that his 
national security adviser is a good man to have around 
for more reasons than all the obvious ones .  If Brzezinski 
is the hard-liner that the Russians take him to be, and if 
he has the influence on the president that they suspect he 
has, then the diplomatic and strategic game is played for 
higher stakes than it otherwise would be. In a game for 
higher stakes the United States ,  with the greater 
resources behind it, is the more likely winner - so long 
as the game is kept to conventional stakes , and stays 
away from the nuclear ones .  

Washington Post, editorial. "The Air.craft Sales : Why 
No w? " Feb. 1 6: 

. . .  President Carter was wise. in our view. to make it a 
package deal.  

Whether he has struck precisely the right military 

Pravda Ci tes Prob lems 
In  Strateg ic  

Arms L i m i tat ion  Ta l ks 

Pravda on Feb. 11 carried a full-page sta tement on the 
sta tus of the SALT negotiations between the U. S. and the 
USSR. In addition to its opening and concluding sum
mary statements. the Pravda article commented in 
detail on most of the issues and weapons directly in
volved in the negotia tions. The m ost important of these 
comments are included in the excerpted and condensed 
transla tion from the Foreign Broadcast Information 
Service which follows. 

It seemed that the go-ahead had been finally given for 
these great and important matters . However. as the 
facts show, this development of events is not to the liking 
of forces in the United States who are not pleased with 
the positive development of Soviet-American relations 
and are constantly trying to retard or even wreck alto
gether the accord on strategic arm s l imitation . They are 
stubbornly striving to make this question the subj ect of 
an acute domestic political struggle in the United States.  
The opponents of the agreement became particularly 
active when prospects for concluding it emerged. 

These forces operate in various ways . F igures,  parti
cularly high-ranking retired mil itary men, " specialist 
theorists" on strategic issues, bodies like the so-called 
"Committee on the Present Danger, " and certain press 
organs playing the role of direct advocates for the Penta
gon and the military-industrial complex, openly oppose 
any arms limitation agreements with the USSR and are 
urging the buildup of m ilitary efforts and the securing of 
mil itary supremacy over the USSR.  Manipulating the 
thesis of the defense of u . s .  " national security inter
ests , "  they are shamelessly concocting something like 

balance,  nobody can say with certainty. But our hunch is 
that the military effect of these transactions may be of 
less importance than their psychological and diplomatic 
effect. And this brings us to the question of whether the 
timing was right. The announcement of a wholly new sort 
of American arms sale to E gypt and Saudi Arabia, 
coupled with sales to Israel that were considerably below 
that country's  requests , was bound to unhinge the 
Israelis at a particularly delicate moment. Israel and its , 
supporters in this country had already sensed what 
seemed to them to be a sharp swing in American public 
opinion-and in the sentiment of American 
policymakers-in the general direction of President 
Sadat. For that reason it m ight have been more sensible 
to delay all three sales until there was more evidence 
that the negotiating process set in motion at Jerusalem 
had been gotten more firmly back on the track. Instead, 
the arms sales have given symbolic confirmation to 
Israel 's  worst fears . . . .  

• • * 

scenarios for waging nuclear war : waging, not pre
venting; war. They are calculating how many nuclear 
warheads and bombs would be needed for a strike 
against such-and-such a country. The people want peace 
and stable detente , but these men are pondering what 
else to invent to destroy people.  

The opponents of detente in the United States have no 
interest in peace. Essentially they are also acting at 
variance with their own country' s  vital interests , no 
matter how much they might expatiate to the contrary . . . .  

I n  addition to the open opponents o f  a n  agreement on 
l imiting strategic arms .  there are also figures in the 
United States who do not appear to oppose an agreement 
directly but who in fact strive by every means to erect 
more and more obstacles to its conclusion. All this is 
done on the outwardly decent pretext of trying to 
" retouch" or " improve" the agreement. True, when the 
government fails , in their opinion, to heed their argu
m ents sufficiently, these figures do cast aside their 
masks and start accusing it openly of being too "soft" 
and " compliant" toward the Soviet Union at the talks . 
Then even the outward difference between them and the 
open 'opponents of an agreement disappears . 

They would like to " retouch" the agreement being 
worked out in such a way as to undermine the funda
m ental principle of equality and identical security for the 
s ides and to obtain clear advantages for the United 
States to the detriment of the Soviet Union's security. Or, 
if that proves impossible, they at least want to further 
delay and complicate the reaching of an agreement. 

The Soviet side has repeatedly stressed that there must 
be no illusions that the USSR will accept limitations 
which give one-sided advantages to the United States. 
Those American figures who try to instill in public 
opinion the idea that unacceptable agreement terms can 
be imposed on the Soviet Union are doing their people a 
real disservice . . . .  

I t  i s  necessary to lay particular stress o n  the danger
ous nature of attempts to leave loopholes so that cruise 
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missiles can be deployed on the ' territory of other coun
tries - the United States '  NATO allies first and fore
most. This question is part of an overall problem of insur
ing that the agreement worked out completely excludes 
the possibility of strategic arms being handed over to 
third countries ,  or of the agreement ' s  being circum
vented through the agency of third countries . The sides 
must adopt unequivocal commitments on this score . If 
this does not happen, the viability of the agreement will 
likewise be reduced to nothing . . . .  

Another question constantly exaggerated by certain 
circles in the United States in connection with the new 
agreement is the question of monitoring its observ
ance . . . .  

The present arguments about the supposed unre
liability of monitoring are aimed at casting doubt on the 
system adopted by the sides for monitoring by means of 
each side 's  national technical faci lities - a system which 
has reliably proved its worth . The implementation of 
existing accords in the strategic arms limitation sphere 
has proved conclusively that these monitoring facilities 
fully serve their purpose. This is  entirely applicable to 
the new agreement as well . . . .  

Thus the fantasies about the " unreliability" of moni
toring are designed for uninformed people and - and this 
is the main thing - are deliberately aimed at sowing 
doubts about the agreement as a whole.  

It is necessary to dwell separately on the question of 
new types of strategic armaments and the modernization 
of existing systems .  The opponents of an agreement have 

, raised an outcry about these issues,  attempting to make 
out that the American side is  here putting forward far-

reaching "radical" proposals while the Soviet Union is 
not prepared to make such a decision. There is just one 
aim - to distort and defame the Soviet position . . . .  

The U . S .  position o n  the issue o f  modernizing existing 
strategic armaments is based on the same aims .  Once 
again some people would like to " retouch" the previously 
agreed clauses of the treaty in such a way as to limit 
arbitrarily certain Soviet weapons systems while leaving 
the United States with complete freedom regarding a 
whole series of components of strategic forces. The 
adoption of these proposals would mean in practice that 
the agreements would not only fail to limit the qualitative 
race in strategic armaments but, on the contrary, would 
impart great new impetus to it . . . .  

Nor must it be forgotten that the United States i s  creat
ing more and more means of mass destruction, including 
the neutron weapon . The Soviet Union has submitted pro
posals on the general prohibition of new types and 
systems of weapons of mass destruction and also on the 
mutual renunciation of the production of neutron 
weapons specifically. We will resolutely strive for the 
implementation of these proposals . . . .  

It i s  useful to mention all this again i n  connection with 
the situation which is taking shape in the United States at 
this  time concerning the question of the conclusion of the 
new agreement. The American and world public must be 
clearly aware that those who are trying to wreck or delay 
the conclusion of the agreement are acting directly 
against the interests of strengthening peace and security 
and are setting the scene for a new spiral in the race for 
the most dangerous means of warfare which can only 
have one outcome - a sharp increase in the danger of a 
nuclear missile catastrophe . 

Ca rter Moves To Brea k Coa l Str i ke Dead l ock 

President Carter moved this  week to take charge of the 
chaotic coal strike negotiations before a deadlock caused 
maj or shutdowns of the U .S .  industrial heartland. 

Following the rej ection last weekend of a tentative 
contract by the bargaining com mittee of the United 
Mineworkers union, the President ordered the coal 
operators and the UMW back to the bargaining table - in 
the White House and under the supervision of Labor 
Secretary Ray Marshall .  Carter ,despite what one source 
described as "intense behind-the-scenes pressure" by 
E nergy Secretary James S chles inger to use his powers 
under the Taft-Hartley act to " end" the strike, has re
affirmed several times during the week his belief that the 
dispute must be settled by "free collective bargaining. "  

I t  i s  widely recognized that invoking the Taft-Hartley 
bill will in no way alleviate the coal shortages in the 
Midwest, and will likely lead only to more violence . 

The Chance for Solution 
The President 's  action opens up the way for a quick 

settlement of the strike and offers a chance to return 

stability to the nation' s  coal fields - stability that was 
destroyed by a 1 5-year, British-inspired conspiracy that 
ran the once mighty UMW through a " left-wing union 
democracy" meatgrinder. (see EIR Vol IV, No. 52, Dec . 
26 ,  1 977) . 

Sources close to the White House report that the 
President 's  actions are being taken to avoid allowing the 
coal strike to destroy the U . S .  economy ; these sources 
indicate that Carter's  circle of advisors is becoming 
increasingly aware that the prolonged coal strike is 
being used by anti-U . S . ,  antidollar monetary interests to 
help trigger runs on the dollar on the international money 
markets . Any policy to restore strength to the dollar 
must include a quick ending of the coal strike. 

The intervention, far from being the act of desperation 
that the East Coast press is portraying, has been cal
culated to achieve the maximum impact and have the 
maximum chance for success .  

The President 's  action is part o f  a coordinated attack 
by industry-linked political forces ,  especially in the 
Midwest, against the efforts by Institute for Policv ' 
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Studies networks in and around the UMW to prolong the 
strike. 

Ohio Governor James Rhodes, in a press conference 
blacked out by the East Coast press,  called for the White 'House to mediate the dispute. Rhodes identified three 
factions in the UMW - a Miller leadership , a responsible 
opposition, and "anarchists . "  It  was the anarchists, 
Rhodes stated, who were responsible for the violence in 
the coal fields. He urged public support for the efforts of 
Miller and responsible UMW leaders to reach a compro
mise settlement. 

One day later, Indiana Republican Senator Richard 
Lugar similarly called for " White House intervention 
into the negotiations" and identified " anarchists" in the 
union as responsible for the violence .  

For the most part, reports in the E ast Coast press 
about Rhodes and other Midwest governors calling for 
Carter to use Taft-Hartley are outright lies ; if they are 
not lies, they are , in the words of one aide to a Midwest 
governor, "the result of leading questions . . .  words put 

' into people 's  mouths and then taken out of context. "  

What ' s  A t  Stake? 

Unless the vital political motion t o  end the strike 
is accompanied by a nationally coordinated effort 
to deal with electricity demands, very serious cut
backs will being early next week. Utilities in In
diana announced today that by Friday they will hit 
the 35-day supply level and on Monday will institute 
mandatory curtailments of 35 percent to industry, 
1 5  percent to residential users , and 50 percent to 
commercial establishments,  schools ,  and public 
buildings.  Southern Ohio utilities ,  as well as Ohio 
Edison, will reach a similar situation in five to six 
days . 

What has been successful so far in preventing 
large-scale cutbacks in power has been careful 
planning by utilities and the " wheeling" of power in 
to the eight-state ECAR (East Central Area Relia
bility Council) region from surrounding region 
grids . Power from New York and other New 
England plants that are oil-burning has been im
ported, in addition to input from Wisconsin and 
Minnesota. 

Though almost 1 0  gigawatts of power has been 
imported at times to the E CAR grid in this manner, 
transmission capabilities and the absolute l imit to 
the amount of surplus existing insurrounding grids 
has brought 'import capability up to almost 1 00 
percent of potential. The only other possibility - of 
marginal but potentially important significance -
is the movement of coal itself. 

This would not "solve" the coal shortage 
problems,  but could provide a critical margin of a 
few days before largescale cutbacks would have to 
go into effect. Local utilities could possibly post
pone curtailments if they had the a mount of coal 
already mined but sitting idle , if they were assured 
that both the UMW and BCOA were bargaining with 

The President 's  willingness to throw the office of the 
President behind reaching an equitable settlement is 
now the crucial force that could lead to a contract. This is 
indicated by reports from the United Mineworkers 
leaders that,  contrary to press reports , they feel that the 
intervention of the President, his willingness to mobilize 
public sentiment, are their major bargaining chips in 
reaching a fair agreement. 

Sources report that responsible leaders in the UMW, 
the BCOA, the White House and various state governors' 
offices now share the perception that these " anarchists" 
- actually the networks set up by the international 
terrorism controllers at the Washington, D .C . -based IPS 
- must be removed from the coal fields .  If this is trans
lated into an explicit commitment, it defines the basis for 
a viable contract settlement. 

Walking Through a Minefield 
While the momentum now exists to c lean up the mess 

in the UMW and the coal fields , Schlesinger and his allies 

the kind of good faith that could produce a contract 
settlement within a couple of weeks . 

The most important policy to pursue at this 
critical time is to move the coal that is there and 
minimize the shutdowns of industry and prevent 
residential curtailments which directly affect the 
population's health and safety. 

Rather than keeping a cool head and working 
within the already established and well-functioning 
E CAR and regional system,  Michigan Governor 
Milliken 's  office informed the other members of the 
E CAR system that it will not wheel any more power 
into Ohio, but will save their coal reserves for them
selves . The assumption being made here is that 
heavy layoffs in the auto industry in the state can be 
avoided if coal supplies are hoarded. 

It is surely Schlesinger' s  hysteria-mongering 
which is pushing state officials into a " we-take
care-of-our-own-first" attitude.  Anyone who falls 
for this is being led to slaughter : for instance,  four 
days after Chrysler parts plants close in Ohio 
because they have no more coal ,  all of Chrysler's 
operations ,  80 percent of which are in Michigan, 
will likewise shut down. 

E CAR officials have also been notified by officials 
in the office of the governor of Wisconsin that they 
will not allocate power outside the state. Rumors 
are that West Virginia will do the same.  

This "We'l l  be the last to go" perspective clearly 
m akes no sense if one is trying to mitigate the 
overall effects of the strike, since no geographically 
defined state is economically independent. The 
only serious way to avoid unnecessarily widespread 
industrial shutdowns and other curtailments is to 
regionally and nationally cooperate for the sharing 
of existing unused coal supplies and put enough 
pressure on the UMW, BCOA, and federal 
authorities to clean out IPS and negotiate a fair 
contract settlement. 
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are throwing as many roadblocks as they can in the way 
of a settlement. 

Firstly, the IPS networks at this moment remain in 
place with neither the union nor the government moving 
directly against them.  Spokesmen for the IPS-directed 
Miners Right to Strike Committee have stated that they 
will block the adoption of any contract negotiated by 
UMW President Arnold Miller. They are presently 
organizing a "Recall Miller" movement, which respon
sible UMW leaders report would destroy the delicate 
negotiations in the White House.  In addition, spinoff 
organizations of the MRTSC ,  such as the so-called 
National United Workers Organization, are openly 
calling for acts of terrorist violence to defend the strike 
from "a sellout to the bosses . . . . .  

Saboteur: Schlesinger ' 
It is becoming a widely accepted fact among honest 

Midwest officials that James Schlesinger "and his DOE 
are a bunch of saboteurs , "  in the coal crisis .  

Despite the fact that last  week Schlesinger was or
dered by President Carter to prepare a coal allocation 
plan to help ease the shortages ,  his DOE has still failed to 
do so. His excuses,  such as the unavailability of boxcars , 
the lack of supplies, have been exposed by other officials 
as a pack of lies - in some cases contradicted by 
members of his own Department. 

DOE officials had only last week said that the move
ment of coal supplies might m itigate the short-term 

effects of a strike and could be potentially significant in 
preventing major shutdowns in the context of a settle
ment within two to three weeks . Now these same of
ficials ,  under orders from S chlesinger, report that they 
will only move coal across state lines after Taft-Hartley 
is invoked . 

Such a policy, while trying to stampede nervous 
utilities and companies behind Taft-Hartley and thereby 
against the President' s  initiative, would also guarantee 
the reality of several Schlesinger public predictions this 
week to the effect that " major layoffs are now inevit
able . . . . .  

Schlesinger' s  latest ploy, a s  revealed i n  Congressional 
testimony by DOE officials ,  is to lobby against the alloca
tion of coal, allegedly because it will produce violence.  
Coal was moved this week in Indiana and no violence 
occurred. Sources close to the UMW have indicated that 
they have absolutely no desire to stop movement of s'uch 
coal,  as long as negotiations are taking place. It is only 
the IPS networks who will comm it violence - and then, 
only if there is no effort made to deal with them.  

While Carter has  quite obviously attempted to  limit the 
power of Schlesinger in the current crisis ,  he remains in 
office as Energy Secretary. If the strike can be prolonged 
into a national disaster, through his own efforts or the 
concomitant efforts of the IPS networks,  Schlesinger 
would begin to wield more and more emergency "crisis 
management power."  He therefore represents a second 
major threat to a settlement. 

No-N u ke Act a B low To U .S. , 

Wor ld E nergy Deve l opment 
Despite an intense last-minute effort on the part of a 

number of Senators , led by James McClure of Idaho, to 
weaken by amendm ent the most blatantly destructive 
sections of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978 ,  the 
bill ,  with minor technical amendments , passed the 
Senate last Tuesday by a margin of 88 to 3. 

In the words of one opponent, the final version of the 

E N E R G Y  

legislation (commonly referred to a s  the Percy-Glenn 
bill)  does little more than leave a " sl ight crack in the 
door" whereby a President who is  wholeheartedly 
com mitted to international development of nuclear 
energy technologies could poss ibly avert what will 
otherwise be certain major sabotage of United States 
nuclear export capability. 

Properly understood, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act 
of 1 978 is a major act of economic warfare against the 
most advanced high-technology export sectors of the 
U . S .  economy, passed by its own Congress against its 
own industrial economy. 

The Reliability Issue 
The fact that Congress has passed the bill, with the 

enthusiastic support of the President, is proof enough for 
foreign observers that they cannot rely on the mon
strously complex and negative criteria set out in the 
Nuclear Nonproliferation Act to gamble the resources of 
their own national long-range nuclear energy develop
m ent plans . The very existence of the bill is proof that 
indeed the U . S .  will not be a "reliable supplier" of such 
nuclear technology. 

The official line purveyed by the bill ' s  sponsors is that 
the bill will actually increase reliability by setting forth 
explicit policy for nuclear technology transfers to other 
countries . But as Senator McClure told the Senate in 
November, "The procedures and criteria of the bill , at a 
minimum, would render the United States a wholly 
unreliable supplier of nuclear fuels and equipment, with 
resulting lack of predictibility driving potential trading 
partners to other supplier nations ."  Westinghouse and 
General Electric subm itted testimony that underscored 
McC lure 's  assessment, stating bluntly that passage of 
the essential portions of the bill will mean that the U .S .  
will fail to  win  a single new nuclear export contract 
except under extraordinary circumstances, meaning 
loss to high-skilled American workers of anywhere from 
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hundreds of thousands to several mil lion jobs in the next 
several years. bi llions of dollars in hard commodity 
export earnings . and substantial export orders of 
machine tools .  steel.  and other material for the export
starved U .S .  industrial sector. (See Executive In
telligence Review. Vo. IV . No. 52 .  Dec .  26 .  1 977. ) 

How Did It Happen ? 

A climate of congressional hysteria over "prolifera
tion" has been consciously evoked by such organs as the 
Washington Post and the New York Times. who equate 
nuclear development with nuclear weapons.  Unilateral 
disruption of a series of previous United States treaty 
agreements with Europe.  Japan. India and other 
nuclear-importing nations by the Carter Administration. 
under the rubric of pressuring a halt to development of 
"dangerous " fast-breeder and nuclear reprocessing 
technologies.  further softened the political climate in 
Congress .  

The problem was further exacerbated b y  the 
astonishing fact that. aside from pro forma opposition. 
the U.S .  nuclear industry and substantial sectors of the 
organized labor movement most affected by the loss of 
export earnings and jobs sat on their hands during 
crucial portions of the debate over the Percy-Glenn bill .  
One Senator revealed that when. in the c losing days of 
debate . a number of legislators opposed to the Percy
Glenn legislation appealed to the nuclear industry for 
massive background documentation that could be in
troduced into full Senate floor debate before the crucial 
full vote of the Senate. the industry failed to provide 
anything like adequate factual ammunition for their 
allies .  Senators were forced to scramble for their own 
statements or to obtain what they could from such 
sources as this news service to back up their opposition. 

During debate on a number of the McClure amend
ments . which themselves were a woefully secondary 
stop-gap . many opponents of the Percy bill  failed to even 
show for key votes .  It is poss ible to make a 
philosophically consoling argument. as one opponent of 
the Percy bill did. that. had they only had more time. 
they could have swung the tide against the passage of 
such far-reaching legislation. The fact remains that 88 
Senators voted for passage of the bill. and the bill will 
soon become law. 

What the Bill Actually Does 

The provisions of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 
1 978. highly complex and awesome to someone not 

· familiar with issues of nuclear export policy. amount to 
legislative enactment by the U . S .  Congress of the failed 
Baruch Plan of the 1940s for maintaining an international 
U . S .  monopoly on nuclear technology and development. 
peaceful or military. Ironically. the prime victim this 
time is the United States itself. at a time when there is no 
longer any existing exclusivity on development of such 
technology and the U.S .  is far already far behind many 
other nations in crucial nuclear technologies.  

Once one accepts the legislative definitions contained 
in the bill. all else follows . These definitions were never 
adequately challenged by any S enate opposition. even 

though they are the most highly controversial portions of 
the bill .  One Senator referred generally to the bill as an 
attempt at imposing "U .S .  technological imperialism" 
on the rest of the world. but no amendments challenging 
this were entered. 

Section 4 of the bill defines " sensitive nuclear 
technology" to mean "any information . . .  which is not 
available to the public and which is important to the 
design. construction. fabrication. operation or main
tenance of a uranium enrichment or nuclear fuel 
reprocessing facility or a fac ility for the production of 
heavy water . . . . .  Thus legislated U . S .  policy is now to 
withhold export of technologies even in advance of the 
international review of such policies by the International 
Fuel Cycle Evaluation. 

The provisions of the bill then go on to "prohibit the 
export of sensitive nuclear technology to non-nuclear 
weapon states by the United States . . .  and to insure that 
other nations will refrain from transferring sensitive 
nuclear technology" ;  and in this context. it is now United 
States policy. explicit in the bil l .  to " aid foreign nations 
in identifying and adapting appropriate technologies for 
energy production. including solar and unconventional 
technologies . and. in particular. to identify alternative 
options to nuclear power in aiding such nations to meet 
their energy needs .. ." (emphasis added) . The en
vironmentalists have succeeded in legislating U.S .  
energy policy ! 

The core of the actual Act concerns definition of United 
States nuclear export criteria. It requires as a condition 
for U .S .  export that the recipient nation submit to full
scope safeguards of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty 
(NPT) which a number of m aj or nations .  including 
Brazil .  India . France. Israel. Spain. South Africa. 
Pakistan. and Turkey. have not yet s igned. No U.S .  
technology can be exported to any country using i t  in 
development of even so-called " peaceful nuclear ex
plosions . "  such as that detonated by India in 1974 as part 
of a major experiment for major earth irrigation 
development. This itself is in violation of the provisions 
of the NPT. which permit such peaceful explosions under 
appropriate safeguards. No retransfer of sensitive 
nuclear technologies and fuel can occur without prior 
U .S .  approval.  and no U .S .  supplied nuclear material can 
be reprocessed without prior U . S .  approval. 

The bill establishes a major new morass of govern
mental procedures for export approval of any nuclear 
technology transfers and sensitive nuclear technology. A 
recipient nation is subj ect to possible override of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission by the President. who 
can in turn be overriden by the vote of one house of 
Congress-each step with highly complex and am
biguous criteria and time-consuming congressional 
review criteria. There is no requirement for timely and 
expeditious action by the Nuclear Regulatory Com
m ission on export licensing. That body is currently split 2 
to 2 between outright antinuclear members and honest 
commiss ioners who generally take pro-nuclear
development decisions. President Carter is  under im
mense pressure to appoint the fifth and final vacancy on 
the NRC someone "favorable" to the antinuclear lobby. 
If this occurs . a situation where export licenses are 
virtually sabotaged by a hostile NRC majority is highly 
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possible under the Percy-Glenn bill ,  should the 
President then decide it is in the national interest to 
override such an adverse NRC ruling on export, his 
decision is further subj ect to veto by either house of 
Congress .  

Gerald F .  Tape,  a former United States ambassador to 
the International Atomic E nergy Agency, noted in this 
regard, "The probability of delay and ultimate veto is too 
high for most potential customers to accept, especially 
when such can arise after the basic agreement has come 
into force .  How can a customer be assured that ex
traneous factors wi l l  not inf luence continuing 
cooperation? " 

One of the most far-reaching thrusts of the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Act of 1978 ,  to which remarkably little 
attention, has been drawn by even informed 
congressional opposition, is  the fact that the bi l l  ef
fectively bans approval of nuclear fuel reprocessing in a 
non weapons state by imposing "timely warning" 
standards that are impossible to m eet with existing 

SUPQort Contin ues To Grow 

technology. As an official from General Electric has 
noted, "Such an absolute prohibition would be par
ticularly offensive to allies such as Japan and West 
Germany, and would seem to prejudice the outcome of 
the fuel cycle evaluation that the United States and other 
nations have agreed to conduct. " With passage of the 
legislation, the U .S .  presently stands glaringly isolated 
among nuclear supplier nations ,  with the possible ex
ception of Canada, whose export criteria by recent joint 
agreement are defined by "u . S .  standards" - which now 
means the Percy bill .  Western E urope,  the Soviet Union, 
and Japan will now increasingly become the focus for 
nations seeking reliable sources of substantial nuclear 
energy technology. Perhaps the most telling and 
remarkable aspect of this destructive and, even on its 
own terms ,  self-defeating, piece of legislation is that it 
was developed completely outside any process of serious 
negotiation with either other supplier or other user 
nations . 

- William Engdahl 

Mich iga n NAACP An nou nces Energy Conference 
Over 50 representatives of the Michigan Conference of 

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) met in Lansing on Feb.  12 and resolved 
to mobilize support for their national organization' s  call 
for the development of nuclear energy by hosting a state
wide energy conference. 

The resolution. introduced by F lint, Michigan NAACP 
member and former U . S .  Labor Party congressional 
candidate Max Dean, urged that " representatives of 
industry, labor, and edt:cation be c alled together to parti
c ipate in a conference to implement the NAACP's  energy 
policy. " 

In motivating the call for a c onference , Dean said, 
"This is perhaps the most important issue before us 
today . . . .  Energy touches on the m ost vital questions of 
livelihood . . . .  We must communicate the urgency to act 
quickly. " Martha Thornton ,  chairman of the Michigan 
NAACP' s  Urban Affairs Committee, seconded the 
motion, saying, "The liberals who marched with Dr. 
Martin Luther King in Selma, Alabama now want to tell 
us we don' t  know what should be done to provide jobs for 
ourselves . Well, they are wrong. "  

The motion was then unanimously approved by the 50 
representatives present. 

The planning of an energy conference by the Michigan 
NAACP coincides with the mobilization of a growing 
base of support for the association 's  call for the develop
ment of nuclear energy. The coalition between "big busi
ness , big labor, and big m inorities" envisioned in the 
c ivil rights group 's  December policy statement is now 
taking shape.  

In a widely publicized press conference Feb.  14 ,  
S enator Richard Lugar (R-Ind) endorsed the NAACP 
energy policy as "far-sighted. " Speaking to the im-

m ediate issue of the ongoing coal strike and resultant 
fuel shortages,  Lugar emphasized that the construction 
of nuclear power plants was necessary and should have 
"begun years ago. The risk involved in nuclear power is 
substantially less than conventional power . . . .  For years 
the antigrowth people thought they had the NAACP in 
their back pocket. Now blacks have a position . . .  linking 
j obs,  energy and economic growth. The NAACP took a 
grave risk . . .  people should listen . " 

Midwest Press: 
B u s i n ess M u st S u p p o rt N AAC P 

Chicago Defender, "NAA CP wants jobs, not handouts, " 
Feb. 8: 

E arly in January, the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People adopted a report on 
energy policy. 

In a nutshell, this report recognizes three facts : 
Black Americans are suffering a disproportionately 

high rate of unemployment. 
New jobs come from economic growth in the private 

sector. 
National energy policies that e mphasize conservation 

over production will discourage growth. 
The report therefore puts the NAACP in favor of a 

private-sector solution to the unemployment problem 
and in opposition to no-growth economic policies, in
cluding the Administration's energy plan. 

This recognition of the vital link between black 
unemployment and economic growth is not in itself a new 
development. In fact. black economists have been 
moving to such a position in growing numbers. But their 
views have not yet had time to be digested by the man in 
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the street. Consequently, the NAACP's  new stance 
strikes many observers as a startling departure from 
past practics. And for the organization, it is . . . .  

But old alliances do not necessarily meet the needs of 
new times. The need now is for real jobs and career 
opportunities. And when it comes to job creation, the 
record of the private sector is far superior to that of the 
government. Nine out of 10 new j obs created during 1977 
were created by American business and 646 ,000 of these 
jobs were filled by black people.  The NAACP would 
actually be failing its people if it did not change its out
look accordingly . . . .  

The NAACP's  new thinking is  evidently the product of 
a small band of its directors who have had high-level 
business experience, not the least of them being the 
organization's  redoubtable chairman, Mrs. Margaret 
Bush Wilson, who is also a director of the Monsanto 
Company. The group's  business connections have led to 
charges that they are biased toward the oil industry. It is 
the same kind of complaint that gives us government 
regulators who don't know the first thing about what they 
are supposed to be regulating . 

These NAACP leaders need and deserve support from 
the entire business community, especially from black 
entrepreneurs who know where j obs come from and how 
to get more of them. 

Mrs.  Wilson, for her part, shows no inclination to cave 
in under pressure from the reactionaries.  She recently 
reaffirmed her determination to " get the organization 
moving again, and in new directions . "  I haven't met the 
ladY, but I want to. I 'd  like to shake her hand. 

Chicago Tribune, "NAA CP officials return the fire, " by 
Ver�on Jarrett, nationally syndicated columnist, Feb. 8: 

"The message is beginning to come through loud and 
clear ,"  said the poised woman lawyer from St. Louis. 

"Obviously, there are people who claim to be our 
friends but who insist on determining the boundaries of 
our mental processes , "  said Mrs . Margaret Bush Wilson, 
the first black woman to serve as board chairman of the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) .  

Mrs . Wilson spoke with deliberation, a s  though she 
were attempting to aVQid any statement that could be 
taken out of context or m i sinterpreted by her hosts 
some 20 m e m bers of the Chicago Association of Black 
Journalists . It wasn't easy for her.  

She and the NAACP board of directors and its new 
executive director, Benjamin L. Hooks , have been the 
targets of a heavy battery of insults and rumors since the 
NAACP issued its "National E nergy Policy Statement" 
several weeks ago. 

The national board of the NAACP refused to endorse 
President Carter' s  national energy program. NAACP 
issued a statement which charged there was an over
emphasis on "conservation and a reduction in the growth 
of total energy demand and consumption . . .  

Mrs. Wilson calmly restated in Chicago what she and 
Hooks have attempted to explain to E astern newspaper 
and television commentators since the liberal com
munity acted as though it was stunned at what some 
writers called a sellout to Big Oil .  

" Our No. 1 interest is the economic plight of black 
people , " she declared again and again. 

Hooks . . .  expressed another concern shared by Mrs . 
Wilson and two other NAACP board members attending 
the black j ournalists '  luncheon at Army and Lou's 
restaurant. _ 

Labor leaders William Oliver of D etroit and James 
Kempt of Chicago noted particularly offensive articles in 
the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Los 
Angeles Times, the New Republic magazine, and the 
Vil lage Voice. 

Oliver said, "Those articles either tried to smear us by 
suggesting that the NAACP has been bought off by the oil 
companies or that we blacks are too dumb even to 
discuss critical issues such as energy ."  . . .  

Se nato r Pra i ses N AACP f o r  E n e rgy Stance 

Prior to his Feb. 14 press conference, Sen. Lugar 
released a letter of support he had sent to NAA CP Execu
tive Director Benjamin Hooks. Here are portions of it. 

. . .  The NAACP is absolutely correct in pointing out that I 
strong economic growth is essential if we are to solve the 
problem of unemployment with its particular impact on 
black Americans . The NAACP ' s  straightforward con
frontation of this reality, and its advocacy of the reason
able trade-ofls which are necessary to assure new energy 
supplies and economic expansion are events of impor
tance to all c itizens committed to full employment and a 
healthier, more j ust society. I comm end your stance and 
am pleased to associate myself with it . . .  In his letter, 
Lugar acknowledged that the report has stirred contro: 
versy, commenting, . . .  Resoluteness in swimming up
stream against outmoded ideas has characterized the 
NAACP's leadership throughout its history, and I en
courage you to persevere on this occasion also. I am 
certain that many other Senators will share my enthus
iasm for working together with you in pursuit of greater 
energy production, and more j obs for black and white 
Americans . . .  
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ECONOMICS 

' Bl u m enthal /s Bear Raid Rev iewed 
1'he dollar hit  record lows on Feb.  1 6  and again Feb.  17  

against the West German mark, S wiss franc, and Japan
ese yen. The bear impetus came first from Energy Sec
retary Rodney Sc41esinger' s  domestic operations around 
the coal strike, which promise economic indicators far 
worse than the January drops in U . S .  industrial output of 
.7 percent, the sharpest since March 1975, and in retail 
sales of 3 . 1  percent, the sharpest in 1 3  years . The expan- 
sive, developmental national energy policy that would 
reverse the slide has 'not been forthcoming ; the conse
quent general lack of confidence set the stage for the 
second bear impetus , from W. Michael BlumenthaL 

FO R E I G N EXC H A N G E 

Currency dealers and bank economists had their chins 
on the floor all last week wondering how the Treasury 
Secretary could be so stupid as to arm twist the West 
Germans once more during his weekend European trip 
when it was obvious that they would not budge from their 
refusal to grossly "reflate" their economy. Blumenthal, 
in truth, was far more nimble than his New York second
guessers . He went to Bonn intending to throw the West 
Germans into a degree of frustration and outrage that 
would impel withdrawal of market and moral support for 
the dollar. 

In the short run, he had a degree of success , though the 
returns are far from tallied. What is  clear is that Blumen
thal does not simply want a return to " malign neglect" of 
the depreciating dollar ; on behalf of the London channels 
who have shaped his career, he is  attempting to regain 
his slipping leverage with the White House in order to 
force through murderous trade-war, international 
austerity, and financial reorganization policies in the 
wake of a dollar breakdown. The " 1 979 protectionism" 
dimension of  the scenario was spelled out on the front 
page of the Feb. 16 issue of the conservative French daily 
Le Figaro by the well-known economics editor, Alain 
Vernay . 

Secondly, it is clear to everyone as well - as it was in 
1968-1979 - that if Japan, West G ermany and Switzer
land merely try to buy all the dollars they can to main
tain the dollar's  value as a reserve currency, they will 
bloat their money supplies to no avail . Hence the pro
liferation of soft-sell London-sponsored proposals for 
"diversification" of reserves and investments . 

On Thursday, Feb. 1 6 ,  amidst rumors of heavy Mideast 
selling of dollars the day before, the dollar closed at 
record lows against the Swiss franc and deutschemark, 
with no evidence of the kind of heavy central bank inter
vention that had bolstered. the dollar in earlier crises, nor 
of extensive moves by the U . S .  Federal Reserve. The 
markets broke into panicky disarray when the wires 

- - . 

carried a statement by Blumenthal 's  deputy Anthony 
Solomon at a Paris press conference that the Fed had not 
intervened in the markets in three weeks - which 
traders naturally took as a signal of a return to the dollar 
slide policy. Solomon's  subsequent comment that he 
had only meant to indicate that the markets .. were so 
stable that the authorities had not needed to- intervene 
only compounded the mistrust and confusion. Traders 
and investors , as the Feb. 17 Journal 01 Commerce put it, 
were "disheartened to see the government ineptitude 
reflected in such statements . "  New York dealers who 
usually keep their political curiosity under wraps ,  in the 
past couple of days showed uncommon interest in this 
publication' s  explanation of how such stunning "gaffes" 
can systematically recur on the part of officials whose 
links to international, London-based operations remaip 
generally unknown. 

On the Western European side, both in the press and 
from highly p laced Frankfurt bankers, a wave of outrage : 
followed Blumenthal's speedy departure from Bonn. ' 
By no means does this mean that the Schmidt govern
ment and financial policymakers have fallen into Blu- ' 
menthal ' s  let-the-dollar-go-to-hell trap . After modest ' 
interventions in support of the dollar this week ,the West 
G erman central bankers at the Bundesbank appear to 
have bought a higher level of dollars on Feb. 17 .  There 
was also an unconfirmed report that day on the Agence 
France Presse wire that the Bundesbank had announced 
its determination not to let the mark move higher than 
2 . 05 to the dollar. The dollar continued to depreciate, sug
gesting either that the report was unfounded, or that 
speculators rushed to test the Bundesbank. New dollar 
lows of $ 1 .87  and $2 .054 were registered before the 
closing, in New York, along with another spectacular yen 
j ump to 237,  despite at least $150 mill ion worth of dollar
buying to hold down the yen cross rate by the Bank of 
Japan and Japanese private banks, who had already 
spent over $200 million the day before. 

Amidst well-informed reports of State Department 
pressures on Blumenthal to actively defend the dollar, 
Blumenthal partisans in State' s  E conomic Affairs sec
tion were pleased with the course of events (see in
terview) . And the preconditions for Blumenthal ' s  
scuttling of  the snake have been modified, not 
eliminated. _ 

Following the devaluation of the Norwegian crown, 
grudgingly accepted by snake leader West Germany as 
an alternative to Norway' s leaving the joint float alto
gether, the French franc was bolstered by Middle East 
purchases through Swiss banks,  p urchases which, more
over, were relent in the Eurofranc market, providing an 
increment in the liquidity increasingly trammeled by 
Premier Barre' s  defensive credit-restriction measures. 
The French stock market was also bolstered by sig
nificant foreign interest (despite continued ravings by 
London banks in New York and abroad about how France 
"absolutely stinks" ) . 
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The January industrial production figures showed an 
ominous 3 percent decline, but the government appointed 
commission on investment backed up Barre 's  public
p rivate investment proposals for key sectors by advising 

. that funds be guided from speculative real-estate into 
productive equities. The franc , of course,  is not formally 
in the snake, but as Le Figaro pointed out, its health is a 
key to the prosperity of Franco-West German trade and 
thus to European growth. 

The Ge rman s  Wi l l  Give I n  

The following is an interview with a n  official in the 
State Department division of monetary 'affairs, Feb. 1 9 ,  
provided b y  a free-lance financial j ournalist : 

Q: I understand there is a good deal of Sta te Department 
concern about the effects on our allies of Mr. Solomon 's 
statements in Paris. In fact, sources ha ve told me that 
they're con vinced Blumenthal and Solomon are delib-

erately trying to create a breach between the U.S. and 
West Germany, and that 's why there was a special State
Treasury meeting yesterday. 
A :  I wasn't at the meeting - there may have been some 
words from Dick Cooper to Blumenthal about Tony's 
putting his foot in it , but there is total agreement between 
State and Treasury on the specific issue of intervention. 
The policy is that under floating rates , there' s  no way to 
keep the dollar from continuing to go. What Solomon is 
saying is that we will continue to intervene to prevent 
large jumps in thin markets . 

Q: There are reports that after Blumenthal's visit, West 
Germans are saying, forget it, if you won 't actively sup
port the doJlar we 'll ha ve to gear up for trade war. 
A :  Eventually the U .S .  may not have much choice about 
protectionism.  But I think at a certain point the Germans "

will give in on reflation ,  when the unemployment is bad 
enough. There' s  been so much international pressure, 
they want to save face at the moment. 

Publicly the Carter Administration has always been 
against protectionism, it is not our first option, but . . .  

Batt le Over World Cred it  Markets 
As U .S. Ban ks Dec l i ne 

A recent report of the Bank for International Settle
ments (BIS)  concerning Eurocurrency market develop
ment in the third quarter of 1977  has revealed a major 
shift in the pattern of world credit flows . For the first 
time since controls on U .S .  capital exports were lifted in 
1 974, banks in the U .S .  have emerged as net borrowers 
rather than suppliers of funds to the international 
markets . 

B A N K I N G  

This startling development reflects both the severity of 
the dollar crisis - as foreign investors ran down their 
deposits at banks in the U . S . ,  forcing U . S . -based banks to 
import funds from their offshore branches to shore up 
their positions - and the reduced share of U.S . -based 
banks in international lending activity. Moving into the 
breach were banks in the London and Luxembourg Euro
currency markets , which accounted for the l ion 's  share 
of international credit expansion during the third quarter 
and attracted the bulk of the new deposits . 

In a nutshell : several tens of billions of dollars of 
deposit and lending activity have shifted from New York 
to London, from the domain of the Federal Reserve to the 
domain of the Bank of England. There are several, inter
connected reasons for the shift ,  which is the most dra
matic development on the international markets of the 
past year : 

1 )  The profit-squeeze on international lenders due to 
the collapse of spreads on syndicated E urocredits , much 
publicized over the past months,  has compelled 

American banks to conduct a greater portion of their 
activity without reserve requirements that apply in the 
domestic market in order to compensate. 

2) Fear of capital controls has kept a marginal , but 
important stratum of depositors leery of keeping 
balances in New York - although for the most part, the 
shift involves the same suppliers and takers of funds . 

3) Higher interest rates on Eurocertificates of Deposit 
have accelerated the process - ironically, due to ad
ditional risk factors. The spread between comparable 
Euro-CDs and domestic CDs has risen to three-eighths of 
one percent, several times the usual difference .  Partly 
this is the result of competition for funds in London. But, 
according to British banking sources,  the premium is 
largely due to sovereign risk factors affecting the London 
E urodollar market. There is a fear that the Bank of 
England, which has virtually totalitarian powers over 
London-domiciled banks, might impose controls on 
dollar outflows in the event of a run against sterling. In 
that event over one quarter of the Eurodollar market 
would be frozen in London. The effect this would have on 
the Eurodollar market stands in relation to the Herstatt 
collapse the way a modern thermonuclear device com
pares to the Hiroshima bomb.  E xtremely tight political 
coordination between leading central banks would be 
required to prevent a catastrophe. 

According to the BIS,  foreign c laims on banks in the 
U . S .  rose by a whopping $6 .5  billion during the third 
quarter, $3 .9  billion of which represented funds trans
ferred from U.S .  bank branches in the offshore centers of 
the Caribbean and the Far East back to the parent banks. 
Since U .S .  banks' net external liabilities rose only $2.4 
billion (see Table) compared to the $6.5 billion rise in 
total foreign claims, withdrawals of funds in the U.S. by 
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other investors must have approximated $4 . 1  billion. It 
was this rather substantial deposit run-off which U .S .  
based banks attempted to  cover by importing funds .  

At  the same time, U .S .  banks were forced to  "pull in  
their horns" from the international lending markets as a 
result of their alreadY overexposed position as holders of 
"soft" developing-country debt, declining bank profit 
margins on syndicated medium-term credits , and the 
threat of increased regulation by the U . S .  Comptroller of 
the Currency. Indeed, the external assets of banks in the 
U .S .  actually fell by $200 million (see Table) during the 
third quarter. 

By contrast, banks in the Belgium-Luxembourg and 
United Kingdom Eurocurrency markets dramatically 
increased their positions from both the asset ( loan and 
investment) and liability (deposit) side � accounting for 
well over half the growth in the total world market. The 
BIS figures include, of course,  U .S . -based banks' 
branches in Belgium , Luxembourg and London, but · 
there is substantial evidence that West German and 
other foreign banks - not U . S .  banks - were responsible . 
for most of the increased lending from these centers.  

Furthermore, the $3.2 billion rise in external assets of 
U .S .  bank branches in the Caribbean and Far East, 
which might be interpreted to indicate increased U .S .  
bank lending, was more than offset by the $3 . 9  billion 
transferral of funds back to the U . S .  

There are important political-strategic differences as 
well between a U .S .  bank loan or deposit booked in 
London or Luxembourg, and one booked in New York. 
The Bank of E ngland could, if it desired, freeze Euro
currency deposits in London or s lap down reserve 
requirements on lending. The West German Bundesbank 
- albeit from a very different standpoint than the Bank 
of E ngland - could dictate the policy of Luxembourg 

I monetary authorities. E ven the Cayman Islands in the 
Caribbean - generally known as a U . S .  offshore "baili
wick" - has recently called in S cotland Yard to help 
investigate international banking activity in the area. 

In sum , the BIS figures point to a substantial rout of 
U . S .  banking, and an emerging rivalry for world leader
ship between the West German-dominated Luxembourg 
market and the London market - the former oriented 
towards gold and long-term export- and development
related credits, the latter dedicated to short-term 
speculative gambits and the restoration of British im
perial power. 

A seemingly anomaly in the BIS data is the fact that 
OPEC nations borrowed $2 .2  billion during the third 
quarter, while their deposits only rose by $ .4  billion. Thus 
the "oil-rich" nations also appear as net borrowers from 
the world market. Although this· is partly due to hefty 
borrowing by Venezuela for development projects , 
London's  Financial Times helpfully points out that the 

External Posit ions of Ban ks 
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I n  G roup of Ten Cou ntries ,  Switzerland , and 
Branches of U . S .  Ban ks 

I n  the Cari bbean Area and Far East 
A m o u nts outsta n d i n g  in b i l l i o n s  of U . S .  d o l l ars 

United Belgium-
United 

Luxembourg Kingdom 
States 

(a) (a) 

ASSETS 

end - September 1 977 57.4 1 49 . 5  81 . 7  

e n d  - J u n e  1 977 52 . 9  1 44 . 8  81 . 9  

end - Septe mber 1 976 45 . 2  1 27 .6  71 . 5  

J u n e  1 977 - Sept.  1 977 + 4 . 5  + 4 . 7  - 0 . 2  

S e p t .  1 976 - S e p t .  1 977 + 1 2 . 2  + 21 . 9 + 1 0 . 2  

LIABI LITIES 

end - Septe m ber  1 977 55 . 8  1 61 . 2  74 . 1  

end - J u n e  1 977 51 . 0  1 55 . 8  71 . 7  

e n d  - Septem ber 1 976 43 . 6  1 37.9 63.8 

J u n e  1 977 - Sept .  1 977 + 4 . 8  + 5 . 4  + 2 . 4  

S e p t .  1 976 - Sept.  1 977 + 1 2 . 2  + 23.3  + 1 0 . 3  

( a )  I n c l udes o n l y  fore ign  cu rre ncy ( E u ro-c u rrency) assets and l iabi l i t ies .  

( b )  Branches of U . S .  banks o n l y ,  as reported by U.S . 
---- -� - -- ._--- . .  --- - -�---------- -- - - - - ------ ------

-
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Caribbean 
Area and 
Far East 

(b) 

87.5 

84.3 

68 . 0  

+ 3 . 2  

+ 1 9 .5  

86 . 0  

84 . 2  

68.8 

+ 1 .8 

. + 1 7. 2  

GRAND 
TOTAL 

(All reporting 
countries) 

590. 4  

572 . 4  

500 .9 

+ 1 8 . 0  

+ 89 . 5  

591 . 3  

571 .8 

495 .8 

+ 1 9 .5  

+ 95 . 5  
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OPEC investors must have been shifting into other types 
of assets besides bank deposits - p erhaps British 
Treasury securities or British m erchant bank-managed 
"private placements" ?  The BIS also indicates that 
OPEC countries drew down their dollar deposits with 
branches of U .S .  banks in the Caribbean and Far East by 
$.9 billion and with banks in the E uropean Group of Ten 
countries by $.2 billion, while simultaneously building up 
their non-dollar deposits in E urope by $ 1 . 4  billion . Thus , 
OPEC "portfolio diversification , "  although not yet 
massive enough to crush U . S .  banks , nevertheless repre
sents a significant threat as long as the dollar is unstable 
and could swing the balance between the Luxembourg 
and London "systems. "  

" -A lice Shepard 

Brit ish  P lot Bear Raid 
O n  Eurodol lar  Market 

A Feb. 6 Financial Time.s survey on the Euromarket 
subtly aired several British scenarios for "bearing" the 
Eurocurrency market in such a way as to wipe out the 

_.
r�maining U.S. bank competition and emerge on top of 

Czechs Say: 

world credit flows. In 1974, West Germany's Herstatt 
Bank collapsed and momentarily paralyzed the entire 
Eurocurrency interbank deposit network. A Herstatt-

. type crunch could evolve again in many ways, the 
Financial Times editors suggest - from Third World 

. defaults to a New York City bankruptcy to increased 
regulation of U.S. banks by British-oriented U.S. Comp
troller of the Currency Heimann. 

If this situation (another Herstatt-ed. )  is to be repeated 
one may expect an increasing strain on the U.S .  banks ' 
lending capacity during this year . . .  The one development 
which could change this general picture ( i .e . ,  trigger a 
shift from the present excess liquidity to a credit shor
tage-ed. )  is a sharp shock such as happened with the oil 
p rice rises and money market losses in 1973-74. For, 
while the nut:nbers of institutions involved in the 
E uromarkets - and the commitment of the old hands in 
the business - has grown immeasurably since in the last 
four years , the market mechanisms are more firmly 
based only to the extent that solutions to the particular 
problems posed in 1974 have been found. The potential re
mains for tiered rates and a sharp and speedy contrac
tion in the volume of inter-bank deposits , in the absence 
of any meaningful lender of last resort. 

What's ' Good For The Do l lar  Is  Good For Us 

One clear statement o n  why the dollar must be sup
ported issued this month from Prague, where the 
Communist Party daily R ude Pra vo carried a two-part 
series of articles by Ladislav Alster on the currency 
crisis. Far from gloating over the U . S .  currency's fall ,  as 
misguided Eastern European offic ials have often 
done-on the principle of " what 's  bad for the capitalists 
is good for us"-Alster focused on the devastating 
damage to world trade, not sparing Eastern Europe. 

"The weakness and the decline of the dollar are no 
domestic affair of the United States ,  but a question of 
worldwide dimension , "  wrote Alster Feb.  2 .  Among the 
experts he cited to demonstrate the point were former 
U.S .  Treasury Secretary William S imon, warning that 
without a strong dollar to ensure the economic stability 
of the United States an international crisis will occur ; 
and Horst S iebert of the conservative West German daily 
Die Welt, who has written that the currency insecurity, 
consciously advocated by the Carter Administration, has 
done great harm to international investment activity and 
international trade. 

Neither the West German mark, the Swiss franc, the 
Japanese yen-much less " so-called Special Drawing 
Rights "-could successfully be used to denominate oil 
transactions or other world trade, stressed Alster. In 
Saudi Arabia and in Paris , Carter was put under strong 
pressure for "the U.S .  government to take energetic 
measures to support the dollar . "  

" Can the U .S .  d o  anything for the international position 

of the dollar? Most likely it could . . . .  the U.S .  remains by 
far the greatest capitalist economic power. "  

The dollar recovered somewhat after Carter's  Jan. 5 ,  
1 978 statement that i t  would be supported, but the 
recovery lasted only until the president's State of the 
Union speech. " It may appear that the financial policy of 
the Carter Administration is helping the American 
economy by 'burning' its partners" (West Germany, 
Japan, etc . ) . " But this is not the case. Actually, nobody 
in the U .S .  is really satisfied with Carter' s  financial 
policy . . . .  The so far very phlegmatic financial policy of 
the Carter government surely mirrors the crisis con
tradictions in the United States . . . .  Some of the 
phenomena cited are indeed alarming, and signal that 
the partially structural crisis of ' the capitalist world 
could easily turn into a high gear crisis , with un
predictable consequences, which to a certain extent 
would also have an unfavorable influence on the 
economy of the socialist eountries . "  

I n  a follow-up article, Alster wrote that the U.S .  deficit 
was only one problem underlying the fall of the dollar. 
More important, is the speculation against it, which has 
assumed " incredible dimensions and forms . "  Alster's 
cited European sources who believe the dollar is to be 
undervalued at this time, suggesting that central banks 
might attempt a wave of counterspeculation to boost the 
dollar. 

The danger remains , he concluded, that "secr�t groups 
of insatiable adventurers can turn the economy into a 
huge roulette wheeL " 
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Brit ish Out To Destroy E u ropea n , C0!l1!l1 u n i ty 
Geoffrey Rippon, leader of the Conservative Party 

faction of the British delegation to the European 
Economic Community (EEC)  and negotiator of Britain 's  
entry into the Common Market in 1 97 1 , has begun a bald
faced offensive against Britain ' s  two major European 
allies , France and West Germany, by threatening to 
force the dissolution of the E E C  unless Britain gets its 
way in all of the major controversies now under 
discussion in Brussels .  

E E C 

Rippon's  warning followed two previous assertions of 
British nationalism in the past week : British Foreign 
Secretary David Owen defended the "Anglo-Saxon 
tradition" of "empiric ism" against European critics ; 
and notorious racist Enoch Powell charged that France 
and West Germany are prolonging World War II grudges 
against Britain through the E E C .  

Britain 's  attacks o n  its European partners are clearly 
the continental extension of the " coup" underway 
against the U.S .  government, aimed at breaking 
potential European support for the dollar and reasser
ting the dominance of the pound sterling and the City of 
London. 

" Perfide A lbion " 
At the heart of the British continental European con

troversy is Britain's insistence on its national interests at 
the expense of increased cooperation among EEC 
countries.  The British government ' s  intransigence in 
recent policy discussions , including insistence on 
national fishing limits and increased EEC subsidies to 
Britain 's  debt-strapped farmers , has unleashed a wave 
of protest in Europe,  with French, West German, and 
Italian press once again raising the slogan of "perfide 
Albion" against their British partners . 
, British retaliation was i m mediate . Last weekend, 

Powell told an audience of London businessmen that 
Britons have "s imply failed to comprehend the depth and 
durability of resentment held against us by the Germans 
and French. By the Germans for the obvious reason that 

we defeated them (in World War II -ed. ) ; by the French 
for the less obvious but still more potent reason that we 
did not share in their defeat. " Turning on its head the 
dictum of German military scientist Clausewitz that 
" war is the continuation of politics by other means , "  
Powell charged that French a n d  German attitudes 
toward Britain and the EEC represent " the continuation 
of warfare by political means . "  

Two days after Powell 's  attack - for which he was 
denounced by West German newspapers as a " lunatic" 
and " extreme nationalist" - the London Times an
nounced that British Tories were prepared to argue for 
the breakup of the EEC and its transformation into a 
" wider and looser" trading federation modeled on the 
E uropean Free Trade Association (EFTA) . Britain's  use 
of EFT A to break up the Adenauer-De Gaulle axis in the 
late 1 950s is well known, and there is little doubt that the 
British are now looking to enlarging the EEC as a good 
m e a n s  for underm in ing  W e s t  G erman-French 
hegemony. 

"Make Or Break Week " 
Top British representatives,  such as an influential 

member of the Conservative delegation to the European 
Parliament, warned reporters that this would be a 
" make or break week for the Community ."  Geoffrey 
R ippon, with backing from anti-EE C  members of the 
Conservative Party, enlarged upon this warning, saying 
that if  Britain does not get its way on sensitive EEC 
policies ,  he will  launch a campaign for the dissolution of 
the European Community at a colloquium this week in 
Madrid on European issues .  Rippon also attacked West 
Germany directly, echoing U . S .  Treasury Secretary 
Blumenthal ' s  criticisms of West German economic 
policy. Rippon warned that Europe and the U .S .  face a 
"dark and dangerous future" b�cause the monetary 
system is in disarray, and the balance of power is shif
ting in favor of the Soviet Union. In particular, he said, 
West Germany has been unwilling to help EEC member 
states with weaker economies recover from the 
recession. Schmidt has been " responsible for frustrating 
the coordinated effort of the last economic summit" and 
for delaying the next meeting until July. He concluded 
that "the fisheries question is not just a test of the 
credibility of the Community, it is a test of its coherence . "  

-Pam Goldman 
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london Targets U .S. Ach i l les Hee l : New York City 
After three years of " surgical excision" under Lazard 

Freres'  Felix Rohatyn, New York City 's  financial in
stability once again verges on the brink of bankruptcy. 
Like the infamous Nazi Finance Minister Hj almar 
Schacht. Rohatyn's  economic wizardry - massive 
austerity. 25 percent layoffs . and decimation of services 
- has succeeded only in weakening the victim to the 
point of death. 

Now. Rohatyn intends to exploit New York's  fiscal 
crisis as a weapon against the entire U . S .  credit system . 
London is considering two options : . 

( 1 )  Impose an IMF -style austerity regimen that will 
ignite riots.  destroy the unions . and decimate business.  
In the ensuing chaos and confusion.  London' s  
Washington sympathizers l ike  Walter Mondale.  
Treasury Secretary Blumentahl .  R ep .  Reuss and Senator 
Proxmire would ram through a flock of repressive 
federal decrees that will quickly be applied nationally as 
similar situations erupt in the collapsing economy :  

( 2 )  Kill the victim outright b y  forcing the city into 
bankruptcy.  thus triggering a chain-reaction collapse of 
the municipal bond market. stock market. and 
Eurodollar operations .  There are evident constraints to 
this scenario . including the reported opposition of the 
President to outright bankruptcy. 

The first option is already in full swing. Rohatyn's  
p,ersonally selected mayor. Ed Koch. has  assembled an 
administration of ruthless austerity proponents like 
"labor mediator" Basil Patterson and union-buster 
Herman Badillo. Koch is committed to slashing the 1 979 
budget by at least $500 million. which translates to about 
30.000 jobs. or 15 percent of the remaining workforce. 
plus shutting down the municipal hospital and city 
university systems. He has warned the muniCipal labor 
unions - whose contracts all expire between March and 
July - that they can expect little or no wage increases . If 
they want higher wages. they will have to " increase 
productivity" - i.e . •  take layoffs to the tune of 1 .000 
workers for every $16  million gained. The unions.  for the 
most part manipulated by Rohatyn proteges like 
AFSCME chief Victor Gotbaum . are playing into the set
up with militant rhetoric .  and are even stupidly at
tacking each other trying to get a bigger slice of the non
existent pie.  Simultaneously. Deputy Mayor Badillo is 
cracking down on the expendable "poverty pimp" 
organization. In the past . these com munity groups 
functioned primarily to fragment the seething ghettoes 
while maintaining a semblance of social control ; but now 
these controls are to be removed. 

Koch is merely playing out the script written in the 
London Economist of Jan. 21 : 

If New York City were a foreign country - and many 
Americans feel that it almost is - it would have called 
in the International Monetary Fund long ago. The 
IMF's  reaction to a country of 8 m illion people (nearly 
1 million of whom were on welfare) whose govern
ment had run up $ 14  billion in debt and an annual 
deficit of $500 million, which had a faltering domestic 

economy and no credit. would be predictable enough. 
It would impose strict conditions of fiscal rectitude on 
that country's  politicians in return for a standby 
credit to bail them out. 
That is exactly what America 's  federal government 
should now do to New York City ' s  government as it 
enters its third financial crisis since 1975 . . . .  A new 
control board, with federal or congressional mem
bers , should keep close tabs on City Hall . . . .  To give 
such a watchdog real teeth it could be granted first 
call on the city 's  federal revenue-sharing funds . . .  

. 

The Feb. 1 5  Wall Street Journal leaked that the Carter 
Administration is drafting a program for New York 
which might well include giving Blumenthal "standby 
authority" to provide federal guarantees for MAC bonds 
- and thus de facto power to dictate policy to the city ! 

The House and Senate Banking Committees. chaired 
by Anglophiles .  Reuss and Proxmire respectively. are 
similarly pushing the extreme austerity scenario. 
refusing to consider further federal aid until the city cuts 
the "fat ."  In Ii statement released Feb. 14 .  Reuss 
suggested drafting legislation to institutionalize Big 
MAC structures for all the major cities and strict 
austerity for all those seeking federal bailouts . 

Although no one in the corridors of power in either 
Washington or New York is openly advocating 
bankruptcy for the city - option two - London could 
indeed take this route . New York City is a nexus in the 
international financial picture . With a total debt of $15 
billion - larger than that of all but a half dozen 
developing countries - a New York default would cause 
a drastic crisis of confidence in every financial center. It 
would cause an immediate collapse of the overextended 
municipal bond market. The stock market would 
nosedive to new lows as investors tumble over each other 
to sell as fast as they could. 

In this context. the integrity of the major New York 
banks would be severely impaired . Capital flows would 
be totally disrupted. and the shaky Eurodollar bubble 
would be instantly pricked. If the United States failed to 
" save" its largest city. remaining faith in the dollar 
would crumble. 

In short. within days the world economy could sink into 
depression. To quote The Economist: 

Without some long-term federal help New York City's 
government will  jog along on the border of 
bankruptcy. only tipping over it when the national 
economy turns down and a federal rescue would be 
hardest to mount. The federal government would then 
have to respond in the worst circumstances for itself if 
only to avoid the financial  upheaval.  with 
ramifications of Creditanstalt proportions rippling 
through the world banking system . . .  

Reuss ' s Banking Committee will soon begin hearings 
precisely around the question of bankruptcy. While the 
overt attempt will be to demonstrate that this is not a 
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sane alternative. there are indications that the most 
entrenched Anglophiles - like Reuss - are at least 
toying with the idea. Reuss himself released a statement 
last December urging reserve requirements on liabilities 
of foreign branches of U . S .  banks .  Such a move would 
force U .S .  banks to raise interest rates . effectively 
curtailing Eurodollar lending activities and thus 
collapsing the Eurodollar market ! 

There are other possibilities .  Senator Proxmire. in 

contrast to Reuss . is taking a hard line on New York City. 
advocating no federal aid whatsoever. If the Congress 
were to deadlock in indecision on New York. by July New 
York would indeed default. S imilarly. if Carter's plan or 
some other version were to give British agent-of
influence Blumenthal discretionary control of Federal 
pursestrings to New York ,  B l u m e nthal could 
singlehandedly precipitate a collapse under any pretext. 

-Steve Pa rson s 

E u ropea n Ba n ks Batt l e  Brita i n  
For L uxem bo u rg Base 

. , 

The Duchy of Luxembourg has emerged as a leading 
international financial center as  a result of efforts by 
European banks and industrial corporations to break the 
vicious cycle of alternating austerity and deficit
spending-fed inflation which has progressively eroded 
Europe's economy since the 1 965-66 recession. 

Luxembourg now hosts 9 1  subsidiaries of leading in
ternational banks. The fact that Belgian. French. and. 
most recently. Scandinavian banks have established 
operations in Luxembourg to bypass domestic legislation 
inhibiting lending to industrial enterprises or. in the case 
of West German banks . to escape penalties on foreign 
bank deposits-belies the widely circulated view that 
Luxembourg is "just another Cayman Islands . "  or a 
semi-legal "tax haven ."  free from government control. 

Luxembourg emerged as a noteworthy financial center 
in 1967 .  when the Dresdner Bank. West Germany's  
second largest. opened the first West Germany sub
sidiary there . Previously. Luxembourg had been the seat 
of international operations for an exclusive handful of 
French and American banks,  most notably Wells Fargo . 

Dresdner's  decision helped to pave the way for a major 
sllift in West German banking, which previously had 
virtually no international operations to speak of. During 
the 1 960s. London 's  financial press gloated over the 
tim idity of West German bankers in the international 
field, attributing the country ' s  " inward-looking" 
financial practices to a widespread fear that the debacle 
of two world wars. when the entirety of German · foreign 
banking assets were seized and dismantled. might be 
repeated. 

From its Luxembourg base. D resdner entered into a 
number of agreements with France ' s  Banque Nationale 
de Paris .  including the 1 972 formation of BIFEN. a bank 
devoted to financing international nuclear energy 
proj ects. BIFEN's shareholders also include the Banque 
de l 'Union Europeenne . an institution controlled by the 
Belgian-based Empain-Schneider group . which runs 
Luxembourg'S huge steel firm . ARBED.  

In addition to  its BIFEN activities ,  Dresdner proposed 
in January 1975 that a nuclear energy bank be con
stituted by European governments . Dresdner renewed 
this proposal last fall .  suggesting that the bank be 
capitalized at several billion deutschemarks and be 
based in Luxembourg . 

Why Europe Needs L uxembourg 
Under present international economic conditions .  

however. such proposals cannot be seriously imple
m ented unless Luxembourg becomes a focal point for 
continental banking. 

In West Germany. private banks are prevented from 
attracting foreign deposits for investment purposes 
because of high reserve requirements and emergency 
deposit margins that the central bank has slapped down 
to facilitate support operations for the U . S .  dollar. Thus , 
if a West German bank wants to attract Arab petrodollar 
investments . for example. it must act through its 
Luxembourg subsidiary if the arrangement is to be 
profitable. 

In Belgium . more than 50 percent of all bank lending is 
channeled into public debt financing. which is growing at 
more than twice the rate of private borrowing. Similar
ly. three new Scandinavian banks opened subsidiaries in 
Luxembourg in 1 977 for the stated purpose of acquiring 
credits and trade financing for domestic customers . 
Corporatist legislation restricting bank lending, 
especially in Sweden. makes it virtually impossible for 
domestic banks to finance industry from their home 
base. 

The U . S .  and European Labor Parties have put for
ward a series of proposals to further Luxembourg' S  role 
as an international center for transactions in and 
depositing of gold. as a major first step toward the 
creation of a new gold-backed monetary system. The 
Labor Parties have also proposed to the U . S .  government 
that a branch of the U .S .  Export-Import bank be set up in 
Luxembourg to soak up excess dollar liquidity from the 
London-controlled Eurodollar market. and to use these 
funds to finance U . S .  high-technology exports on the 
order of $200 billion per year. Concerted implementation 
of these programs would reshape present defensive 
" Maginot Line" opposition to continental economic 
collapse by using Luxembourg's  financial assets to foot 
the bill of global industrial recovery. 

"Multi-Currency " Hoax 
Today. with over 20 banking subsidiaries ,  West Ger

man banks constitute the largest national sector 
grouping in Luxembourg. A huge market in deut
schemark-denominated Eurobonds has grown out of this 
base of operations and. several times since the end of 
1976 ,  monthly sales of deutschebond issues have topped 
dollar-denominated issues. 

British merchant banking c ircles . led by the 
Rothschild-Lazard networks . are manipulating the 
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e mergence of non-dollar-denom i nated bond markets in 
Europe to subvert the Luxembourg-based banks . Con
sistent with the Brookings Institution' s  s even-year-old 
push for a " dol lar-deutsche m a r k "  ax i s .  London sees the 
several bi l lion of dollars in deutschem ark bond issues as 
a steppingstone to a " m ulti-currenc y "  international 
financial  bloc that could s hore up both a constantly 
depreciating dol lar and a defu nct pound sterling . 

From 1 97 1 - 1 975 .  R othschi ld- Lazard networks made use 
of their control over Kredietbank.  S . A .  Luxembourg. a 
subsidiary of Belgium ' s  leading F l e m ish bank . to in
troduce $ 1 . 3  b i l l ion in bonds denom inated in European 
Vnits of Account (EVA ) .  an artific ial  currency first 

introduc ed by the European E conomic Com m unity to 
fi n a n c e  l a bor- inte n s i v e  " r e g i o n a l  d e v e l o p m e n t "  
proj ects .  Y a l e  Econo m i s t  R obert Triffi n .  an early 
proponent of London ' s  " m u lt i -currency" hoax . is  a 
m ember of Kredi etbank ' s  board.  

The EVA gam e  was put into m otion by unwitting 
S candinavian corporations . which have been forced until 
now to use the Eurobond m a rket for the bulk of their 
financing operations .  Prior to the K redietbank' s EVA 
venture.  S c andinavian i s s u e s  were controlled by 
Ha m bros Bank of London. with the aid of the London
connected New York house s  of Kuhn Loeb ; Lazard 

Freres ; and Drexel-Harriman.  

Suddenly.  fol lowing a m a j o r  p u b l i c ity c a m p a ign on the 
E V A .  Kredietbank S . A .  Luxem bourg became the leading 
underwriter for Scandinavian issues-ra i s i ng the ob
vious suspic ion whether Lazard had not handed their 
credit-starved customers over to K re d ietbank ' s  general 
m anager Andre Coussement.  a for m e r  colonial ad
ministrator in the Belgian Congo.  On the purchasi ng 
s ide .  Kredietbank disposed o f  the issues through a 
pri vate network of Flem i sh c us t o m e r s .  S ince it is i l legal 
to adverti se bond marketings in Belgium . private in-

. formation networks run b y  m e s s enger out of Luxem
bourg and Zurich.  S w itzerland have i m p en etrable 
control over Belgi an i nternational bond investments . 

By 1 975 . Kredietbank had become Europ e ' s  leading 
bond underwriter.  although at the c lose of that year it 
took a drubbing when it failed to market an issue for 
Fran c e ' s  national electricity fir m .  E D F  denominated in 
another London-inspired funny money. the International 
Monetary Fund' s  Special Drawing R ights . 

London 's Inside Job on European Banking 
K redietbank has also been used by London to organize 

a n  " ins iders " network in West German banking circles. 
Walter S eipp . international operations director for 
Westdeutsche Landesbank. has sat on Kredietbank's 
board since 1 963.  when Westdeutsche shoveled large 
investments into the Lux e mbourg subsidiary. trans
form ing it from a m inor. loca l  bank into an international 
com m ercial banking outlet for London. A major outcry 
erupted in West Germany last year when Westdeutsche 
offered to bai lout and to m erge w ith the bankrupt state 
bank of Hesse-this would have given Westdeutsche 
the largest bank assets in Western E urope .  

London has made u s e  o f  E uropean terrorist networks 
under the control of British MI-5 to break up the networks 
i n  the Luxem bourg proj ect .  The July 1977 murder of 
D resdner Bank chairman Jiirgen Ponto and th� January 
1 978 k idnapp ing of A R B E D  chairman Baron E mpain are 
c ited by leading E uropean circles as acts engineered by 
London to prevent Luxembourg from becoming the focus 
of  a gold-backed monetary syste m .  

S i m ilarly.  the m ysterious D e c e m ber 1 976 death of 
F rench Gaull ist-connected industrialist Jean de Broglie 
has been used by the London Financial Tim es to "keep 
war m "  a potential " corruption" investigation of 4.000 
corporate holding companies set up in Luxembourg by 
international  fir m s  in the past few years . The "in
vestigat ion " into de Brogl i e ' s  m urder has led to the 
accus ation that an i l l icit  holding company operating in 
his name in Luxembourg was used to launder E uropean 
contributions to President Nixon ' s  election c ampaign. 

Ghost Of N ixon-Brezh nev Detente 
Ha u nts Ex i m  Heari ngs 

The F e b .  6 hear ings  of the S enate Banking C o m 
m i ttee ' s  S u bcom m ittee on I nternational  F in a n c e  on the 
rechartering of the Export- I m port Bank have occas ioned 
the d u st ing off of a few s k e l eton s .  These hearings 
the mselves will  not only shape ensuing Congressional 
dehate  on the rechartering i s s u e  but  w i l l  h e l p  to dec ide 
the future shape of U . S .  export p o l i c y  overa l l .  

However .  the arg u m ents p ro and con . at least  i n  

genera l o u t l i n e .  are not new . London m e r c h a nt b a n kers 

have fought tooth and nai l  to prevent the E x i m ba n k  fro m 

a s s u m i ng i t s  d u e  respon s i b i l i t i e s  a s  the primary agenc y 

for f inanc i n g  m a j o r  U . S .  tec h n o l o g y  exports s i nce the 
e a r l y  days o f  the Nixon A d m i n i strat i o n .  

At  that ti m e .  President N i xon a n d  leading m e m bers o f  
h i s  Cabinet .  i n c l u d i n g  Secreta r y  o f  State W i l l i a m  Rogers 
and Com m erce S e c retarY M a u r i c e S ta n s .  sought to use 
the E x i m ba n k  not only fo r f in a n c i n g  ex ports but  as  a 

c e ntra l mechan i s m  i n  securing detente with the Soviet 
U n i o n  on the bas i s  of expanded E ast-West trade. These 
m e n  kne w that the best way to shortc ircuit a British Cold 
War rev i va l  was to ground " s uperpower" relations in the 
two c o untr ies ' m utual interest in bringing their own 
econo m i e s  up to the level of the most advanced 
technologies  then available as a springboard to ex
tend ing that technological  develop m ent to the rest of the 
world .  

Thu s .  i t  should come as absolutely no surprise that 
Brit i sh-oriented press and other conduits of London are 
now concoct ing the sha bbiest of pretenses to shut down 
the E x i m ba n k  once and for a l l  during the upcom ing 
congre s s ional debates .  The AFL-CIO has most recently 
fal len prey to the arguments of these Cold Warriors as 
i n d i c a ted in fi rst-hand reports that the AF L-CIO will do 
everyth i n g  in its power to stop the Eximbank from 
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"exporting jobs . "  
I n  1 972-73,  London did not let u p  its efforts t o  destroy 

industrial trade-based detente until Nixon himself had 
been watergated from office and until the very in
stitutions of constitutional government in the United 
States had been seriously weakened. 

This time around, however, Congress will  be well 
armed with U . S .  Labor Party documentation of this early 
British subversion of the E x i mbank and with a Labor 
Party proposal for the expansion of the Bank's  lending 
facilities from its current paltry $9  b ill ion to $200 bill ion 
- a sum large enough to accomplish what the Nixon 
Adm inistration failed to do and then s o m e .  

Nixon-Brezhnev Summit. 
, 

In August 1971 , the United States 
. 
unwittingly con

tributed to a maj or shakeup of the international econom y  
when the Nixon Administration was bamboozled by 
British agents-of-influence into severing the dollar from 
gold .  As a partial countermove.  Nixon personally,  under 
the advisement of his S ec retarie s  of S tate and Com
merce ,  undertook to put an end to a ll major points of 
conflict - including the tragic Vietnam War - between 
the United States and the Soviet Union through mutual 
in.d�strial recovery. 

In early 1 972, the Am erican chief  of state announced 
the historic eight-day May sum m it m eeting in Moscow 
with his Soviet counterpart .  Leonid Brezhnev. London. 
momentarily  caught off guard. j e ered that the trip was a 
" vote-getting stunt for the fall presidential elections . "  

I n  the course o f  those eight days . Nixon and his staff 
finalized a series of draft com muniques and treaties that 

. blew gaping holes in the Cold War s mog then hovering 
over the world. 

The May 29 announcement of the first S ALT agreement 
between the U . S .  and the USSR was a critical first step . 
The c lear thrust of the agreem ent rested on "the need to 
m ake every effort to remove the threat of war and to 
create conditions which prom ote the reduction of ten
s ions in the world and the strengthening of universal 
security and international cooperation . "  

Other landmark agreements announced the same day 
inc luded cooperation in  space. s c ience and technology, 
health and medicine. and trends and com m ercial 
relation s .  The agreem ent on Science and Technology was 
exemplary in its provisions for j oint work in the 
"developm ent and implem entation of program s  and 
proj ects in the fields of basic and applied sciences , "  
including the harnessing o f  nuclear power, and j oint 
exploration of outer spac e .  

The second major step in founding the era of detente 
was embodied in the U . S . -Soviet Agreement on Trade.  
That agreement heralded the opening of unim agined 
opportunities for trade between E ast and West and, by 
clear implication. North and S outh with its  prescription 
that "total trade during its three-year period will at  least 
triple to an aggregate amount of at least $ 1 . 5  billion . "  

The accord also called for the granting o f  most
favored-nation status between the U . S .  and Soviet Union ; 
the establishm ent of a U . S . -US S R  C o m m ercial Com
mission with offices and trade representation in each 
country ; and provisions for reciprocity of governm ent 
credits, which on the U . S .  s ide.  were to be provided ex
clusively by the Exim bank. 

A White House Fact Sheet on the trade agreement, 
published in fall 1 972, reported that"the Soviet govern
ment states that it expects substantial orders to be 
placed in the United States for ' machinery, plant and 
equipment. agricultural products , industrial goods, and 
consumer goods . '  " U . S .  corporations applied for export 
l icenses for equipment valued at well over $1 billion in 
anticipation of successful bidding on contracts for the 
huge Kam a  River truck plant construction projects . 
Development of S iberian natural gas reserves,  a multi
billion-dollar contract, promised to m eet a portion of U . S .  
energy needs and offered opportunities for joint scien
tific work with Soviet scientists in Novosibirsk in ex
p losive dynamics and other areas on the frontiers of 
s c ience.  

Orders for U . S .  goods continued to flow in at the very 
favorable export ratio of 3 to 1 - tha t  is, the U. S. ex
ported three times what the Soviets exported to the U.S. 
largely in capital and technological goods. 

The impact of the Trade Accords was noted by at least 
one honest U . S .  trade expert , who reported that on only 
" two previous occasions (has ) the Soviet Union used a 
Mixed or Joint Commercial Commission to manage 
foreign operations with a free economy country. A Trade 
and Navigation Agreement with Italy (March 5, 1 947) 
provided for such a Commission, ; ' but was disbanded in 
1 948 .  " The idea of the Joint Com mission was revived in 
French-Soviet relations . . .  on June 30, 1 966 . . . in order to 
strengthen their economic,  scientific , and technical 
cooperation . "  According to this expert, the 1972 U . S . 
S oviet accords were consciously modeled on the earlier 
agreements reached between General Charles de Gaulle 
and the Soviets . which led to record trade levels .  

The far-reaching thrust of the May package of 
agreem ents was further reflected in an October 1 972 
press briefing from the Secretary of Commerce's office :  

W e  shall b e  seeking funds from Congress i n  a budget 
j ointly prepared by State and Commerce to step up 
our comm ercial programs worldwide. Without 
waiting for this ,  we have been j uggling positions so 
that we could put some additional commercial 
manpower into Eastern E urope .  We recently added a 
fourth officer in Moscow.  We are putting a second 
c o m m ercial offic er into Budapest (Hungary) and 
expanding the commercial section in Bucharest 
(Romania ) . We are hiring a commercial specialist 
locally in Prague (Czechoslovakia) .  

We are shifting our budget priorities and Commerce is 
undertaking its new program s  because we think that 
it is the time for American business to make its move 
in E astern Europe. We have spent 20 years erecting 
discriminatory walls around this trade, allowing West 
E uropean firms to gain a dominant position .  
Am erican assets as  we now reappear in  the com
m er c i a l  arena,  include a technological and 
m anagement edge. a scale of operation that is large 
enough to be suited to the massive investment ap
proach of the planned economies.  

Finally,  to guarantee that the initial impulse written 
into the May agreements was sustained on the basis of a 
Hamiltonian dirigistic approach, the Eximbap.k was 
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drawing up the plans for a Development Corporation and 
D evelop m ent Institute . 

London Coun tera ttacks 

The Nixon Administration ' s  initiatives were a cause 
for hysterical  outrage on the part of  London' s  leading 
financ iers , who suddenly saw their  p a instaking effort s ,  
s ince 1 9 7 1  t o  foist a common f u n d  com modity cartel o n  
t h e  Third World going d o w n  the drain.  Nixon a n d  h i s  
c l o s e  advisors were cl�arly a threat to their monetarist 
interests and could not be tolerated i n  the White House.  

As Costas Kalimtgis has docum ented in  his series of 
artic les ,  " E xpel Britain ' s  K i s s inger For Treason , " (1) 
British agents-of-influence wasted no time in elim inating 
the key individuals through the Watergate scandal s .  And 
as early a s  October 1 97 2 ,  a reporter w ith the Lazard 
Freres-owned Washington Post sounded London ' s  call to 
sabotage Nixon-Brezhnev detente bec'ause of Soviet 
violations of "human rights . "  

The Jan.  6 .  1 973 issue o f  the London Economist outlined 
in deliberate detai l the dangers inherent in the May 
initiatives , advising the U . S .  that : 

They do not end up actually subsidizing through faulty 
pricing the economic growth of the East. Soft credits 
or prices will do more harm than good . . .  The West' s 
money and knowhow wil l  b e  used to enr i c h  and beef 
up the ideological  ene m y .  

F eeding potential Soviet paranoia t h e  Economist then 
slyly continued : 

The West has capita l .  The E ast has resources .  The use 
. of one to exploit the other will  turn it into a semi

colonial disaster, unless both E ast and West watch out . 

The Econom ist enum erated the e v i l s  of the 
multibi l l ion-dollar S iberian natural gas deal ; denounced 
any barter or buy-back deals ; and after labeling East
West trade "the Waltz of the E lephants , "  boasted, that 
" it was good to see how Mr. Peter Peterson , (of Lehman 
Brothers , who succeeded Maurice Stans - ed . > ,  
A m erican S ecretary of Com m erc e ,  slapped down a man 
like Armand Hammer or a company like Tenneco when 
their claim s of mammoth deals about to be signed with 
Russia ran c rudely ahead of reality . "  

But.  most telling of a l l ,  the Economist morosely con
templated "how far this affair w i l l  go between America 
and Russia,  leaders of two hostile c a m p s , wil l  determine 
much about East-West trade as a whole . "  

The Economist 's credentials  a s  a mouthpiece for City 
of London m erchant banks are i l lustrated by a look at its 
editorial board : Chairman E velyn R othschild,  also 
Chairman of N.M. Rothschild & S o n ; E ditor Andrew 
Knight, m e m ber of the select governing Counc il of the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs ; Trustee 
Viscount Harcourt, a former chairman of Morgan 
Grenfell bank and currently Chairman of the Board of 
the Rhodes Trust.  

"Fighting For Our L ives " 
In the 1 2  months following this s ignal  piece.  Britain ' s  

unrestrained war against the Nixon-Brezhnev detente 
succeeded in grossly d istorting U . S .  domestic and 
foreign pol i c y .  By year's  end, President Nixon was a 

captive of Watergate paranoia and the Middle East was 
in flam e s ,  thanks to the handiwork of  National Security 
Advisor Henry Kissinger. Nixon' s  expanded trade and 
world peace policy lay shattered.  

Recall ing the atmoshpere of siege that gripped 
Washington in 1 9 73-74, a former E x i m bank officer under 
the Nixon Administration angrily explained, " We had 
started 1 9 73 planning to greatly expand the operations of 
E x i m .  To our shock ,  we found that we had to fight to .save 
the Bank ' s  l ife and to prevent the Bank' s  charter from 
being extinguished . "  

Despite the fact that Watergate was daily stripping 
Nixon of constructive powers , and R epublicans and old 

line Democrats alike were being prodded into line, the 
E x i m bank did not shut down i m mediately .  Eximbank 
financing and the attendant growth of exports hit 
record highs in 1 9 7 3 .  The full weight of Watergate did not 
hit until 1 974. 

' 

In 1 9 74, Tories in the U . S .  Congress clamped down on 
E ast-West trade by ram m in g  through the Jackson-Vanik 
A m endment of the Trade Act, which hamstrung trade to 
M I-6-created East bloc diss ident groups .  The Jackson
Vanik A m endment, ostensibly p rotesting the " lack of 
free e m igration" for minorities i n  the USSR,  placed an 
incredible $300-mil l ion ceiling on U . S .  lending, through 
the E X i m bank, to the Soviet Union.  It also denied the 
S oviets most-favored-nation statu s ,  which would have 
normalized trade relations between the U . S .  and the 
U S S R . 

In rapid succession, the congress ional traitors fired 
through bil l  after bil l  to finish the job started with 
Watergate and the Jackson-Vanik A m endment. In 1 975,  
Eximbank financing, when corrected for inflation, 
p l u m m eted, and U . S .  exports ,  when corrected for in
flation, stagnated . 

Leading the list of legislation and subsequent 
Exec utive Orders from President C a rter, are : 

* The "Human R i ghts " Act of 1 97 6 ,  which imposes 
restrictions on U . S .  trade with c ountries that allegedly 
violate human rights . 

* The Ribicoff-Rosenthal " Anti-Boycott" Amendment 
of the Export Administration Act of 1 9 7 7 ,  which legislates 
against firms complying with the Arab boycott of Israel 
and thoroughly cripples U . S .  Mideast trade . 

* The C arter-Schlesinger " Anti-Nuclear E xport" Ex
e c utive Order of 1 9 7 7 ,  which forbids all U . S .  export of 
nuclear fuels and technology. 

Finally, in 1 976 .  the AFL-CIO dumbly bought into the 
B ritish " action " with its charge that " U . S .  exports cost 
A m erican Jobs . "  The AF L-CIO ham m ered out its 
" position " on the Eximbank at a conference held at Rye, 
New York in December, 1 97 6 ,  c osponsored by the AFL
CIO and the Carnegie E ndowm ent for International 
Peace.  and including speakers from the Ford Foun
dation. Carnegie E ndowment, which is also the chief 
financier of the Trilateral Comm ission,  turned the Rye, 
N. Y. meeting into an anti-export brainwashing session 
for the trade unionists present. 

The AFL-CIO now plans to present its arguments at the 
hearings on the Exim bank and is spending large sums to 
bribe or black mail  others into adopting its position. 

-Richard Freeman 

1 .  See Ne w Solidarity, Vol . V I I I ,  No. 8 9 ,  Jan. 1 7 ,  1 978 ; 
No.  90 .  Jan.  20, 1 978 ; and No.  9 3 ,  Jan.  3 1 ,  1 978 .  
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Po land Tries To Manage .Austeri ty 
� t . ' . . 

With ,'Mora l '  Mobi l ization 

For the year of 197.8 ,  the PolisQ government and Polish 
United Wpr�ers ' Party (PUWP) leadership is betting on 
the weather and hopi}1g for a recOvery in'the West,. It is 
their Qope that this year .will not mark the fifth in a string 
of consecutive bad 'seasons ,  which ' have cut Poland's 
alread� , .inefficient agricultural production and , Qelped 
perpetuate the food s,upply , problem s  , plaguing the 
country. 

Grain purchases were chiefly why Poland 's  imports 
grew , twice as fast last.,�ear as the 2 . 7 percent planned . 
Exports, meanwhile, were not able t� ,achieve the ,desired 
I H 5  percent increa!!e '" they grew 1 1 .4 percent - dul:' to 
"the prolonged slump ,and increasing protectionism on 
world , capitalist markets , ', ' ,  as PUWP. leader Edward 
Gierek put it last month. 

These two concerns,  agriculture and foreign trade. 
figured prominently at Ii 'special PUWP conference on 
economic affairs, held the second 'week of January and 
announced by Gierek as the occasion "to establish the 
tasks for the next three years . "  The conference, 
however; ' took no dramatic decisions . It confirriu�d the 
policies under which the currenf five-year' plan of 
Poland . in its first two years ( 1976 an'd 1 9 77 )  has had to be 
steadily revised ' downwards (see Na tional Income 
graph) . " , ' , , ' ' .  

In seeking to keep plan implementation on track, 
Gierek and his colleagues are forcing themselves to 
adopt serious economies, which could catalyze the very 
supply irregularities and shortages they are trying to 
avoid. Mid-February saw reports of mandatory shut
downs at s,ome of the biggest factories in Poland, because 
fuel-use quotas had been exceeded. This was not a good 
start for an economy where last year 's  production 
targets were missed in electric power, cement, 
agricultural machinery, and fertilizer industries . 

Gierek' s  policy is one of merely managing Poland' s  
mounting difficulties . Poland' s  foreign debt and chronic 
shortages . including food shortages , are the two ex
plosives Gierek' s  current policy,  known as the 

• "economic maneuver, "  is intended to defuse. The 
maneuver calls for shifting resources into production for 
the consumer and for export, at the expense of heavy 
industry investment. It is a medium-term containment 
effort. whose longer-term effects of reducing basic in
dustry expansion would be crippling. 

During the maneuver, under way for over a year, 

"enormous subsidies" ,  in Gierek's  words, are being 
continued for food prices. These subsidies will cost 

, n�arly one.sixth of total national budgetary expenditures 
, . in 1 978 ! The "problem of prices " ,  Gierek reported, "will 

be solved b.y us gradually , "  avoiding by all means any 
sudden hike. (In 1976, the announcement of an impending 
price rise was fol lowed by riots in several cities until the 
hike was withdrawn. )  

" Moral " Mobi l ization 
Unable to strike decisively at the agriculture and 

foreign trade problems - nearly impossible for Poland 
in the absence of , international economic expansion -
Warsaw is tryi'ng to substitute a national mobilization for 
'productivity. Gierek defined it in his report to the 
January confe"rence where he urged not only the 
"thrifty use of resources" and "rational management of 

' fuels; power and ' ·raw materials , "  but also "civic 
co-responsibi1ity�' .  " social discipline" " and dependency of 
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work hour reductions on "productivity and labor 
discipline. "  In the spirit of these demands. Gierek 
dedicated his report in part to "the moral and political 
unity of the nation. "  

According t o  some reports from Warsaw. the emphasis 
on individual initiative has tipped the balance in a long
brewing PUWP dispute over steps to decentralize 
economic plannitlg. The dispute had broken, into the open 
in late 1977. \then Mieczyslaw ' Rakowski. , editor of the 
weekly Polityka . came under fire in the press for ad
vocating decentralization. Rakowski and his magazine 
are known to be strongly influenced by foreign social
democrats with an interest in ' �liberalization" of Eastern 
European economies and to serve as a self-appointed. 
but officially sanctioned. voice  of popular moods. In the 
past two months.  however. attacks on Rakowski ceased 
and he has been heard in calls to " work harder. " 

Even more striking was the sudden prominence 
granted Professor Jan Szczepanski . ', who openly 
associates with London's  notorious labor- control and 
brainwashing laboratory. the Tavistock Institute. Szc
zepanski . not a member of the PUWP but recently 
promoted to a place on the prestigious State Council. was 
given space in the puWP daily Trybuna Ludu to hold 
forth on the need to promote individual responsibility by 
stressing to the citizen that the only level on which he can 
take responsibility is the local place of work (see ex
cerpts) . 

Szczepanski 's  line is not yet official policy across the 
board. But 'Gierek told the PUWP conference that in
plant "conferences of workers' self-government" should 
be directed chiefly to combat " waste of labor and 
materials ' "  and "low quality".  By charging workers' 
organizations with the management of austerity. Poland 
is following a path which proved perilous in "self
managing" Yugoslavia : the worker' s  petty localism is 
encouraged. In place of heightened responsibility. this 
route will deepen demoralization.  

- Rachel Berthoff 
. .  

A 'Britisn' Prescription 
For Po/and . J 

Dr. Jan Szczepanski. an ollicial in th e  Polish Academ y 
01 Sciences with responsibilities in the social sciences. 
Was interviewed in the Polish party daily Trybuna Ludu 
Jan. 23. Szczepanski has been an associate 01 London 's 
Ta vistock Institute. through its publication Human 
Relations. lor many years. 

Let us leave the great problems of largescale 
management to those whose task it is to solve them. Let 
us return to the question of what every worker can do to 
improve things on the individual scale . . . .  Seeing or 
hearing of cases of thoughtless waste. people ask : What 
is it and who is it that can prevent Citizen "N" from doing 
his j ob honestly and reliably . . . .  We have more than 
enough people able to create a constructive force of 
pressure to elim inate shoddy production. bad 
management. the losses in production . . . .  

O n  the whole .  everyone i n  our country i s  calling for 
implementation of the principles of socialism.  Everyone 
is agreed that reliable work is the first of these prin
ciples. but far from everyone is ready to be the first to 
implement it. 

I often talk with foreigners visiting our country - I am 
speaking of those who are sympathetic to us and who are 
lorced to judge our country with the help of a few ob
servations made during their brief. visits . They keep 
�sking me : Why do we refuse to be a prosperous society? 
Why are some people so quick to damage their new apart
ments? Why do they refuse to live in orderly housing 
settlements? Why do they agree to live in badly organ
ized settlements that make them nervous and exhaust 
their energies.  which could be used for something 
positive? 

I have written often on these subjects. and among the 
letters in response I have found those whose authors 
accused me of slandering our nation and asked me who I 
was .  despite the fact that I was writing in Polish. Well. 
my view is that to love Poland is to be persevering in the 
fight for high morality work standards. 
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MILITARY STRA TEG Y 

London 's Strategy-: 

Reg i ona l  Conf l icts I n  The Th i rd World 
Over the last few weeks ,  a series of border conflicts , 

territorial disputes, and similar conflicts , mostly in the 
Third World, have been either provoked or escalated 
such that the number of potential "hot spots" which 
could flare into superpower confrontation has 
dramatically increased. The British government and the 
heavily British-penetrated Carter Administration have 
been the major protagonists in all of them.  

On one level,  this development reflects the classic;al 
British manipulation of "hot spots " in order to provoke 
confrontations between the U . S .  and the Soviet Union. 
London' s  Cold War technique pummels unwilling 
proindustrial factions in Western E urope and the U .S .  
into following along with British m onetarist control over 
the world. This time around, however, advocates of the 
British System who have one foot in the coffin,  have 
designed a "final solution" to assure the survival of their 
interests . 

Close reading of the journals of the British-dominated 
U .S .  foreign policy makers , with Zbigniew Brzezinski 
and Henry Kissinger in the lead, shows that the second 
major aspect of these conflicts is London's  intent to use 
them to carry out a systematic genocidal depopulation of 
the Third World . 

London' s  rigged U.S .-USSR confrontation is designed 
to force the Soviets to back down from intervening in the 
regional conflicts . But if the Soviets follow this path, the 
oligarchical British grouping will follow through to a full 
thermonuclear war with the Soviet Union. This will come 
as soon as London feels that its first families can 
emigrate to the Third World , ' leaving behind the 
radioactive rubble of Western E urope and North 
America, without being threatened by the " inferior" 
races of South America, Africa,  and Asia. However, the 
British intent and the actual results of their plan, are, of 
course, two different matters . 

The Scenarios 
Having one foot in the grave them selves, the Trilateral 

Commission, the New York Council on Foreign 
Relations , and the Bilderberg Society (Le . , the London 
tendency)  view the wiping away of the modern state and 
national sovereignty as their primary task. The 
recurring impulse of leaders of the United States ,  
Western Europe, and large chunks of the Third World to 
act in the interest of their respective national states ,  is 
seen' as the biggest threat to the nexus of City of London, 
New York, and some commercial banks . Therefore, 
what London and its allies propose is either a "new world 
order, "  or a new form of "cooperation" because of the 
" interdependence" of the world .  designed to shatter 
national sovereignty. 

The David Rockefeller,  K i s s inger.  Brzezinski .  

Trilateral Commission call for such a new order is 
especially blunt : "A realistic strategy of action must 
take into account the major obstacles to cooperative 
management of interdependence, "  a recent commission 
document reads.  "Obstacles of particular importance 
are the desire for national autonomy . . .  the traditional 
concept of sovereignty aggravate (s )  the tension between 
national policies and transnational interaction. "  

Samuel Huntingdon ,  a Trilateral Commiss ion 
" theoretician" and high-Ievei D efense D epartment of
ficial. calls the problem the " ungovernability of 
democracies . "  while Brzezinski and Huntingdon buddy 
Daniel Bell states "the national state has become too 
small for the big problems in life, and too big for the 
small problems . . .  the national state is an ineffective 
instrument for dealing with the scale of major economic 
problems . . .  The problem,  then,  is to design effective 
international instruments . . .  " 

What policy is to be implemented by these " in
ternational instruments? "  Massive energy' conservation 
and the resultant deindustrialization. " . . .  The pressures 
of domestic politics encourage a short-term view of 
problems . "  Huntingdon 'writes .  " The fact that politicians 
must present themselves to the voters every few years 
has the unfortunate effect of concentrating their at
tention on immediate issues . . .  The failure of American 
and E uropean politics to respond adequately to the 
necessity to reduce oil consumption provides a telling 
exa m p le . "  Huntingdo n ' s  Tr i lateral  Commis sion 
document proposes slave labor for the Third World, a 
Kissingerian International R esources Bank to oversee 
London' s  looting of Third World raw materials , and the 
scrapping of the U .S .  dollar in favor of Special Drawing 
Rights with the International Monetary Fund evolving 
into a world central bank. In short, this is the policy now 
being carried out by Messrs . Blumenthal, Schlesinger. 
Brzezinski , Kissinger, British Chancellor of the Ex
chequer Denis Healey. and E E C  Chairman Roy Jenkins . 

However, the problem still remains of how to im
plement these policies with the resultant removal of 
national sovereignty fast enough to allow the political
financial interests of these agents'  patrons to survive. All 
of these think tankers recognize that it is impossible 
under present circumstances to carry out London' s  
program.  Yet they point out that the seed for creating 
this " world order" exists . Naturally. they see them
selves as the harbingers of the new order, an idea that 
goes back to the 1 9th century founding of the Roundtable 
by the British oligarchical families .  

The Trilateral Commission reports this view : "Many 
issues can be handled through a series of circles of 
consultation and discussion, and moving inward toward 
closer cooperation until .  in the innermost rings . close 
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collaboration and coordination of policies occur among 
the key group . "  

William P .  Bundy o f  the Council  o n  Foreign Relations 
characterizes the Round Table ideal this way : 
"Something beyond nationalism is slowly taking root in 
the world. With all the discouraging developments of the 
last five years , the signs of a developing sense of com
mon human destiny are present . "  S tanley Hoffman of 
Harvard calls it the " . . .  fragile flickerings of 'universal 
consciousness ' . " 

The gap between the fragile existence of London's  new 
Round Table and its ruling over the world is  to be bridged 
by provoked "global fragmentation, "  upheavals and 
engineered " localized conflicts . "  A sinister formulation 
of .this is given by Henry Kissinger in The Washington 
Review (Vol. I I ,  No. 1 ) .  Kissinger points out, from an 
explicitly British imperial view, that the nation-state 
emerged in the 1 8th and 1 9th centuri.es because the 
" concept of a legitimate polftical unit ' �ad changed. " 
Putting forward the idea of the "world order" as the new 
legitimate unit, Kissinger then states : "If there is a 
change in the idea of a legitimate unit, you will 
automatically have a transformation of the international 
system and a period of uphea val ;  this is one of the 
problems of the contemporary period. " (emphasis ad
ded) 

Even blunter than Kissinger ' s  pseudo-intellectual 
babblings is  think tanker Daniel  Bel l  in Foreign Policy 
(Summer,  1 977) . Bell points out that unless new in
ternation�l institutions are formed, " global fragmen
tation" will  result. Bell asserts that similar cir
cumstances to today's in the 1 930s brought about 
fascism ,  although Bell knows well  that in fact it was the 
British who brought fascism and Nazism to power. 
Today, Bell points out, " It is highly unlikely that any of 
the European countries will  go fascist . . .  These 
moyements are too discredited politically and would lack 
ariy historical legitimacy. What i s  more likely to happen 
in Europe,  as well as in m any other countries , is 
fragmenta tion . . .  " Bell points to Basque, Catalonian , 
Breton , etc . terrorism and to Quebec separatism as signs 
of such fragmentation. He argues that E astern Europe 
will suffer the same fate via the diss idents movement. 
More to the point, he compares the fascist gangs of the 
1 930s to the terrorists of today.  

Could it be clearer, that the Tri lateral Com mission and 
its London masters are the sponsors of terrorism,  
fragmentation, and conflicts today in  order to  assure 
their "world order? " 

The journals are full of m aterial l ike this .  The 
Tri lateral Commission document " Towards a Ren
novated International S yste m "  points out that " . .  . local 
conflicts could well occur with greater frequency in the 
next quarter century than they have in the comparable 
period just past ."  Ralf Dahrendorf, an Anglicized 
German who sits on the Trilateral Commission and 
heads the London School of E conomics ,  points out that 
" . .  . local or localized wars , and 'd irect diplomacy' of a 

. limited character" are probable.  (Foreign Affairs, 
October, 1 977) . Remarkably,  D ahrendorf says that 
"since we are no longer concerned with one overriding 
mi litary conflict between two superpowers , the 
repetition of the painful and useless experiences of 
Europe 's  history in other parts of the world is by no 
means unlikely. " Yet, Dahrendorf knows that the 

European conflicts he refers to were all caused and used 
by the British to destroy continental unity against the 
British Empire ! Like Bell ,  Dahrendorf is dearly stating 
who will  be responsible for bringing about localized 
conflicts , upheaval , and fragmentation. 

Finally, the Rand Corporation, a British think tank 
implanted in the U . S . ,  has released yet another scenario 
for conflicts in Latin America and elsewhere. During 
Kissinger' s  tenure at the National Security Council and 
the State Department, Rand authored the conflict 
"scenario" which presently keeps most of the Southern 
Cone of Latin America in a permanent state of military 
mobilization over the question of a Bolivian access to the 
sea.  Now Rand has published a document titled "U.S .  
Arms Transfers , D iplomacy, and Security in Latin 
America and Beyond ."  Its message is simple.  Regardless 
of whether U .S .  transfers of arms take p lace or not, there 
will  be countless border conflicts in the area and 
"beyond . "  Therefore, sales of arms is encouraged. 

Genocide: The Case Of Mexico 

Besides the obj ect of establishing a British-dominated 
" world order" by marking the globe with regional 
conflicts , London's  obj ect is genocide. S imple economic 
collapse, austerity, and starvation will  not occur rapidly 
enough for these modern Malthusians . Lest anyone doubt 
this , the case of Mexico is c lear enough. Daniel Bell, in 
the above-cited article,  points out that one of the major 
problems for the remainder of the century is the 
"population tidal wave" in the Third World. Using racist 
terminology, Bell spins off subsidiary scenarios in
volving Mexico. 

It is Mexico' s  population growth that makes Bell most 
hysterical .  His scenarios are all centered on the 
necessity of sealing the U .S . -Mexico border, a move that 
would cause major disruption within Mexico since the 
Mexican workers who cross into the U . S .  for work could 
not be absorbed into the Mexican labor force. Disruption 
within Mexico would, of course ,  lead to a military 
government there, Bell continues ,  all but saying that 
genocide is the only answer. 

William Paddock of the Rockefeller Foundation has 
already said that depopulation of Mexico is the intent of 
the border-sealing policy. Paddock in 1975 stated that 
Mexico' s  population had to be reduced by half from 60 
million to 30 mil lion. Lest anyone think that Bell is 
merely a scenario-monger, it should be noted that he 
served as special emissary to E urope from President
elect Carter in December of 1 976. His message to the 
E uropeans was that they must pick up the major 
responsibility for the defense of Western Europe since 
"an explosion could occur on our southern border which 
would force Mr. Carter to pull back certain mil itary units 
from Europe. "  

The Bell-Paddock scenario i s  now i n  activation. Ford 
Foundation, Institute for Policy Studies , and Rockefeller 
Foundation-controlled agents within the Chicano 
movement have been activated to "oppose" . Carter's 
program for dealing with i l legal Mexican workers in the 
U . S .  by calling for Chicago separatism in the U .S .  South
west, replete with terroris m  and environmentalism . 
This ,  of course ,  is going on while the Carter Ad
m inistration begins to propose legislation and otherwise 
put into motion that apparatus which will lead to the 
sealing of the border under the Paddock and Bell plan. 
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The Conflicts 

A close look at the other conflicts will show that 
genocide is indeed an inherent part of the scenarios.  The 
Ethiopia-Somalia conflict on the Horn of Africa is 
exemplary. Former British colony Somalia 's  British
manipulated invasion of Ethiopia,  against all in
ternational law, and other equally outlaw operations to 
dismember Ethiopia, if successful, would mean genocide 
not only for the Horn of Africa but for the entire African 
continent. As the Organization of African Unity has let it 
be known, and any African diplomat will tell you, if the 
principle of territorial integrity is  destroyed in Ethiopia 
by the British-Trilateral Com mission-Brzezinski com
bination, all of Africa will become a free-fire zone for the 
dismembering of the nation-states currently in 
existence. The continent would be set aflame with tribal 
genocidal warfare , with Biafra serving as the model for 
this modern way of dealing with the "white man 's  bur
den . "  Therefore, to the extent the SoV.iets , Cubans , and 
the German Democratic Republic - guarantee the 
existence of Ethiopia, they guarantee the principles of 
African territorial integrity and sovereignty and 
minimal human rights . To that extent the Soviet role in 
the Horn should be supported .  

In summary fashion, other local  conflicts are : 

South America : In March, 1 976 , the British monarchy 
gave Chile the Beagle Islands , on the Atlantic side of the 
tip of South Americli, thereby breaking the established 
balance that had existed between Chile and Argentina for 
over 70 years . Under the old arrangement, Argentina had 
rights to the Atlantic , with Chile retaining rights to the 
Pacific .  Among other things , this put Britain in a better 
position to ward off Argentina from the oil-rich Malvinas 
(the Falkland Islands)  which Britain took by force from 
Argentina in the 1 830s in violation of the Monroe Doc
trine. The only British claim to the islands are that the 
few hundred sheepherders who inhabit the area want to 
continue being British c itizens ! 

The other aspect of the conflict in South America is the 
question of Bolivian exit to the sea .  This problem dates 
from 1879 ,  when the British with strong opposition from 
the U .S .  incited the Chileans to steal Peruvian and 
Bolivian territory in order to shore up the Rothschilds' 
financial integrity in the area. As pointed out before, 
the conflict is being run by the Rand Corp , and the 
Chileans continue to be the leading stooges of the 
scenario . The Ecuadorians have been added , and are 
being encouraged to try to take territory back from Peru 
lost during a short border war in 1 941 . As in the case of 
the Horn of Africa, an explosion of these conflicts would 
open up the whole of South America ( including Colombia 
and Venezuela) to border wars which would end in Thirty 
Years War style chaos and genocide for the continent. 

Central Am erica : The most i m mediate British input 
into this area is around the question of the British colony 
of Belize. British policy now, as  expressed by Foreign 
Secretary Owen, is to territorially divide Belize instead 
of guaranteeing its independence and integrity. On the 
other side, the unstable and puppet regime of Guatemala 
is being manipulated into a frenzied pitch against Belize. 
Before British Prime Minister Callaghan was whole
heartedly playing the hand of the City of London banks , 
as he is now , he had prevented a G uatemalan invasion of 

Belize in 1 977 by sending British troops to defend it. 
Callaghan took this action over the hysterical objections 
of Foreign Secretary Owen, who presumably cared little 
if Guatemala took Belize by force.  

Off the Belize scenario G uatemala is also being 
whipped up to attack Mexico, because of Mexico's  in
sistence on full independence with territorial integrity 
for Belize. Guatemala's  presumed target would be 
Mexico 's  oil fields in the south. 

The other Central American instabilities are well 
known, and have been lately escalated on the basis of 
Brzezinski 's  attempts to overthrow Nicaraguan dictator 
Somoza with the object of setting off chaos in the area. 

This scenario is nothing but the southern aspect of the 
Bell-Paddock plan to destroy Mexico and its population. 
Only in this light can the political debacle of the Panama 
Canal debates be viewed. This has been made clear by 
Canal Treaty "supporter" Kissinger, who, even though 
he says that the treaty is needed to maintain stability in 
the area, nevertheless proposes l imited �overeignty for 
the region and spins off visions of guerrilla warfare, 
Vietnams,  and tens of thousands of U . S .  troops in 
Panama. 

Furthermore, Kissinger has always proposed and 
carried out policies of instability in every area of the 
world. The Panama Canal issue than essentially boils 
down to the manipulation of a situation in order to get the 
U . S .  and especially U .S .  conservative layers embroiled 
in a conflict scenario. So far, this manipulation is 
proceeding apace, without any major Republican or 
Democratic political force identifying the actual issue 
involved . 

All the other major conflicts in the Third World follow 
the same pattern : gross violations of borders -or of the 
principles of territorial integrity which lay the ground
work for the destruction of national sovereignty. 

Besides the well known Mideast scenarios ,  such is the 
case with China ' s  client-state Cambodia and its insane 
campaign of aggression against Vietnam,  with the 
Chinese now serving as maj or allies of NATO. Similarly 
in the Southern African s ituation, the British are 
manipulating events to defend their financial interests 
against both African nation-builders such as A. Neto of 
Angola, as well as proindustrial and anti-British ten
dencies within the South African Afrikaner groupings . 

Not accidentally, George Ball of the same Council on 
Foreign Relations crowd as Bell  and friends, ha"s 
proposed the official partition of S outh Africa into a white 
state and a black state. Bal l 's  proposal carried to the 
extreme the insane racist view that is inherent in the 
bantustan policies of the worst of the British manipulated 
Afrikaners . More importantly, Ball  knows that any at
tempt to impose on South Africa such a radical division 
would result in genocidal racial warfare and the 
destruction of the anti-British industrial potential of 
South Africa, along with probable war between the black 
frontline states and South Africa. But then, George Ball 
is no stranger to genocide since he 's  one of the leading 
advocates of ultra-Malthusian policies for the Third 
World. 

Haig: War General 

The military machinery for the implementation of 
these scenarios is rapidly being readied for actual 
deployment. Most notable is the new defense posture of 
S ecretary of Defense Brown in the U . S .  which heretofore 
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had been the exclusive warcry of Kissinger ally and 
NATO commander, General Haig. As put forward in the 
U .S .  defense budget, Brown proposes a strategy of 
preparing U .S .  forces to fight " one and a half wars . "  The 
first war is general thermonuclear war ; the half war is 
conventional war(possibly including the use of tactical 
nuclear weapons) in the Third World. Brown explicitly 
c ited the Middle East as the most likely location of such a 
conflict. Haig has been campaigning for years to prepare 
NATO to fight on its "southern" flank in the Third World. 
Generally,  everyone has correctly seen this as a return to 
the MacNamara and Maxwell Taylor " flexible res
ponse" strategy which was responsible for the disaster in 
Vietnam.  

This strategy must be understood as identical to  the 
tactical nuclear warfare doctrine devised for the 
European theatre. It is designed to cr�ate a conflict in 
the Third World, proceeding toward U.S .  intervention 
even to the level of Vietnam ,  and then to force the Soviets 
to "blink" and withdraw from all challenges by NATO in 
the Third World. In this schema.  Brown, Haig, et al. hope 
to quickly gain the strategic advantage by controlling 
and destroying the Third World.  Then the stage will be 

set for thermoncuelar war with the Soviets on NATO's  
terms .  

Of  course, the Soviets will treat this type of warfare in  
a similar fashion to  the way they are prepared to  face 
tactical nuclear warfare . Should they be confronted with 
a series of conflicts or with one large regional war (such 
as an explosion in the Mideast) , the Soviets will not 
"blink . "  Rather they will fight a total nuclear war rather 
than be put in the position of waiting to be surrounded 
entirely through NATO hegemony in the Third World. 

In short, the plans of Kissinger, Bell and their London 
masters to carry out genocide will  result in early ther
monulcear war. This war, although horrifyingly costly to 
the Soviets , will be lost by NATO. Anyone endorsing any 
of the regional conflict scenarios and using the 
rationalization of "Soviet expansionism" or other cover 
stories about any of these conflicts to justify · their sup
port is either suffering from a suicidal mania or is simply 
a racist British agent. 

-Fernando Quijano 
Director of Third World A ffairs, 

U. S. Labor Party 
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COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

The Ca m pa ig n  To Su bvert 

u .S. law Enforcement 

I .  In trod uct ion 
The same people and institutions who coordinate and 

direct terrorists and environmentalists are also 
protecting them from the law, through outright sub
version of the law enforcement system and the in
'tel ligence community of the United States . 

The spawning of the terrorist, environmentalist, and 
deindustrialization movements are part of a larger plan 
to achieve a British monetarist system in the United 
States ,  using this deliberately created " left" fascist 
movement as its enforcer. Key in this subversion is the 
destruction of, or domination over, the FBI ,  CIA, and 
state and local police apparatuses . 

Toward this end, the Campaign to Stop Government 
Spying was created in 1 976 by Morton H.  Halperin, a 
former assistant of Henry Kiss inger, to coordinate 
wrecking operations against the F B I ,  the CIA, and local 
police intelligence units - especially those aligned with 
urban political machines active in fighting the zero
growth policies endorsed by Kissinger and the political 
faction he represents .  The Campaign manufactures 

' various "spying" and "brutality" s candals to weaken 
public confidence in law enforcement institutions ,  while 
faci l itating Campaign-directed shotgun litigation , 
Watergating, and "reform " of antiterrorist police and 
intelligence officials and institutions .  

The Campaign is comprised of the same network of  
individuals assoc iated with Morton Halperin and Henry 
Kissinger . and operating on behalf of London-centered 
financial interests . that conspired to bring down Richard 
Nixon and severely damage the CIA and FBI .  It  is the 
same factional grouping that backed former CIA agent 
Phillip Agee's  "exposes" against the CIA in the "post
Watergate" era . And the same group is  behind the at
tempt to discredit the FBI  through the litigation against 
John Kearny and other FBI offic ials who. in the early 
1970s ,  tried to round up Weather Underground terrorists 

. and their Institute for Policy Studies controllers .  
., This report presents only one segment of this subver

sive apparatus 's  activities - The Campaign to Stop 
Government Spying. Omitted is any attempt to describe 
the extensions of this network deployed internationally 
against these and other intelligence agencies or deployed 
domestically in other subversive, terrorist, and fascist 
planning activities. 

I I .  The Cha i n of Co m m a n d  
Morton Halperin 's  Campaign To Stop Government 

Spying is  a broad mixture of Institute for Policy Studies 
and related networks . combining their resources for a 

multifaceted attack capability against law enforcement 
targets .  The American Civil Liberties Union, the 
National Lawyers Guild and other neo-Fabian lawyers ' 
organizations provide the battery of attorneys to pin 
down law enforcement institutions in litigation actions . 
Factionally allied national press outlets such as the 
Washington PosT and regionally-oriented newspapers 
such as the Philadelphia Inquirer provide constant 
coverage of Campaign-orchestrated " scandals . "  thereby 
legitimizing those "scandals" a mong the general 
population . On this basis .  Halperin's  think tank for the 
Campaign. the Center for National Security Studies 
(CNS S ) . is able to win "public support" for its proposed 
"recharters" of the FBI .  CIA. and local police in
telligence units - charters which aim to severely 
restrict police investigations into terrorist networks 
through the ruse that these agencies '  investigations 
ought to be legally limited to " crimes only ."  Perpetrated 
under the guise of "protecting civil liberties . "  this 
charade is intended to obstruct direct investigations into 
the Institute for Policy Studies networks which control 
and direct the terrorists.  

This anti-law enforcement apparatus is controlled 
from the top down by monetarist institutions whose 
policy is dictated by the City of London planners . 

The overall policy direction of the Campaign is 
provided by a top London-allied law firm in the U.S .  -
Paul.  Weiss .  Rifkind. Wharton and Garrison. Paul. Weiss 
handles all litigation for the investment house of Lazard 
Freres .  Paul. Weiss partner. former Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark (also a member of the New York Council 
on Foreign Relations) .  is  fully integrated into the 
Campaign 's  component organizations to facilitate 
fingertip control of Campaign activities : Clark is 
presently chairman of the National Advisory Board of 
the American Civil Liberties Union and the Center for 
Constitutional R ights ,  and controller of a top in
ternational terrorist protection center, the International 
Assoc iation for Democratic Lawyers . As Attorney 
General from 1 967 to 1 969 , Clark was directly responsible 
for the creation of the Law E nforcement Assistance 
Administration ( LEAA) program designed as a vehicle 
through which to "buy" policy control over local law 
enforcement institutions . 

Funding for the Campaign to Stop Government Spying 
and its various components is provided totally by top 
Wall Street foundations allied with the City of London 
policymakers - notably, the Field Foundation, the Stern 
Fund , and the Compton Trust.  

The Field Foundation. the top funder of law en-
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forcement subversion activities in this country. is run 
directly out of Paul. Weiss .  The president of Field is 
Morris B .  Abram. a partner in Paul. Weiss as well as a 
policymaker within the Democratic Party and the 
"Israel Lobby" organization. the American Jewish 
Committee. In 1 976.  Field gave over $ 1 50.000 to Cam
paign operations.  

Other board me'mbers of the Field Foundation include 
Robert Coles . contributing editor to New R epublic and 
profiler of American youth ; Fiona Field Beck. a trustee 
of the Institute for Policy Studies ; Willard Gaylin. a 
board member of the American C ivil Liberties Union 
"proj ect on amnesty" ; and M. Carl Holman. president of 
the National Urban Coalition. Before assuming his post 
as U .S .  Ambassador to the United Nations . Andrew 
Young was a Field Foundation board member. 

The Stern Fund. operated by the Stern family. is 
nothing but a direct familial extension of, City of London 
financial interests - the Goldman Sachs and Lehman 
Brothers investment houses.  The president of the Stern 
Fund is Philip M. Stern. who has been a trustee of the 
Institute for Policy Studies since its inception in 1 963. 
Prior to 1 96 3 .  Philip Stern was a State Department of
ficial in the Kennedy Administration . The Stern Fund 
also directs policy for the Ottinger Foundation - the 
foundation of "radical-liberal" Congressman Richard 
Ottinger (D-N.Y . ) .  David R. Hunter. a former Ford 
Foundation official. serves as executive director for both 
foundations . Together.  the S tern and Ottinger 
organizations earmarked over $ 1 80 .000 for Campaign 
operations during 1 97 6 .  

The Compton Trust is directly linked to London 
monetarist interests through its founder and current 
chairman. Randolph P. Compton. Compton has served as 
an official of Lazard Freres and is  presently an officer in 
the London-created United World Federalists . During 
1 976 .  the Trust gave over $ 1 50 .000 to the Center for 
National Security Studies through the Center's  conduit, 
the Fund for Peace. 

I I I .  Two Case S u m mar ies 
Over the past year the Campaign To Stop Government 

Spying has put considerable tim e  and resources into 
wrecking the police departments of two maj or cities : 
Philadelphia and Seattle.  While a couple dozen other 
cities have been targeted as well .  these two have been 
primary foci  for Campaign efforts ,  and to date . they 
remain the most advanced examples of Campaign 
operations . 

Case 1 :  P h i lad e l p h i a  
The Philadelphia model illustrates most clearly an 

effective counterthrust against law enforcement sub
version operations through direct public identification of 
the conspiratorial networks involved. Mayor Frank 
Rizzo and 'the Philadelphia Police Department, as of late 
1 977 ,  were under heavy attack from the Campaign - via 
a "police brutality" smear played up almost daily in the 
Phila delphia In quirer. The U . S .  Attorney i n  
Philadelphia, David Marston. had gotten indictments 
against three Philadelphia police officers and against 
government officials within the R izzo administration. 
Within a month of this bleak picture. by late December 
1 9 77.  indictments against the three officers had been 

dismissed in a court of law. David Marston had received 
notice of his dismissal by Attorney General Griffin Bell 
(which has since become a cause celebre of the same 
ne tworks ' operations a g a i n s t  the Carter Ad
m inistration) ; and the ' 

Inquirer had been relegated to 
forming a defense committee for the outgoing Marston. 
What happened? 

On Dec 2 1 .  Mayor Rizzo pulled the plug on the Cam
paign at a press conference wherein he publicly iden
tified a "leftist-liberal" conspiracy whose aim was to 
discredit the city's government and undermine law 
enforcement effectiveness . R izzo' s bold step enabled Bell 
to dump Marston two weeks thereafter. Mayor Rizzo's 
action, combined with a several-months long effort by 
the U .S .  Labor Party to expose the Campaign To Stop 
Government Spying and identify the individuals 
responsible. created the necessary environment to 
discredit and effectively disable the Campaign ap
paratus . 

Local financial supporters of the Campaign such as 1st 
Pennsylvania Bank Chairman John R .  Bunting and 
federal-level accomplices such as the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration and the Civil Rights Division 
of the Justice Department were put under public 
scrutiny. At present. this counterattack has held the 
Campaign at bay and aided the Mayor to consolidate 
prodevelopment forces in the c ity. ' 

Case 2 :  Seatt l e  
The Seattle Police Department stands at  a crossroads 

- either the terrorists and Campaign components win 
and Seattle law enforcement is rendered impotent, or 
prodevelopment forces mobilize in support of law en
forcement. in which case a major terrorist network, the 
George Jackson Brigade. will be destroyed. There is no 
middle road .  and the outcome will effect law en
forcement around the country. 

In the Seattle case, it is clearly demonstrated that the 
Campaign and the ' terrorists are but one network. Here 
the chief Campaign components are the National 
Lawyers Guild and the American Friends Service 
Comm ittee - both organizations directly connected to 
known George Jackson Brigade terrorists . For example. 
Mark Cook . a George Jackson Brigade terrorist recently 
sentenced to life imprisonment for the shooting of a 
police officer. is an official in the S eattle AFSC ! 

Prompted by a year of NLG and AFSC "police spying" 
press exposes,  the Seattle City Council is presently 
considering municipal guidelines to limit the in
vestigative activities of the Seattle Police Department 
Intelligence Unit. Acting as consultants to the City 
Council are a top Campaign spokesman from the Center 
for National Security Studies , Jerry Berman, and an 
LEAA specialist on "police intelligence ,"  Don R .  Harris.  

In sharp contrast to the present crisis, last year at 
about this time Seattle promised to be the scene of a 
complete rout of the NLG-AFSC terrorists . NLG terrorist 
controller Paul Zilsel had been arrested and charged 
with possession of fire arms ,  explosives , and a George 
Jackson Brigade terrorist hit list.  Meanwhile, a grand 
jury was vigorously questioning other Institute for Policy 
Studies-related terrorist controllers and suspected 
terrorists. 

What happened during this period to so severely alter. 
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the battle? When the Campaign launched their phony 
"police spying" scandal ,  no prodevelopment forces in 
the area, with the sole exception of  the U .S .  Labor Party, 
stepped forward to identify the conspiracy. Granted this 
crucial breathing space, the Campaign was able to 
launch its "policy spying" hoax through which the 
Campaign could immobilize the city' s grand jury, get the 
charges against Zilsel dropped, and force the Seattle 
Police Department into a weak and defensive posture . 
, While there is still plenty of fight to be found within the 
Seattle police department and development-oriented 
forces in the area, without an open identification of the 
conspiracy the Northwest region faces an increase in 
terrorism and growing law enforcement ineffectiveness .  
Over the recent months,  George Jackson Brigade 
terrorism has sharply escalated . (For a full report on 
these developments , see "George Jatkson Brigade : A 
Profile , "  Executive Intelligence R e view, Vol. IV No. 51 , 

Dec . 1 9 ,  1 977 . )  

I V ,  T h e  Cam pa i g n  Dos s i e r  

Here , the key institutions and personnel who direct the 
, day-to-day operations of the Campaign To Stop Govern
ment Spying and its components .  

( 1 )  The director of the Campaign and the chief day-to
day control ler of anti-law enforcement operations in the 
U . S .  is Henry Kissinger ' s  " left hand , "  Morton H. 
Halperin. Halperin is a member of the London-based 
International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)  , and a 
director of the Center for National Security Studies 
(CNSS ) .  Previously he served as a State Department 
National Security Advisor, appointed by Kissinger, and 
was also formerly Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Defense. 

(2) The Center for Na tional Security Studies: The 
Center. headquartered in Washington, D . C . ,  is the 
primary think tank and com mand-and-control point for 
law enforcement subversion. To maintain its " left" 
veneer, the CNSS takes an " opposition" posture to both 
Henry Kissinger and the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. Marching orders from the Center go out 
to a broad array of IPS-controlled " left" political in
telligence networks ,  from the Socialist Workers Party to 
the Americans for Democratic Action. 

Robert Borosage. a present director of the Center, was 
recently named the new head of the Institute for Policy 
Studies . 

Jerry Berman, the Center' s director of the " Proj ect on 
Domestic Surveillance, " is the national liaison to the 
ACLU.  and acts as "cocounsel" with the ACLU on 
"surveillance litigation. " Berman is writing draft 
legis lative "formats" for municipal-level "police curbs" 
to be used by local Campaign units around the country. 

John Marks, director of the Center' s  " C IA Project, " is 
a former State Department intelligence officer ( 1 968-70) 

and is coauthor, with Victor Marchetti .  of The CIA and 
the Cult of InteJligence. 

Marks,  Borosage and Halperin ,  a long with Christine 
Marwick, are coauthors of The La wless Sta te. the 
rationale and blueprint for subverting federal in
telligence agencies.  They wrote , . . . . .  The FBI 's  only 
legitimate function should be the investigation of 
crimes .. . legislation should explicitly forbid the FBI ' s  
farming out t o  state and local police forces the activities 

that it is not itself authorized to carry out . . .  Preventive 
action will not be tolerated . "  

On the CIA : . . . . .  The covert operations of the CIA have 
cost more than they are worth, and its human espionage 
activities are technologically obsolete (the very 
argument employed two years later by Admiral Stans
fi�ld Turner to facilitate a purge within the agency 
-RK) . . .  By charter, the Covert Operations Branch of the 
CIA should be terminated. All covert operations , in
cluding human espionage in peacetime,  should be en
ded . . . . .  

And o n  the National S ecurity Agency (NSA) : "A 
legislated charter should take the NSA out of  the 
Department of Defense and bring it under civilian 
control . Strict limitations should be placed on the 
messages that it is allowed to intercept. "  

(3 )  The American Civil Liberties Union : The American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) , operationally centered in 
Washington. D . C .  and New York C ity, is the major "left 
lawyer" pool used for litigation against U .S .  law en
forcement. The ACLU is presently conducting legal suits 
against the FBI ,  former President Richard Nixon, 
Donald Rumsfeld and Mil itary Intel ligence, the 

. Michigan State Police, the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment. the Houston Police Department, the New York 
Police Department 's  Special S ervices Unit, the private 
Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit ( LEIU) , the 
Memphis Police Department 's  Domestic Intelligence 
Unit, the Kansas Bureau of Investigation , and others . 

The ACLU and the Center for National Security Studies 
jointly form the " Proj ect on National Security and Civil 
Liberties , "  under the direction of Morton Halperin , and 
publish First Principles - a m onthly "report to the 
troops "  on how anti-law enforcement litigation is 
proceeding. Christine Marwick is the editor of First 
Principles. 

Overall direction of the ACLU comes from Advisory 
Board mem bers Ramsey Clark and Morton Halperin . 
Other personnel are National Director John Shattuck, 
Hope Eastman, Paul Chevigny, Frank Donner, Jay 
Miller. and Jack Novik. 

Che vigny and Donner, along with Jerry Berman and 
Halperin, were responsible for the proposed charter for 
the FBI .  "A Law To Control the F B I , "  written under the 
auspices of an ACLU front organization, the Committee 
for Public Justice .  A version of this bill is now being 
promoted in Congress .  

(4)  The Na tional La wyers Guild: Like the ACLU, the 
National Lawyers Guild provides a battery of attorneys 
and researchers for litigation against police and related 
agencies ,  and simultaneously provides legal defense for 
Institute for Policy Studies terrorists . For example, the 
NLG supplied legal defense for S ymbionese Liberation 
Army controllers William and E mily Harris .  

NLG " showcase" attorneys are Leonard Weinglas and 
William Kunstler. Another NLGer active in such 
litigation is Phi ladelphia attorney Da vid R udovsky, who 
has been _the chief "people ' s  attorney" against Mayor 
Rizzo and the Philadelphia Police Department. 
R udovsky is presently putting together a "police 
misconduct litigation manual" for Campaign operations 
around the country. 

(5) CounterSpy: - CounterSpy is  a specialized dirty 
tricks unit, comprised mostly of former intelligence 
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officers. which engages in covert operations against U .S .  
intelligence organizations .  Exemplary is the printing. in 
CounterSpy magazine. of a list of CIA offic ials stationed 
around the world. This resulted in the assassination of 
CIA Station Chief in Athens Richard Welch. and the 
immobilization of other CIA officials .  In 1975 .  Coun
terSpy operative Philip Agee wrote The CIA Diary, a 
book which endangered the lives of scores of CIA agents 
throughout South America.  

Margaret Van Houten, also a member of the American 
Friends Service Committee of Philadelphia. is a top 
promoter of "police brutality" exposes in cities including 
Baltimore. Cleveland. Los Angeles. Philadelphia. and 
Seattle .  

(6 )  Other Component Groups : 
Below is a partial listing of Campaign component 

groups which play a significant supporting role in anti
law enforcement activities : 

CounterSpy personnel include : The Center for ConstftutlonalRiihts---
-··. 

- -- . - - - " 

Timothy Butz. a former U . S .  Air Force intelligence 
officer. coordinated the Vietnam Veterans Against War 
(VV A W) - once intended to be used as a unit of brain
washed killers . 

Bill of Rights Foundation 
Americans for Democratic Action 
Friends of the Earth 
National E mergency Civil Liberties Union 

Barton Osborne, former U . S .  Army Intelligence and 
CIA agent. is  a major spokesman against the CIA's use of 
covert operations. Osborn e 's specialty is providing 
" eyewitness accounts" of CIA atrocities in Vietnam. 

Urban Policy Research Institute ( California) 
National Committee Against Repressive Legislation 
Grand Jury Proj ect 

_ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ .�---.!iobert Kay' 

Funding Of The Campaign To Stop Government Spying 

Foundation Recipient 
Field ACLU 

Field 

Field 

Field 

Field 

Field 

Stern 

Stern 

Stern 

Stern 

Ott inger 

Otti nger 

Compton 

ACLU 

Fund for 
Peace 

Fund for 
Peace 

Bill of 
Rights 
Foundation 

A FSC 

P h i ladelphia 
Youth 
Project I n c ,  

U rban Pol icy 
Research Inst .  

U rban Pol icy 
Research Inst .  

Youth Project Inc 

ACLU Foundation, 

Youth Project. Inc. 

Fund for Peace 

Date 
9 / 75 

Amount Description 
$ 125.000 For Comm ittee for Publ ic J u stice.  Toward administrative ' 

expenses of Comm ittee, which seeks to serve as "early 
warn i n g  against infringement of  civi l  rights for the 
peopl e , "  

1 1 / 75 42, 300 P roject on National Security and Civi l  Liberties. For 
g eneral su pport of project which,  In cooperation with the 
Center for National Security Studies. challenges domestic 
s u rvei l lance, contests governmental secrecy, conducts 
seminars for the press and other groups, and undertakes 
p ub l ic  i nformation on these issues.  

1 1 1 75 1 25 .000 For general  support of the Center for National Security 
Studies,  cond ucts semi nars for the press and other. 
groups.  and undertakes publ ic  i nformation on these 
issues.  

1 1 1 76 1 33 .000 For general support of the Center for National Security 
Studies.  Washington.  D,C" which i s  e ngaged i n  research 
and publ ic  information on g rowth of state power in  the 
name of national security.  

1 1 1 76 25 ,000 For the Polit ical Rights Defense F u n d ,  which is taking 
court act ion against  the FBI and other federal intel l igence 
forces,  

1 1 1 76 10 . 000 For prog ram on government s u rveil lance and citizens' 
r ights .  

3 / 76 50, 000 Intel l igence Doc umentation Center. Wash ington D.C. For 
research on the impact of repression of d issent to secret 
government activities. 

3 / 76 30,000 For general support of i nformation sources to protect 
i ndividual  r ights from abuse by police agencies. 

3 / 76 30.000 For project to improve investigative journalism i n  
Cal i forn ia ,  

6 / 76 30,000 Campaign To Stop G overnment S p y i n g .  

2 / 76 1 0 ,000 For project on national security.  

6 / 76 5 .000 Campaign To Stop Government S p y i n g .  

1 2 / 75 91 .000 For cont inu ing su pport to the F u n d .  

I n  th is s a m p l i n g  of f undi ng of the Campaign T o  Stop g rants,  i ntended only  as a n  i l l u stration.  not a com-
Government Spying and its com ponent organizations,  it prehensive l ist ing.  
should be noted that  th is  i s  m e rel y  a smal l  sampl ing of  
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MIDDLE EAST 

Daya n Act ivates Israe l is 

F i rst Str i ke Optio n  

Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, Agriculture 
Minister Ariel Sharon, and the British-controlled Zionist 
Lobby in the U .S .  are now trying to panic the Israeli 
government over the State Department 's  announced 
policy of selling arms to Saudi Arabia and Egypt. Also at . 
issue is Secretary of State Vance ' s  Feb. 1 0  declaration, 
which was subsequently backed up by the Carter Ad
ministration,  telling Israel that withdrawal from the 
S inai settlements , the West Bank, and Gaza is a 
necessary requisite for a Middle E ast peace accord. 

The Dayan-Sharon operation is aimed at boxing Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin into an intransigent, 
breakaway-ally mode that will  preclude Israeli 
cooperation with U.S. mediat.ion efforts and prevent the 
consolidation of an overall peace settlement. The goal of 
Dayan-and London-is to set the stage for a separate 
peace between Israel and E gypt, which would serve to 
heighten Cold War tensions in the region. 

According to ' CBS radio, the Israelis are again ac
tivating their preemptive strike option to counter the 
"growing Arab war threat" created, they charge , by the 
sale of U .S .  arms to Saudi Arabia and E gypt. An aide to 
Sen. Henry Jackson (D-Wash. )  j ustified Israel 's  search 
for "all possible options , "  inc luding the nuclear option, in 
response to the U .S .  policy moves . 

Press S p read War- L i n e  

A front-page article by Micha el Parks in the Feb. 15 
Baltimore Sun reports from Jerusalem that the . ex
pecta tion of war is spreading in Israel, tied into growing 
support for Dayan 's advocacy of using Israel's nuclear 
option to counter the Arabs '  arsenal: 

Three months after President Anwar el Sadat 's  
historic trip to  Jerusalem,  many Israelis feel that the 
Middle East conflict has returned to the same stalemate 
that had preceded his visit, and talk among Israelis is 
now as much of the "next war" as prospects for a peace 
settlement. 

Initial goodwill has been replaced by the old suspicions 
of Arab willingness to live in peace, and one newspaper 
recalled the warning of Lt. Gen.  Mordechai Gur, the 
Israel defense forces chief of staff, that the Sadat 
initiative would probably prove to be a trick.  

Israel ' s  determination to put its security and survival 
above all, even a chance for peace ,  will lead the govern
ment to accelerate its strategic reassessment with 

prospects far greater now that Israel will decide to rely 
on a nuclear deterrent in the future .  

Some Israeli strategists , including Moshe Dayan 
before he became foreign minister, had already con
cluded that Israel could not be sure of decis ively 
defeating Arab forces as their arsenals expanded over 
the next three or four years , cutting Israel 's  qualitative 
edge. Now, Israeli political analysts are concluding that 
Jerusalem cannot depend on Washington to guarantee its 
security in all future settlements . 

The Begin government still stands by the pledge of 
previous governments here, spokesmen said yesterday, 
that Israel will not be the first to introduce nuclear 
weapons into the Middle East conflict, though' the U.S .  
Central Intelligence Agency says it has had such arms 
for more than a decade and was ready to use them in the 
1 973 war. But arguments are now being worked out to 
justify such a move as a response to Iraq's  rapidly 
developing nuclear capability. 

Echoing this line, the Feb. 12 S unday Times of London, 
in a long feature entitled "Now' Tha t  $adat Has Failed, " 
notes that  Carter is incapable of pressuring Israel 
because of their nuclear option. The article, which is 
excerpted below, puts forth the notion that an Israeli first 
strike remains a live option : 

Mr. Begin' s  insistence on planting new settlements in 
the S inai and the West Bank and his prevarications about 
their number and nature are a provocation of the U .S .  as 
well as the Arabs and are foolhardy in the extreme if 
Israel ' s  survival depends in any m easure on the U .S .  The 
more plausible explanation is the converse-that Israel' s  
survival now rests on  the possession of, and the deter
mination in extremis to use,  the ultimate response. 

Here then are two reasonably rational conclusions : first, 
that there is no prospect of an Arab-Israeli peace set
tlement and, secondly, that in the consequent belligerent 
situation, one side has and may use nuclear weapons . . .  
( Possession o f  nuclear weaponry) makes-would 
make-Israel a truly independent state which can dictate 
to others from the frontiers it is to have. 

Neither the Americans nor the Russians are going to 
use nuclear weapons except as a result of conflict 
mismanagement. For them nuclear hostilities entail 
national destruction, an act of suicidal despair. But for 
Israel the question is national survival-and in that 
context, everything goes .  
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Dayan Boxes i n  Beg i n  

In an interview in the New York Times,  Dayan, who 
has just finished touring the U.S. to rally support for his 
hardJine, 'no-concessions-to�Ell¥Pt ' policies, announced 
that "Israel has substantial reservations now about the 
present (U.S.) Administration 's role in objectively 
m ediating" the Israel-Egypt talks. Dayan 's role as . 
saboteur was pinpointed by one well-briefed Mideast 
analyst: 

It is expected that Dayan will play the same blackmail 
game that he played in October when he undercut the 

. j oint Soviet-U. S .  communique. Dayan will use every 
force that he can muster against the pro-Arab forces in 

. toe U.S .  Administration. His trip to the U.S .  makes that 
clear. Dayan will threaten to activate Israel ' s  
" breakaway" . option and a t  the same ', time h e  will 
mobilize the Jewish Lobby to move Carter away from 
Sadat and toward Israel. 

Another source described Dayan 's operation to en
circle :Begin and, by manipula ting his psychological 
weaknesses. force him into dropping the quest for a , 
comprehensive settlement. 

.. .  

Dayan has profiled Begin very well and h e  plays upon 
his ideological beliefs . The s ituation with Begin has 
reached a very, sensitive phase ,  and no one knows how 
the Prime Minister is planning to get out. Defense 
Minister Weizman is fighting to keep some kind of 
leverage over Begin, but Weizman himself is not in a 
strong position. 

We i·zman S m ooth s N eg ot iat ions 

Weizman.' a close ally of Beiiin for years. is personally 
spearheading efforts against the joint Dayan-Sharon 
drive to make an issue of the settlements dominant in the 
Middle East. The Defense Minister is trying to organize 
support for Begin to accommodate Sada t in order to 
clear the way for expanded regional peace talks. For this 
effort. ' Weizman

' 
is being attacked by the fanatic 

ideologues �ithin B,egin 's own Herut Party while facing 
other 

. 
obstructions from Dayan and Sharon. thus 

narrowing his maneuvering room. However. Weizman 
maintains strong ties with · several European and U.S. 
mjlitary factions. ·whi�h. if they ltmd him the critical 
support th�� he now needs. could turn the tide against the 
Dayanists . .  

Last ' week. Weizman coun termanded an an
nouncement by Sharon tha t new settlements would be 
established and old settlements expanded in northern 
Sinai. by ordering a total freeze on settlements. Weizman 
called the settlements "politically harmful" and 
dema.�ded a government review of settlements policy. 
currently Sharon 's personal domain.  Sharon. in an in
terview. expressed "surprise "  a t  Weizman 's action and 
charged"hhn 'with not Clearing the move with the Cabinet. 
Weizman responded by st�ting that he had cleared 
everything with Begin himself! 

Largely as a result of Weizman 's positive pressure. 
Begin has backed a way some what from his initial out
burst against the United States following the Vance 
statement in an effort to smooth relations with the U.S. In 
a speech before the Israeli Knesset. Begin reaffirmed the 

. importance of Israel-U.S. ties. while the French daily Le 
Matin of Feb. 14 blamed the whole Israel-U.S. crisis on 
Dayan : 

, 
During the press conference given by Begin on Mon

day. Begin did only one thing and that was to attempt to 
lower the tension between the U . S .  and Israel that had 
been caused by his Foreign Minister Dayan. Begin 
reaffirmed the profound friendship with the U .S . ,  despite 
any differences. 

Moshe Dayan precipitated the crisis between the U.S . 
and Israel . One can only believe that he left for 
Washington with the sole purpose to push confrontation. 
On his way, he started out by saying that Israel was 
delivering arms to Ethiopia. He then chided the 
American Jewish leaders by saying that their role should 
only be unconditional support of Israel and that they 
were not to play mediator. Finally, he made it a point of 
emphasizing that his country would continue the set
tlements . 

He answered Vance's recent statement by saying that 
the U . S .  had gone over to E gypt 's  side and demanded 
that Begin act as strongly as possible because the U.S .  
administration was about to apply pressure on Israel . 

Begin then called the American ambassador and made 
known to him in the coolest of terms that he was angry 

. about U .S .  betrayal. 
The next day, the Israeli government accepted Begin's 

statement, but not without some difficulty coming from 
Weizman, Yadin and some liberals, who said that 
Vance's  statement was only a reaffirmation of the 
American policy. Then a battle began between Sharon 
and Weizman with Sharon accusing Weizman of ordering 
the cessation of settlements in the S inai while he was in 
Cairo. Weizman said that he had m ade the decision after 
having conferred with Begin. 

F i n a l l y ,  on Monday,  B e g i n  rece ived some 
clarifications from Carter who told h im that this was and 
has always been American policy and would help Sadat 
to continue his negotiations. Begin then said that there 
was still ' friendship between the two countries ,  thus 
giving the U .S .  the green light to continue the mediating 
process.  

Beg i n  U rg ed To Act 

However, unless Begin begins to act more aggressively 
against the saboteurs of peace. it appears likely that his 
hold over the reins of power will falter. According to the 

French daily Le Figaro of Fel? 14: 

. Mr. Begin is in the government but not in power. The 
battle of communiques between Weizman and Sharon 
regarding the Sinai settlements could be made into a 
humorous anecdote if it were not a sign that the authority 
of the Prime Minister over his governmental coalition 
:were II:0t in question. 
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A commentary in the Feb. 9 Jerusalem Post by Mark 
Segal entitled "Shenanigans a t  Shilo " issues an urgent 
caJJ to move against Sharon now. 

Sharon has embarrassed the Likud government on 
previous occasions-particularly by his declarations on 
settlement policy, over which Begin put him in charge. If 
Begin thought he could thereby neutralize a potentially 
dangerous man, then he was proven by events to be as 
mistaken in his judgment as former Premier Rabin, who 
sought to still Sharon's  sharp criticism of the army 
command by appointing him his special adviser. 

A small minority cannot be allowed to dictate policy to 
an entire nation, for that way lies anarchy. Mr. Begin 
should put his foot down and show he is in charge. 

Leba n o n  F l a re- u p  

The latest outburst of fighting in Lebanon. provoked by 
right- wing extremist and ex-president Camille 

Chamoun, whom Sadat described as a "life-long British 
agent "  in an interview in October magazine, is 
leveraging the war-mongering efforts of Dayan and 
Sharon. Exacerbating the situation, Israeli military 
leaders linked- to the Dayan network are renewing 
Israel's commitments to "defend our besieged Christian 
brothers across the border" against the Palestinian
Syrian threat. Ominously, Israeli armed forces chiefs, 
including Weizman, held m eetings a t  the Lebanon-Israel 
border last week to discuss Israeli aid to the right-wing 
forces, one day before the commander of the southern 
Lebanese right-wing forces, Maj. Saad Haddad, caJJed 
for a "Christian government in exile " so that Syria 's 
military actions could be labeled an invasion of a 
sovereign entity. A ccording to Christian sources cited by 
the Feb. 13 Jerusalem Post, "this is the only way the 
Syrians can be expelled. " 

Arafat And Fata h Fact ion Encourage PlO Moderat ion 

The leadership of the Palest ine  Liberation 
Organization and the central command of the Lebanese 
leftist national movement held a j oint meeting chaired 
by PLO chief Vasser Arafat on Feb. 1 to discuss the 
continued tensions in southern Lebanon. Two important 
decis ions taken at that meeting reflect the efforts on the 
part of the moderate faction within the P LO to change 
the image of the organization from that of being terrorist 
to that of a legimate representative of the Palestinian 
people for future Mideast peace negotiations.  

Firstly, the PLO vowed to "c lean out" the anarchists 
and extremists within its ranks in the south of Lebanon. 
These elements have sparked repeated conflicts with the 
Christian Falange in the area - conflicts which have 
threatened to bring direct Israeli intervention on the side 
of the Christians. 

Secondly, the PLO declared that the majority of its 
guerrilla strongholds in southern Lebanon will be 
vacated and relinquished to the Lebanese leftist national 
front. These strongholds include, significantly, PLO 
offices in the coastal cities of Sidon, a center of strong 
leftist presence during the lebanese civil war, and Tyre, 
the port where weapons have been shipped to the PLO. 
As well ,  Palestinian guerrillas are to withdraw from 

Nabatiyeh, a site of continued conflict with the Falange 
since the end of the civil war in 1 976.  

The decision to end the PLO ' s  longstanding military 
presence in southern Lebanon is significant for two 
reasons . Most importantly, it is a clear signal to Israel 
that the responsible wing of the PLO and Fatah (the 
central commando organization within the PLO) is not 
interested in continuing terrorist activities against 
Israel, but want to negotiate peace. Secondarily, the 
gesture reduces the likelihood of a flareup in the volatile 
area which could easily draw in S yrian occupying troops ,  
and trigger a new Arab-Israeli war. 

A week after the joint meeting on southern Lebanon, a 
spokesman from the PLO, Said Kamal,  urged the United 
States to adopt a clear and positive stand toward the 
Palestinian cause. Kamal, a leading PLO moderate from 
Cairo, urged the U .S .  as a superpower to shoulder a 
special responsibility to the Palestinian cause - a signal 
that the PLO wants to open official negotiations with 
Washington. The same day, reports from the Qatar News 
Agency indicated that the Fatah command was 
requesting that the Iraqi government hand over 
Palestinian terrorist Abu Nidal who has been implicated 
in the murder of leading Palestinian moderate Said 
Hammami last month in London. 
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Eu ro-Arab Deve l opment The Issue 

I n  N .  Africa n  Troub les 

The North African Maghreb . which includes the 
nations of Morocco. Algeria. Tunisia.  and Libya. remains 
at the top of the agenda of development-oriented Euro
Arab circles who consider its political stabilization the 
prerequisite for a successful economic development 
program for the Middle E ast and African continent as a 
whole. But at present a series of provoked conflicts - the 
Algeria-Morocco feud over the Spanish Sahara. the 
political crisis in Tunisia which threatens Libyan-Tun
isian relations . and the reemergenc e  of gU'errilla warfare 
in Chad - has turned form erly friendly nations into 
enemy camps. 

The exacerbation of rival tendencies and proliferation 
of spurious guerrilla movements and border conflicts 
are not accidental. These crises are designed to thwart 
the emerging alliance between E urope and its Arab 
allies who have targeted this area for a zone of peace and 
cooperation . 

A Bridge for De velopment 
The notion of a Mediterranean zone of peace and econ

omic development. which would act as a bridge between 
the advanced industrial sector and the underdeveloped 
nations . has taken shape from three principal sources -
France. West Germany. and S audi Arabia - who have 
recently coordinated their efforts to set up a new banking 
center in the small nation of Luxembourg which would 
eventually serve as the nucleus of a gold-backed inter
national monetary system.  This financial center. whose 
raison d'�tre would be the export of nuclear energy tech
nology to the Third World. would be free from those 
adversary banking networks centered in the City of 
London who are demanding a no-growth. labor-intensive 
policy for the Third World. 

The first signs of an emerging Maghreb unity appeared 
in September 1 977 .  when Libyan president Muammar 
Qaddafi announced in an exclusive interview in the 
French daily Le Monde that he would personally under
take to settle certain internecine Maghreb disputes in the 

interest of forming a " Confederation of Maghreb 
States . "  No doubt modeling his strategy on that of the 
first proponent of Maghreb unity, ailing Tunisian presi
dent Habib Bourguiba. Qaddafi offered his mediation in 
the Algerian-Moroccan dispute over the Spanish Sahara 
and in the Ethiopian-Somali war in the Horn of Africa. 

Tu n i s ian  a n d  L i bya n Rapproc h e m e n t  

The impetus behind Qaddafi ' s  sudden interest in 
Maghreb stability is the figure of Mohammed Masmou
di .  the former Tunisian Foreign Minister who went into 
voluntary exile in 1 974 when his proj ect of Tunisian
Libyan unification failed. Traveling between Paris. 
Tripoli.  and other Arab capitals .  Masmoudi is recognized 
in international banking circles as a very astute 
businessman. having himself engineered the French
Libyan Mirage j et deal in 1 975. Among his many business 
connections. Masmoudi is reported to be very close to 
both the French Dassault aerospace industry. which 
manufactures the Mirage. and to the Saudi ruling family. 

In the fall of 1 977.  Masmoudi began constructing his 
return to Tunisian politics .  In conj unction with Tunisia's 
Interior Minister Tahar Belkhodja and Habib Achour. 
the leader of the 650 .000-member Tunisian Trade Union 
Federation (UGTT) . Masmoudi formed a political 
faction armed with an economic program for Tunisian 
development. In exchange for skilled manpower 
(Tunisia has the highest literac y  rate of any African 
country) . Qaddafi would provide the oil and currency 
reserves that Tunisia severely lacks . Two crucial 
meetings - in September and December 1 977 - took 
place in Tripoli. attended by Achour. Masmoudi. and 
Qaddafi .  to map out a peaceful strategy toward the 
realization of these goals. 

Tunisia. however. is now in the throes of a crisis that 
has occurred as one aspect of a broader destabilization of 
the Maghreb. designed to pit the " radical" states of 

S A U DI ARABIA 
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Libya and Algeria against the "conservative" regimes of 
Morocco and Tunisia. This slicing of the region into ideo
logically opposed bastions could set the stage for a 
massive Cold War push between U . S . -backed Morocco 
and Tunisia and the Soviet client states of Algeria and 
Libya. In order for this strategy to work, French influ
ence must be removed from Tunisia, since France's 
international role has been to act as a deterrent to 
British-backed encouragement of Cold War confronta
tion between the superpowers . 

The orchestrated Tunisian crisis was planned to erode 
French influence while simultaneously setting up a 
hardline military government for a " human rights" 
slander campaign led by the Washington, D .C . -based 
Institute for Policy Studies (see box) . This eminently 
British strategy is hardly original .  It calls for the 
creation of an ultra-rightwing government which comes 
to power through a provoked crisis ,  and then becomes a 
whipping post for various "human rights" organizations 
such as IPS or Amnesty International. By focusing on 
Tunisia 's  present $25 million request for U .S .  arms,  
liberal circles in  the U.S .  are softening up the military 
clique now in power in Tunisia to accept a more "demo
cratic" government committed to "humanitarian" low 
growth and low capital investment policies . Under 
present circumstances,  the progrowth "French" faction 
around former Foreign Minister Masmoudi, whose senti
ments are shared by the military, is severely weakened, 

and there is, talk that Prime Minister Hedi Nouira may 
form a coalition with the Liberal Party leader, Ahmed 
Mestiri , who receives support from London's  inter
national "human rights" apparatus. - ' " -

, , 

Prior to the catastrophic Tunisian general strike in 
January, a series of crises pushed Tunisia into the 
present junta government, which is led by Defense 
Minister Abdullah Farhat, SecUrity Chief Zine Ben Ali, 
Prime Minister Hedi Nouira, and Destour Party 
strongman Mohammed Sayah. This clique has the 
backing of aging President Habib Bourguiba and his son 
as well .  Beginning last summer, a round of suspicious 
strikes among Tunisia ' s  textile workers involving the 
trade unions created fear among the existing govern
ment and Destour Party leaders that the real enemy 
was the threatening power of the UGTT. Then, last 
month, immediately prior to the strike,  a cabinet shake
up ensued in which Interior Minister Tahar Belkhodja 
was ousted for showing too much interest in the opposing 
faction, led by Mohammed Masmoudi and later joined by 
trade-union leader Habib Achour and the president's • 

wife, Wassila Bourguiba. Belkhodja ' s  ouster caused the 
virtual collapse of the governm ent with the forced 
resignation of six ministers . , 

From this point, the stage was set for the riots of 
January 26.  The chaos and confusion of that day, when 
over 1 00 people were killed and , several hundreds 
wounded, was thanks to urban mobs and well-placed 

Times, I PS J o i n  I n  
Mag h reb Desta b i l i zat i o n  

On Feb. 13 th e  editors of th e  New York Times and 
the Institute for Policy Studies joined forces in the 
Times' editorial page, attacking the Tunisian 
government and warning of worse to come unless 
Tunisia is forced to toe the "human rights " line. 

On its editorial page. the newspaper ran an edi
torial titled "Checking Tunisia 's Drift. " Here are 
excerpts:  

. . .  The reality. one view of  which appears in  the 
article by Eqbal Ahmed and Stuart Schaar on 
today's Op-Ed page, is that Tunisia has grown 
steadily more repressive. Amnesty International 
reports that Tunisia now has it� share of political 
prisoners and of torture. . 

. . .  Prime Minister Hedi Nouira . . .  has begun a 
program of military expansion supported by 
credits from the United States .  The program seems 
ill-advised. It would be years before Tunisia 's  
forces are ever trained or  armed sufficiently to 
offer serious resistance to attack from heavily 
armed Libya or Algeria . Meanwhile there is a real 
danger that the new cadre of j unior officers will 
become imbued with the anti-democratic doctrines 
of Libya and other Arab nations . . . .  S ince American 
opinion evidently means much to Tunisia' s  leaders , 
the Administration should now indicate its distress ' 
and prepare the way for supporting action unless 
conditions improve. 

On the facing Op-Ed page is the article referred 
to in the editorial. a uthored by Institute for Policy 
Studies feJJow Ahmed and Schaar. a professor in 
the New York area. It read in part: 

. . .  As public demands for human and economic 
rights mounted, the (Tunisian) government re
sponded with increased repression . . .  The number 
of political prisoners has been augmented and 
torture is reported to be common. ' Hardliners 
within the ruling party have created an extralegal 
police force that has terrorized critics and 
dissenters . Increased American arms aid has 
reinforced repressive institutions . 

By augmenting repression, the government will 
isolate itself further from the public and, like Iran 
and Chile, may come to rest solely on force .  The 
alternative to this dismal prospect is a change of 
government to include the more representative 
elements outside the party's  narrow and frozen 
confines .  

O n e  may hope that President Carter would fulfill 
his campaign promises of reducing military sup
plies and promoting human rights . . .  In North 
Africa, this implies reducing rather than increasing 
United States military sales . 
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agent provocateurs who gave the m ilitary the pretext to 
intervene " in the interests of national security ."  On the 
heels of these incidents. Achour and 1 1  out of 12 members 
of the trade-union executive board were arrested. and 
the dismantling of the powerful trade union organization 
began. According to reports .  m ore than a thousand 
trade-union leaders. students . and others are now in 
prison. 

Although there has as yet been no overt Tunisian
Libyan confrontation. the danger exists that relations 
will deteriorate significantly. since Masmoudi is known 
to be backed by Libya' s  Qaddafi . What is c lear is that 
Tunisia is being manipulated into being the foil for a 
"human rights " smear campaign that will tend to under
m ine the stability of the Maghreb as a whole. 

North west A frica: 
Fre n c h-Saud i-Sov iet  Coop e rat i o n  

Jeopa rd ized 

Another attempt to undercut French influence in  the 
region is the destabilization in Northwest Africa. which 
has brought Algeria and neighboring Morocco to the 
brink of war over the Polisario Front 's  claim to the 
Western Sahara. On the one hand. it aims to force the 
French to take sides in the Polisario conflict by inter
vening militarily on the side of the Moroccan and Mauri
tanian governments . thus forcing a rupture in Algerian
French relations . On the other. the French are to be 
maneuvered into a Cold War posture against the Soviet 
Union. which would wreck Franco-Soviet cooperation in 
the immediate area. 

Perhaps the most significant economic development in 
the Maghreb. which in magnitude rivals Algerian
American cooperation in the area of liquefied natural gas 
( LNG ) infrastructure. is  the recently concluded 
phosphate contract between Morocco and the Soviet 
Union. Described by the London Financial Times as 
"probably the largest single investment by the Soviet 
Union in the developing world. "  and heralded by 
Moroccan King Hassan II  as the " contract of the cen
tury ."  the deal will have the Soviets help build the 
Mes){ala mine in Southern Morocco at a total investment 
of $2 billion in Morocco's phosphate infrastructure. This 
barter arrangement. signed in Moscow a few weeks ago 
by the powerful head of the Office Cherifien des 
Phosphates .  former Pri m e  M i n i ster  Moham e d  
Lamrami.  will make Morocco. already the world' s  
biggest exporter o f  phosphates .  the world's  chief 
producer. with an output capacity of 47 million tons a 
year. 

Significantly. with this contract the Soviets have 
signed a 30-year cooperation agreement with a country 
which is ideologically and politically tied to the conserva
tive regime of Saudi Arabia . King Hassan II is a very 
close friend of the Saudi royal fam ily.  and has expended 
much energy in the efforts at a settlement of the Middle 
East conflict. In addition to Morocco's  longstanding 
Saudi ties. French influence there is  significant in the 
area of technical cooperation. The French are known to 
be developing a process whereby uranium can be ex
tracted from phosphate rock. in direct collaboration with 
Moroccan technicians . 

Although diplomatic relations between France and 
Algeria have been severely strained by the Saharan 
conflict. economic relations between the -two countries 
nonetheless remain very important. especially in the 
area of energy cooperation. Recently. through the in
fluence of Saudi Arabia - which has j ust signed a joint 
nuclear energy cooperation agreement with France -
Algeria's  state-owned energy company Sonatrach has 
expressed interest in French nuclear technology as well .  
R ich in uranium . Algeria has publicly declared that it 
will go nuclear in the future. 

The motive force in Algeria 's  energy strategy is none 
other than Saudi Arabia. According to French journalist 
Paul Marie de la Gorce. editorialist for the conservative 
daily Le Figaro. Saudi Arabia was the intermediary in 
setting up the huge U .S . -Algerian natural gas deals.  
Under these arrangements . Algeria will  transport up to 
40 billion cubic meters of natural gas.  in the form of LNG. 
to the U . S .  during the 1 980s and 1 990s .  

Po l i sar io L i n ked to Br i t ish  Operat ions  

The Front for the Liberation o f  the Saguia-El
Hamra and the Rio-de-Oro. the Polisario Front. 
was created May 10 .  1 973 in a split-off from the 
Saharan Liberation Front. whose leader. Mohamed 
Bessir. was at that time claiming simple autonomy . 
of the Western Sahara. then under Spanish ad
m inistration. The first military action of the newly 
created Front was to attack the Spanish military 
post of EI-Kgangua on May 20. 1 973 .  

Following the withdrawal of the Spanish from the 
territory. the Polisario proclaimed on Feb. 27 .  1 976 
the existence of the Saharan Arab Democratic 
R epublic . whose government was set up on March 
8. The creation of the Saharan R epublic came at the 
time when the Organization of African Unity held a 
m eeting in Addis-Ababa in order to discuss the 
recognition of the Polisario Front as a bona fide 
liberation front. The demand of the Polisario for 
recognition did not receive the accredited number 
of votes. and to this day it has not been recognized 
by the OAU. The Saharan R epublic has been 
recognized by only 11 governments : Madagascar. 
Burundi. Benin. Angola. ' Algeria. and Guinea. 
North Korea. Togo. Mozambique. Rwanda. and 
the Seychelles. 

Ii is fairly well ·recognized by the international 
' press that the Polisario is armed. trained and 

deployed by the Algerian government. In fact. very 
little differentiation has been made as to whether 
Saharan or Algerian nationals take part in the 
fighting. Considered by some observers to be 
merely an extension of Algeria' s  political demands. 
the Polisario reminds others of the British
controlled networks in North Africa during the 
S econd World War. In a recent article in the French 
daily L 'Aurore. the Polisario was appropriately 
likened to the Spanish Nomad Guard. which had 
been set up by Britain's  infamous Special Air 
S ervices during the North Africa campaign in the 
1 940s .  
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What remains uppermost in the m inds of Saudi and 
French planners is a peaceful resolution to the Sahara 
conflict. Last summer. Saudi Arabia agreed to under
write a development package whereby Morocco. 
Mauritania . and Algeria would jointly develop the 
mineral-rich Western Sahara . The Algerians were urged 
to drop the Polisario as a political tool .  but were assured 
by their Saudi backers that they would receive unhin
dered access to the Atlantic Ocean in order to transport 
their iron deposits from the iron-m ining center of Gara 
Dj ebilet. 

As the prospects for Euro-Arab-Soviet cooperation 
grew in the western end of the Maghreb. the Polisario 
Front launched a maj or offensive against the French 
government and the French-allied governments of 
Morocco and Mauritania.  A series of guerrilla skir
mishes and attacks against the Mauritanian mining 
center of Zouerate and sabotage runs against the rail line 
which serves as the only means of transport for iron ore. 
Mauritania ' s  chief source of income.  culm inated in the 
kidnapping of eight French nationals who were working 
as technical assistants in Mauritania ' s  mining sector. 
The situation created a crisis between France and 
Algeria. prompting France to send a fleet of Breguet 
Atlantique to guard Mauritanian territory and the 
mining center against Po lisa rio raiding parties . 
Although the French hostages were subsequently 
released through the good offices of Libya and the per
severance of French negotiators . the situation remains 
tense in the area as long as the Polisario has free rein to 
repeat its marauding operations .  

Support for the Polisario i s  l im ited i n  the international 
community. and even the Soviet Union has refused to 
come out publicly in its favor.  It is reported that during 
his most recent trip to th e Soviet Union. Algeria ' s  
President was hard-pressc • t o  elicit Soviet support for 
the organization. 

Within Algeria. there exists a certain "radical" ideo
logue faction. allegedly led by Foreign Minister 
Bouteflika. which is '. tilizing the Polisario as leverage 
for its own political interests . These radical networks . a 
leftover from the anti-French terrorist agents which 
infiltrated the Nauonal Liberation Front during the 
Algerian war of independence.  are using their anti
imperialist jargon to debilitate French technical 
cooperation in the area and assure that no capital
intensive, nuclear cooperation can be realized . 

Chad : Reru n of t h e  Western Sahara 

The unfortunate reactivation of the Frolinat rebellion 
inside Chad has the same aim : to remove French in
fluence from this Francophile country. R ich in uranium 
like Algeria.  Chad depends heavily on French military 
and technical assistance.  In addition to maintaining 
historical ties with France .  Chad also receives arms 
from the Soviet Union. 

Two weeks ago. a French national and his Swiss 
companion were kidnapped by the rebel Frolinat 
guerrilla organization, in a classic  destabilization at
tempt against the pro-French Chad government of Felix 
Malloum. Utilizing the modus operandi perfected in the 
Sahara conflict, the bandit "third army" of the Frolinat 
called for a ransom of $2 million and the withdrawal of 
French military assistance to Chad by Feb.  1 2 ,  1 978 .  

The incident comes j ust when French President 
Giscard d 'Estaing is planning an important state visit to 
Chad in an effort to organize an economic development 
zone among Francophone countries which would serve 
as a buffer against potential Cold War manipulations in 
the continent of Africa. 

Last week the Vice-President of Sudan arrived in 
Libya to offer his assistance in solving the dispute in 
Chad. There are indications that S udan has been instru
m ental in reconciling the various guerrilla factions with 
the Malloum government. Recently rebel guerrilla 
leader Hissen Habre. currently living in exile in the 
Sudan. announced that he had become reconciled with 
the Malloum government and that both leaders would 
seek a reconciliation with the other guerrilla factions. 
S imultaneous with the Habre-Malloum rapprochement. 
the Sudanese Vice-President arrived in Libya . Libya is 
backing the "second army" faction. which is fighting in 
the Northern Tibesti region. From all indications . Libya 
is  willing to cooperate in this venture and is closely co
operating with the French in particular to solve the in
ternal crisis in thp. country. Immediately after the Sudan
ese Vice-President 's  Libyan trip . both the French and 
Libyan governments announced that they would work 
closely to achieve a reconciliation of all factions within 
the government. -Mary Jane Coates 

What i s  t h e  F ro l i nat  ? 
The Frolinat is split into three · factions.  or "ar

mies . "  In 1 966.  a rebellion led by Ibrahim Abatcha 
among the Toubou tribesmen in the northern 
Tibesti region of Chad led to a series of "popular 
revolts" ' which seriously endangered French in
fluence in the country. In 1968  Abatcha was killed. 
and was succeeded by Dr. Abba S iddick who later 
became the head of the movement known as the 
Frolinat (Front for the National Liberation of 
Chad) . 

Between 1 968 and 1972 . the French army was 
called in by then President Tombalbaye to quell 
revolts. led by the rival Toubou tribe. which had 
spread from the north to the south against the op
posing Saras ethic group . The French legionnaire 
force suffered heavy losses. and when it was finally 
pulled out of the conflict the French demanded that 
the central government institute administrative 
reforms .  especially in the area of taxation. 

The strong-man of the Frolinat is Libyan
supported Goukouni Oueddei .  who is commander of 
the " second army. " located in the northern Tibesti 
region . Both Goukouni and Hissen Habre took over 
the second army in 1972 and.  in a power struggle. 
Goukouni emerged as the uncontested leader in 
1 976 .  A " first army" operates in the region close to 
Sudan. 

The "third army. " which claimed responsibility 
for the Jan. 16 kidnapping of the French and Swiss 
nationals .  is located in the western' region where 
Chad shares a border with Nigeria .  Long decried by 
both the other Frolinat factions as nothing but a 
band of gangsters and bandits . the third army has 
absolutely no base in the country and is currently 
operating out of Nigeria.  a country which is 
notorious for its penetration by the British. 
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ASIA 

Forces Of Chaos Are On The Move 

More than two weeks ago India celebrated its 30th year 
as a republic . on the date of the promulgation of the In
dian Constitution. Certain Indian observers noted on that 
anniversary that never in its history has the Republic 
been faced with such a threat to its existence. to the very 
fabric of national unity and progres s  on which India ' s  
independence was based . ' 

. 

I N D I A  

The pessimistic assessment o f  the current state of 
affairs in India is. not unfounded . The historic enemies of 
India. the Anglo-Am erican descendants of the British 
East India Company which m ade India into the raped 
and looted "j ewel" of the British E mpire. are once again 
active. London 's  policy toward India has not changed 
from its inception -:- to wreck the unity of the nation 
through systematic encouragement of regional and 
communal bliikanization of the country ; to impose the 
geno,c idal  " labor-intensive" pol ic ies  of enforced 
rura lization of the Indian population ; to take the 
promising base. of Indian industry. which could serve 
wide spheres of Third World development.  and strip it of 
al l iootable value. 

The first phase of London ' s  plans has been in progress 
for several years - the destruction of the institutions of 
pol i t ical  leadership which represent a clear expression of 
the national interest of the huge Indian nation .  At the top 
of that hit list is the Congress Party. the party which led 
the Indian freedom struggle against British imperialism .  
the party which forged the foundations o f  Indian in
dustrial  and scientific progres s  and led the developing 
world under the leadership of former Premier Nehru. 

The fate of the Congress now occupies Indian political 
attentions . following the dram atic exit of form er Prime 
Mini�ter Indira Gandhi and her followers from the party 
almost two months ago . The hard indicators of how badly 
the Congress was hurt by this split will presumably be 
found in certain crucial state elections scheduled for all 
but one state where the Congres s  holds power. at the end 
of this month. Four crucial states are : Maharashtra in 
the west the foremost industrial center whose capital is 
Bombay ; the two large southern states of Andrha 
Pradesh and Karnataka ; and the strategic northeastern 
state (near China) of Assam. Two s maller northeastern 
states are also in the fray. At this  m om ent there are no 
predictions of clear winners in any of the states where 
the principal contenders are the Congress Party. the 
Indira Congress .  the ruling hodgepodge Janata 

( Peoples)  Party. and the two main organizations of the 
Left. the Communist Party of India (CPI - the pro
Soviet party) and the Communist  Party of India-Marxist. 
( The CPM is the " independent" p arty that came out of 
the cpi in the early 1 960s . )  

Indira: A Wrecker for London 

Wh�tever sympathies one may have held for Indira 
Gandhi and her often courageous political leadership 
during the Bangladesh war and other events tend to 
evaporate completely in the face  of her current ac
tivities .  Indira Gandhi and her supporters have staked 
out one single goal for their election drive - to prevent 
Congress reelection. In every state the Indira Congress is 
m aking alliances wiih regional and local interests on an 
an�i-Congress basis .  in particular with advocates of 
greater state " independence" from central government 
control and of further division of the present states along 
communalistic and other linguistic lines. This opportunist 
collaboration with divisive tendencies is totally opposed 
to the policies of Indira Gandhi ' s  father,  Jawaharla 
Nehru. who worked all his life for Indian national unity. 
and even to Gandhi 's  own efforts along the same lines 
when she was Premier. 

The unfortunate and insidious result is that the Indira 
Congress is having greater success in wrecking the 
Congress than the ruling Janata party could ever hope to 
have. The Janata itself is not strong in the states where 
the elections are occuring, since its base is mostly in 
India ' s  northern " Hindi belt . "  While the Congress is far 
from destroyed. it is evident that it is foundering, as its 
present leadership has failed to direct a strong national 
organizing drive or provide programmatic direction in 
the current election campaign. 

The crisis within the opposition p arties will and can be 
within the ruling Janata Party. Responding to the 
changes occurring across the political scene, the Janata 
Party is currently polarized along the following lines . 

A pro growth faction composed of Defense Minister 
Jagj ivan Ram . Petroleum Minister Bahaguna, and even 
Prime Minister Morarj i Desai in certain circumstances 
are watching closely the changes occuring in 
Parliament. Some observers view Parliament as in the 
calm before the storm , with these forces ready and 
willing to jump off the Janata m ishmash bandwagon as 
soon as new political formations gel .  

A regroupment is being provoked by two parties within 
the Janata Party. Home Minister Charan S ingh is 
currently engaging in various political and economic 
alliances aimed at protecting his base, the rich landlord 
class . through endorsement of the World Bank's  labor
intensive solution for the landless laborer. In short, Singh 
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proposes that infrastructure for the untaxed wealthy 
kulak come from the work (paid in goods such as food) of 
the landless and bonded labor. S ingh ' s  efforts are sup
ported for purely factional reasons by a portion of the 
�ight.::w�ndu nationalist Jan S angh (Ii wing of ,the 
Jjlnata Party) . The RSS ,  the Jan Sangh's  militia, is 

-deeply divided-' on this issue, but not divided on the 
� c.ommon goal o(seizing the organizational apparatus of 
the. Janilta in the northern part of the country. For this,  
the RSS has .�un a muckraking campaign against Ram 
and Desai, �med at discrediting them as national 
leaders.-
, . .  Th e Communist Role 

The Indi��- Congress ' s  role in spreading regionalism 
and uftdermining the nationally organized Congress ,  along 
with their defacto Janata allies ,  is paralleled on the left. 
The chaes prevailing among the m ajor parties, including 
the factionalized J anata, has led to incr�ased prospecis 
for an expansion of the strength and influence of the 
Communist parties. So far, the chief beneficiary of the 
spreading political vacuum has been the CPM, while the 
pro-Soviet CPI has yet to emerge strongly out of the 
defeat it suffered as a result of its alliance with Gandhi 
during the 1 9 75-77 "Emergency" government. The CPM 
has gained power in the important industrial state of 
West Bengal,  and has added to that, a victory in the small 
northeastern states of Tripura and Manipur. It hopes to 
win the state election in the larger northeastern state of 
Assam this month. 

The role of the ' CPM remains ambiguous due to a 
severe split in its ranks between segments of the party 
who are acting as agents of the World Bank by sup
porting regionalist tendencies  and the ruralist anti
industrial outlook of the Bank, and honest party leaders 
�nd members. New Wa ve, the Indian weekly, recently 
identified this division , naming CPM General Secretary 

EMS Namboodiripad and the Finance Minister of West 
Bengal, Ashok ,Mitra (a former World Bank official) , as 
the leaders of the regionalist prolandlord group. In 
constrast, New Wa ve pointed out that leaders like B.T. 
Ranadive, the head of the CPM's trade-union base, who 
reflect the working-class base of the party, have a 
realistic approach to the present situation. New Wa ve 
concluded that the CPM will abdicate all responsibility 
"if it surrenders to regionalism or falls for an alliance 
with the rich landowners at the cost of unity with the left 
and democratic forces, including growth-oriented sec
tions of industrialists . "  

Nation al Unity Needed 
While some in India talk of a m erger of the two Com

munist parties as the basis for creating an alternative to 
either the Janata or Indira Congress and filling the 
vacuum created by the disintegrating Congress Party, 
that prospect is not immediately viable. On one level 
both the Communist parties are regionally limited in 
their following, lacking national strength. But, more 
fundamentally, a merger of the CPI and CPM leaves 
aside the necessity of unifying the disparate progrowth 
political tendencies in all the political parties, par
ticularly in the Congress and segments of the J anata. 

The Communists, with the CPM under more respon
sible le,adership , can more fruitfully pose themselves as 
the kernel of an alliance of national unity based on the 
shared commitment of all  patriotic forces for the 
national economic growth based on science and industry, 
totally opposed to the World Bank dismantling of the 
Indian economy. This kind of defense of national interest, 
given ' an institutional form, can effectively counter not 
only the efforts of London to recolonize India, but can join 
hands against Anglo-American designs in the rest of the 
developing countries and in the advanced sector. 

-Daniel Sn eider 
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LA TIN AMERICA 

Book Review: 

The CFR Pla n  For A Cou p  Aga i nst 

Venezue la /s Fore i g n  Po l icy 

Contemporary Venezuela and 
Its Role in International Affairs . 
Robert Bond, editor 
Published by the Council on Foreign R ela tions 

The New York Council on Foreign Relations has just 
released a blueprint on how to sabotage Venezuela ' s  
foreign policy. Official disclaimers aside,  Contemporary 
Venezuela and Its Role in Interna tional Affairs, a 
collection of papers prepared for a Council seminar, is a 
policy statement by Anglo-American monetarist circles 
outlining their intent to force the Venezuelan government 
to withdraw from the foreign policy commitments of 
current President Carlos Andres Perez, particularly 
those concerning the industrialization of the Third World. 

Through a series of "predictions , "  the CFR presents a 
package of strategies to be pursued by the c ircles and 
related agents it represents describing how "internal 
strains " and growing " instability" will oblige Venezuela 
to abandon its " impetuous" and aggressive foreign 
polic y, and "retrench" behind obj ectives that are more 
amenable to monetarist interests .  

Specifically, this  means Venezuela is to abandon its 
role in seeking a new world economic order, cease being 
the " intellectual leader" of O PE C ,  and give up its 
"dream" of Latin American unity based on develop
ment. 

The "pressures" compelling such a " retrenchment" 
are to include lumpenproletaria t violence stirred up by 
ultraleftist-terrorist agents controlled by the Council
linked Institute for Policy Studies ,  plus a " leveling-off of 
oil income" that will supposedly fuel domestic unrest and 
grind Perez ' s  industrial development program,  known as 
the V Plan,  to a halt. As editor Robert Bond flatly 
asserts , "If Venezuela has to choose between maxi
m izing government oil income and solidarity with the 
Third World ,  the latter is sure to be the loser ."  

Should the government attempt to  ignore these 
" strains , "  writes Daniel Levine in his chapter on 
" problems" likely to plague Venezuelan constitutional 
democracy, the results could be a mil itary coup, which 
would take place "probably in a sea of blood . . .  like 
Chile . "  

Already the CFR " study" i s  being put into a n  action 
phase.  Simultaneous with the increase in ultraleftist 
terrorism in recent months,  efforts to forge an "environ
mentalist" movement out of the above-ground left 

parties have greatly increased. Both of these capabilities 
represent weapons for creating " instability" and 
blaming the V Plan with charges that it does not provide 
enough " employment" and "income distribution . "  

Venezuelan oil exports t o  the U . S .  during January 
dropped 25 percent below the previous year's  levels ,  
supposedly because of a glut in the m arket - a situation 
that could cause grave problems if  prolonged. 

Even more telling, however, F oreign Minister Simon 
Alberto Consalvi, who as former Venezuelan UN am
bassador beca me the "close friend" of U .S .  National 
Security Council chief (then director of the Trilateral 
Commission) Zbigniew Brzezinski ,  paid a special visit to 
the Council late last year to pick up some of the 3 ,000 

copies of the report here under review. He eventually 
took them back with him to Caracas to distribute them 
personally. It is no coincidence that he has already begun 
to restructure Venezuelan foreign policy along the lines 
spelled out in Contemporary Venezuela . 

Why? 
In his contribution, Franklin Tugwell, son of Fabian 

Society member Rexford Tugwell ,  writes that Venezuela 
has steadily become "a source of irritation and concern" 
for the U . S .  as an OPEC leader, a cofounder o(SELA (the 
Latin American Economic Syste m ,  which excludes the 
U. S . > ,  and a nation that successfully carried out the 
largest nationalization of Anglo-American oil interests in 
history. Yet while these factors are important, they stem 
from Perez ' s  commitment to the new world economic 
order - the real reason the CFR had to write this book. 

The principal danger to the CFR and its clients is that 
the more successfully Venezuelan leaders reinvest oil 
revenues in sustained industrial development, the more 
Venezuela becomes a model for the Third World in 
rej ecting the zero-growth austerity policies of London 
and New York monetarists .  Already industrialists 
fighting World Bank austerity in neighboring Colombia 
are pointing to the V Plan as the example to be followed. 
The Venezuelan development strategy has netted it an 
1 1 . 1  percent rate of real growth in the industrial sector in 
the past year, among the highest in the world. Bond and 
his collaborators try to brush off Caracas ' s  new world 
economic order policy as " m oralist impulses , "  a 
"personal" goal of Perez that is " inconsistent" with 
Venezuelan national interests ,  and " bursts of impetu
osity" ta i lored to the "cosmetic adulation" of the 
President. However, the true concern of these gentlemen 
is  revealed when Bond stresses that Venezuelan foreign 
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policy must be seen as an outgrowth of its "development 
strategy" - i .e . ,  the V Plan. "At its most fundamental 
level , "  he notes,  "Venezuelan foreign policy is directed 
toward the achievement of the country's  development 
program."  "Unfortunately , "  emphasizes Levine, the V 
Plan is "capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive. " 

As a result, every " scenario" floated in the Council 's  
book stems from the basic prem ise that Perez ' s  tech
nology-directed , capital-intens ive policies must be liqui
dated. 

Ho w lt Works 
The way to stop the V Plan, the Counc il notes ,  is to shut 

down the country's  oil markets . Given that Venezuela ' s  
oil industry infrastructure i s  the " most vulnerable" in 
OPEC due to the highly specialized nature of its output, 
Tugwell observes, such problems are " likely. "  Indeed, 
they are in effect, as was pointed out earlier . The result 
of prolonged marketing difficulties ,  as former World 
Bank consultant Pedro Pablo Kuczynski explains, would 
be a decrease in capital investm ent in the V Plan and a 
s lowdown in the overall economy.  As for the political 
impact of such a crisis ,  Tugwell ,  in commenting on a 
similar sudden collapse of oil sales during January 1 976 ,  
writes,  "The lesson was not lost ; Venezuelans were 
made to feel very insecure indeed . "  

With the key source o f  national income cut back, the 
climate is set for unleashing the most important 
" political factor" in forcing the government to 
" retrench" from a Third Worldist foreign policy : urban 
violence. Levin.e identifies the " marginal" population of 
Venezuela' s  mushrooming urban slums as the most 
serious "challenge" to the entire political system 
established since the 1 959 overthrow of dictator Perez 
Jimenez. This "unpredictable" force,  he says,  could 
provoke "shifts in the urban electorate" and a " severe 
weakening of party organizations" governing the fragile 
" balance" that has sustained constitutional government 
for 20 years . 

"How soon will it be , "  Levine asks ,  before the country 
is reduced to a situation of " competing caudillos" like 
the "rest" of Latin America ?  " Perhaps not long at al l ,"  
is  the reply, and he  adds that this is  "just the kind of 
s ituation in which the military often intervenes to restore 
order ."  

Thus the result of  declines in o i l  income is supposed to 
be foreign policy "retrenchment" forced by "domestic 
instability" : "As open threats to democratic survival at 
home begin to disappear, "  writes Levine , supposedly 
observing past trends ,  " foreign policy gradually moved 
a way from a primary concern with the international 
defense of democracy and toward a broader concern for 
economic issues . . . .  A renewal of domestic instability (or 
a sharpened sense of isolation and fragility derived from 
the spread of authoritarian rule)  might affect foreign 
policy. " 

The Role of Environmen talism 
The catalyst for activating the "marginal" slum

dwellers , according to the CFR,  will be growing unrest for 
"jobs" and " income distribution, "  with the V Plan the 
prime target. The V Plan, Kuczynski writes,  is "hardly a 
recipe for jobs creation. " To m eet these "demands ,"  the 
government is going to have to divert resources from 

capital investment to "public services" and "employ
ment. " The more ferment grows in the barrios (slums) , 
the more the government will have to shift away from V 
Plan priorities .  

Providing the needed help in stirring up this synthetic 
"ferment" against the V Plan is the Council 's neo-Fabian 
sister organization, the Institute for Policy Studies and 
the related networks permeating the Venezuelan left. 
While Maoist provocateurs can always be counted on for 
a university riot or mob violence in the barrios, the more 
"respectable" left is now being mobilized to provide a 
zero-growth program matic content to the entire move
ment. An ideologue for the leftist People's Electoral 
Movem ent (MEP)  last month illustrated the kind of 
"jobs" and "income distribution" the CFR seeks . 
Writing an op-ed in the country' s  leading daily, El 
Naciona1, the MEP spokesman called for degrading 
Venezuela to the starvation and misery of a primitive 
economy based on the " ideas of Mahatma Gandhi . "  We 
must return to an economy of "small villages , "  says the 
ME P,  and forget about "giant complexes" of "advanced 
technology. ' , 

The MEP "program" is almost identical to the policies 
being advocated on another level by former Mines 
Minister Juan Pablo Perez Alfonso and former Foreign 
Minister Ramon E scovar Salom.  Both are attacking 
Perez' s  policies through diatribes against "savage 
development, " " false progress , "  " gigantism . "  Escovar 
recently advocated tracci6n humana - literally, humans 
as draught animals - instead of machinery. On the of
ficial level, Consalvi pursues the same ends, as shown by 
his vigorous endorsement of the World Bank's labor
intensive "Caribbean development program . "  

Wha t  the CFR 's Venezuelan Foreign Policy 
Is to Look L ike 

With the above carefully manipulated " instabilities ,"  
the CFR "predicts " several changes to  occur in specific 
areas of Venezuelan foreign policy :  

The Ne w World Economic Order: This ,  says the CFR , 
is s imply a luxury Venezuela will no longer be able to 
afford. "The personal nature of Venezuela's com
mitment to the Third World, "  writes Bond , " makes the 
current New International Economic Order policy highly 
susceptible to a change in administration. "  And with 
increasing "instability" and declining oil revenues,  
Levine points out, "any administration will  have to 
retrench" from these more active policies. 

OPEC: "A dramatic change in Venezuela's  OPEC role 
is a distinct poss ibility ,"  meaning the country's  function 
as the key mediating force between the duped price 
hawks and the conservatives who favor oil price freezes 
will be finished. S ince Venezuela has managed to prevent 
fatal splits in the cartel while simultaneously holding off 
the provocative price hikes that would destroy the U.S .  
dollar and international trade, abandoning this role could 
be extremely dangerous. As economic pressures mount 
domestically, "Venezuela might become more adamant 
on the issue of price increases , "  says Bond, backed up by 
Kim Fuad, who cites " intensified challenge" from the 
"radicals . "  Already persons of dubious loyalties such as 
zero growth guru Perez Alfonso, the alleged "father of 
OPEC, " are openly calling for splitting ihe organization 
by demanding Venezuela raise oil prices unilaterally. 
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Fuad. Perez Alfonso 's  biographer. cannot contain hi!\ 
glee over what he sees as a Venezuelan drift a Vv a y  from 
policy alliance with Saudi oil m in i s ter Y a m an i .  who 
favors steady prices and increased production to ensure 
global economic recovery. 

Relations with the U.S. : As the entire CFR scenario 
unfolds . Venezuelan policy towards the U.S  .. which 
revolves around oil. is to be bas�d on the no-energy 
policies of U .S .  energy czar James Schlesinger . 
Tugwell ' s  not-very-subtle message is that as Venezuela' s  
young nationalized oil industry goes through a few 
"frightening" drops in sales, it will become more 
anxious to join with Schlesinger in setting up a "regional 
energy institution" - a euphemism for giving 
Schlesinger fingertip control over hemispheric energy 
supplies,  completely circumventing OPEC.  

Again. this is another aspect of the CFR blueprint that 
is now operational. The environm entalist left. aided by 
Perez Alfonso and the editors of �J Nacional,. is 
pressuring for "government-to-government deals" with , 
the U .S .  As the Department of E nergy readily admitted 
last week. any such "deals" at this point'cpn only mean 
sales to Schlesinger's  dictatorial strategic -reserve - a 
proto-form of the proposed regional energy body. Since 
large sales to this facility would be seen as "OPEC
busting, "  a spokesman admitted, Venezuela would have 
to be "running scared" before it would consent. 

La tin Am erican Integra tion : Carac a s ' s  Latin 
American policy. says the CFR, is " inconsistent ."  "ad 
hoc . "  The " 1  50-year-old dream " of " Bolivarian unity" is 
"doomed ."  Venezuela "will probably abandon its goal of 
a unified Latin America ,"  says Bond. Thus.  under the 
CFR's  "retrenchment, " the future " augurs poorly" for 
SELA and other integration efforts.  according to John 
Martz . Likewise. Martz sees the Andean Pact as facing 
"impending collapse . "  

New Geopolitics : Venezuelan foreign policy must now 
take into account the " new reality" that Venezuela. 
Mexico. and Brazil are the "prime candidates for 
regional leadership . "  says the Council .  outlining a 
system of Kiss ingerian axes and " spheres of influence ."  
With remarkable precision, the Council "predicts" a new 
turn in relations with Brazil .  which are at present the 
"c learest example that Venezuela lacks a well-defined 
policy toward Latin America . . .  Preoccupation with 
Braz i l ' s  Amazonian developm ent will necessitate 
compromise on Perez 's  part ."  

Consalvi has  already begun to  move in  this direction. 
by indicating Venezuelan willingness to discuss the 
formation of an A mazon Pact with Brazil .  an alliance 
which. if hased on zero-growth looting programs. would 

, dominate and "police" the entire continent for New York 
and London. 

It must be emphasized. however. that in no way does 
Consalvi. any more than Brzezinski or Schlesinger. in
tend to have Venezuela support Brazil ' s  nuclear energy 
program. It was Consalvi ' s  circles that sabotaged 
necessary Brazilian-Venezuelan nuclear cooperation, by 
advising Perez to call for a " regional" nuclear agency 
during his summit meeting with President Geisel last 
November. The Brazilians properly recognized this as 
part of a Schlesinger attempt to "police" Brazil 's  access 
to nuclear technology. 

Caribbean "Development": The Caribbean. where the 
World Bank is launching its Mahatma Gandhi-style 
labor-intensive "development progra m , "  is the one area 
in which Venezuela will not retrench. It is "a natural 
sphere of influence" for Venezuela. says the Council .  
Whereas it would be wholly consistent with Perez' s  Third 
World development policy to use Venezuelan oil revenues 
to aid capital-intensive Caribbean development in 
conjunction with Mexico. a "zero-growth" Venezuela 
would act as Mexico's  enemy in the CFR ' scenario . en� 
forcing labor-intensive austerity in the Caribbean. 

"Restructuring" the Foreign Ministry: The Foreign 
Ministry is the " least professional of all the ministries" 
dealing in foreign matters.  complains the CFR. In 
identifying one of the key "problems." Martz notes that 
many decisions can be made " only at his (the 
President 's )  desk. " On cue. Consalvi has proceeded to 
" r estructure" the min istry to m'ake it more 
"professional" and keep it out of " internal policies" -
i . e . .  purge it of tendencies favoring capital-intensive 
development. With several thousand of Consalvi ' s  copies 
of the Counci l 's  book circulating around Caracas.  it is not 
surprising that columnist Mario Matute Bravo, known as 
a fervent follower of Milton Friedman.  recently endorsed 
Consalvi ' s  efforts in this area and was so bold as to 
suggest Consalvi set up a Consejo de Politica Exterior -
a Council on Foreign Relations ! 

-Chris Allen 
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